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ChapterJ 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) already described gravity and its impact on the surroundings; 

later Isaac Newton (1642-1727) made a better definition and formulation in his work 

'Philsophiae naturalis principia mathematica'. Gravity is one of the four basic forces 

described in nature today, besides the weak nuclear force, the strong nuclear force and the 

electromagnetic force [ 1]. 

Experiments performed under terrestrial circumstances are subject to the acceleration by 

gravity; various physical properties behave differently in the state of zero acceleration 

(weightlessness). A large amount of research is done on gravity-dependent phenomena in 

physics, fluid and material sciences. Acceleration can be an important parameter in scientific 

experiments, and micro-gravity is a tool to avoid complications arising from this. 

Previous experimental evidence [2,3] had shown that gravity influences coagulation. In this 

thesis this influence of gravity on coagulation is studied and a study is done on the 

rheological behaviour of dilute gels. In the first mentioned case, acceleration by gravity is 

used as a parameter, in the second p,g is used as a tool for applied research. Dilute gels can 

be formed under p,g conditions, where sedimentation of separate floes is prevented. 

In this chapter the process of coagulation and the rheological behaviour of gels will be 

introduced, further the scope and the outline of this thesis will be given. 

1.1.1 Coagulation 

Coagulation is the process of aggregation of small particles, under the influence of London

van der Waals attraction (electromagnetic force), suspended in a liquid phase (figure 1.1). 

Coagulation of dispersed particles is a vital part of many practical and technological 

processes. Clay particles for instance may be transported by a river without coagulation, as 

long as the salt concentration in the river is low. As soon as the water is becoming too salty 

(e.g. if the river flows into the sea), the stabilizing factor is cancelled and the clay particles 

will start to coagulate. The particles will settle and the sediment formed may block the 

riverbed; thus at the harbour of Rotterdam, the connection with the sea has to be dredged 

regularly. 
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coagulation 

stabilized destabilized 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the coagulation process. 

Soil must have a porous structure for plants to grow well (transportation of water and air 

to the roots). The structure of the soil is determined by coagulation of solid particles. After 

the flood in 1953 (Zeeland, The Netherlands), a great part of the soil in the flooded area was 

not porous enough for plants to grow. 

Ocean soils have a structure which is also determined by coagulation. When this structure 

is too loose, subsurface landslides occur which may influence the development of the 

waterflow. This happened near the east-coast of the United States. 

Ink contains pigment particles dispersed in an aqueous solution. When one tries to write 

with a pen without taking measures to prevent coagulation, there is a chance that the pen is 

blocked. 

As mentioned earlier coagulation is also important for many technological processes, for 

example in water treatment. Filtration of the solid particles is much easier when aggregates 

are formed. In biotechnology, one deals with dispersions of biological cells (bacteria, yeast). 

Handling of such dispersions involves coagulation steps at some parts of the process. 

Many materials in the chemical industry are prepared in the form of particles dispersed in 

a liquid. Filtration of the products formed, demands the introduction of a coagulation step. 

Eg.: synthetic materials like polystyrene or polymethylmethacrylate are often prepared by 

emulsion polymerisation; the materials formed (small particles) have dimensions ( < 1 p,m) 

for which filtration becomes difficult, time consuming and expensive. Thus coagulation has 

to be applied in order to make filtration feasible. 
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The previously mentioned London-van der Waals [4] attraction brings about that attraction 

between volume elements containing equal material is stronger than attraction between 

elements containing unequal material. This force is most pronounced at short interparticle 

distances so two particles must be close enough to make attraction important and form a pair. 

The approach of two particles can occur either by Brownian motion, by a shear gradient, or 

if the particles have different sizes or different densities, by gravity. The first form is called 

perikinetic coagulation, the second orthokinetic coagulation or 'shear-induced' coagulation. 

The repulsive interaction of similarly charged electrical double layers of the particle may 

stabilize the particles against coagulation. Increasing the ionic strength of the continuous 

phase causes the electrical double layers to become compressed, which can promote 

coagulation. 

A pronounced influence of gravity on coagulation of particles is not expected, since for 

particles in the typical colloid chemistry range (dimensions < 1 ~tm) gravity effects are 

thought to be negligible, while for particles beyond this range perikinetic coagulation is 

thought to be negligible. However near the upper end of the colloid chemical size range for 

particles between 1 and 10 J.tm, say, both gravity and (orthokinetic) coagulation may be non 

negligible processes. The aim of this investigation was to study the influence of gravity on 

perikinetic coagulation. 

1.1.2 Rheological behaviour of dilute particle gels 

Gels are colloidal systems characterized by a three-dimensional coherent network. This 

network may be formed by polymer chains with interconnecting contact points, or by 

particles of a dispersed phase interconnected through coagulation [5] (figure 1.2). The latter 

are frequently indicated as 'particle' gels. In such gels, solvent (or dispersion medium) 

molecules are immobilized by the three-dimensional network. This imparts a certain strength 

to the system. Gels formed from polymer solutions are important in polymer technology (e.g. 

in the formation of membranes), while gels formed through coagulation of dispersed particles 

are important in powder technology (e.g. in the handling of concentrated coal/water slurries, 

in the sol-gel technique of preparing homogeneous sintered materials etc.). 

In the field of soil science and oceanography, often during sedimentation coagulation 

structures of a rather loose character are formed which afterwards collapse under the action 

of gravity. An understanding of this process is important in order to predict and possibly 

prevent the formation of very dense soils and ocean floor coverings. In the former case, 

dense soils are undesirable from an agricultural point of view (confer e.g. the problems 

encountered with laterite soils [6]). In the case of ocean floors, the collapse of loose 

structures may lead to significant soil movement. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of a gel formed by coagulation of dispersed particles. 

The handling and behaviour of gels is determined predominantly by their rheological 

properties. The relation between the shear stress (r) and the shear rate (i) in steady shear 

is frequently described phenomenologically by a power law: 

(1.1) 

where nand K are constants. 

However, no definite dependence of n on the solid volume fraction 4> of the gel bas yet 

been established. 

For the rheology of gels composed of a network of solid particles embedded in a liquid 

medium, the 'giant floc' model has been developed [7, 11] . 

In this model, the energy dissipation during deformation is related to the development of 

'shear planes': when a 'giant floc' is subjected to shear, the shear will not be realized 

homogeneously throughout the volume, but be restricted to "shear planes" developing in the 

main parallel to the direction of shear, though locally deviations from this direction will 

occur. In the concentration range of solid particles, in which a continuous three-dimensional 

network can conveniently be formed under normal gravity conditions, the giant floc model 

was confirmed in its essential predictions for particles in the size range of 20 llm up to ""' 

80 ftm. Similar phenomena have been reported for dispersions of stearyl silica in benzene 

[12]. 

However, for particle gels based on particles in the size range larger than 10 ftm, under lg

conditions this concentration range is limited rather severely at the low solid volume fraction 

(4>) side, because at 4> < 0.35 separate floes are formed which settle as soon as their size 

reaches a certain limit (determined by the specific mass difference between the continuous 
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and disperse phases). In principle, coagulation should lead to gelation even in very dilute sols 

of large particles, if sedimentation of floes can be prevented (~g conditions or density 

matching at lg-conditions). The fundamental reason for this expectation is, that floes 

generally have a fractal dimension lower than 3. This applies especially if the coagulation is 

induced by diffusion; the fractal dimension of a floc differs less from 3 when the coagulation 

is induced by shear rates [13-15]. 

1. 2 Scope of this thesis 

A previous investigation [2,3] showed that orthokinetic coagulation under ~g conditions was 

faster than coagulation under terrestrial gravity conditions when the shear rate was lowered. 

Theoretically, it was expected that just the reverse would be true. Under lg conditions, in 

dispersions which are not exactly monodisperse, perikinetic and orthokinetic coagulation will 

occur simultaneously as long as there is a difference in specific mass between the disperse 

and continuous phases. It is usually assumed that orthokinetic coagulation reinforces 

perikinetic coagulation. Computer calculations confirmed indeed, that on the basis of present

day theory of hydrodynamical interactions and London-van der Waals attraction, such a 

reinforcement is to be expected [2]. 

The previous investigation was originally intended to elucidate to what extent coagulation 

under ~g conditions is slower than under lg conditions, in order to check the theories on the 

interactions. 

Nevertheless, experiments under ~g conditions showed repeatedly and reproducibly, that 

orthokinetic coagulation proceeds relatively faster under ~g conditions when the shear rate 

was lowered, than under lg conditions [2,3]. 

So the aim of this investigation was to study, open minded, the influence of gravity on 

perikinetic coagulation. 

In the second part of this thesis (chapters 6 and 7), experiments will be reported on flow 

behaviour of dilute particle gels. The investigation on the behaviour of dilute gels is a 

preparatory study for a micro-gravity experiment and is directed to answering two questions: 

1. Are particle gels really formed at very low solid volume fractions. 

2. If such low overall solid content particle gels are formed, what are their rheological 

properties? Are the concepts developed in the giant floc model adequate to deal with 

such dilute gels and can one directly observe shear planes in such gels on 

deformation? 

In this process of gel formation the influence of gravity should be eliminated in order to 

prevent the separation of individual floes. This can be accomplished under lg-conditions by 
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matching the densities of the continuous phase and the dispersed phase, or by using small 

particles (d s 0.2 J.tm) and short timescales (30 min.) to perform the experiments. However, 

such systems are not amenable to visual examination because the light scattering by the 

dispersed particles limits the visibility to the outermost layers of the system, unless the solid 

volume fraction is too small for coagulation to occur within a reasonable time scale. This 

effect can be eliminated by matching the refractive indices of medium and dispersed phase 

[16-18]; however, specific mass and refractive index of the medium probably cannot both be 

adjusted simultaneously. The use of J.tg is the best way to match the refractive index of the 

medium and the dispersed phase, while avoiding gravity induced separation of individual 

floes. This makes it possible to observe whether shear planes develop, by using tracer 

particles. 

1.3 Outline of this thesis 

Chapter 2 is actually meant as an introduction to chapters 3 and 4. In chapter 2 the theory 

of coagulation kinetics is discussed briefly and a few types of coagulation mechanisms are 

discussed. The measurement technique is discussed theoretically and experimentally. Also 

the measuring technique is checked in this chapter by studying the light scattering behaviour 

of polystyrene dispersions. The latex used in chapters 3,4 and 5 (L-93) was characterized by 

determining the electrophoretic properties (surface charge density' r-potentials) by 

conductometric titration, electroosmosis and electrophoresis. 

Chapter 3 describes the perikinetic coagulation experiments performed at lg and 11-g 

conditions during a flight in a 'sounding rocket' (TEXUS 31). The coagulation process was 

followed by measuring the intensity of transmitted light as a function of time, for dispersions 

of polystyrene, quartz and silica particles. Three different types of experiment were 

performed with the polystyrene dispersion: one in which the densities of the PS-particles and 

the continuous phase were matched, one in which the density of the continuous phase was 

slightly lower than that of the PS-particles and one in which the density of the continuous 

phase was slightly higher. The results of the experiments showed an increase in coagulation 

rates for dispersions of polystyrene, quartz and silica at J.tg conditions, confirming previous 

experiments. 

In Chapter 4 perikinetic coagulation experiments are described, performed at lg and high-g 

conditions at the Academical Medical Centre in Amsterdam. The coagulation process was 

followed by measuring the light transmission as a function of time for polystyrene dispersions 

in a centrifuge. Experiments were performed at lg, 2g, 4g and 7g, with different densities 

of the continuous phase. In the absence of a density difference between disperse and 

continuous phases, perikinetic coagulation is faster than in the presence of such a density 
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difference. The results of the high-g experiments show that the most pronounced effect of 

gravity on coagulation rate is found for dispersions with a relatively small density difference, 

going from lg to 2g. In this regime a significant decrease in coagulation rates is observed. 

A video analysis of the perikinetic coagulation process was performed. It turned out that for 

a density matched dispersion, interaction times between two spheres are longer than for a 

dispersion in which the density is not matched. Also convection flows were observed at small 

temperature differences between the dispersion and the surroundings, which are difficult to 

avoid completely. 

Chapter 5 compares four phenomena involved in the perikinetic coagulation process with 

regard to the experiments performed in chapters 3 and 4. The phenomena studied, are: a) 

hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres, b) streaming potentials during sedimentation 

and mutual approach of two particles, c) influence of hairy layers. surface roughness, 

hydration energies on the interaction between two particles, d) free convection, caused by 

small temperature changes with the surroundings. 

To calculate the hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres we used the finite 

element method in 3D. We calculated the drag and interaction coefficients of the particles; 

it turned out that at the very low Reynolds numbers relevant here (which are in the 

experiments described in chapters 3 and 4 in the order of 5*10"7
), a very small repulsive 

force is acting between the two spheres while sedimenting. 

The calculations on the influence of flow on the charge distribution between two surfaces 

show that the streaming potential (which is very small) does not influence the pressure (still 

linear dependent on velocity) in the gap and therefore does not retard coagulation. 

Calculations of attractive and repulsive energies show that the polystyrene particles used 

in chapters 3 and 4, coagulate in a secondary minimum. The surface roughness of the spheres 

determines the depth of the secondary minimum. Brownian motion plays a role in the 

stability of the dispersion. The last phenomenon we studied was free convection due to small 

temperature changes. It turned out that for the calculated shear rates, forces in the order of 

10·14 N may be operative to separate a doublet. 

It was concluded that a combination of the surface roughness and free convection can 

explain the results found in chapters 3 and 4: convection and sedimentation effects are not 

operative at l'g-conditions. 

In Chapter 6 we tested the Giant Floc model (formation of 'shear planes' during steady 

shear) for dilute gels formed through coagulation of dispersed particles. Also the model of 

de Rooij [19] was used to explain the results. The concepts of the Giant Floc model were 

found to be applicable for the deformation of dilute gels during steady shear. 

Chapter 7 describes visualization experiments of the breakdown of a dilute gel during 
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steady shear. We used a transparent teflon dispersion (refractive index of the continuous 

phase matched with the refractive index of the particles) for the formation of a gel. 

Polystyrene particles were built into the gel structure as tracer particles. During steady shear 

the trajectories of the tracer particles were analyzed by Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). 
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Chapter2 

COAGULATION KINETICS, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS AND 

ELECTROPHORETIC PROPERTIES OF POLYSTYRENE PARTICLES 

Abstract: The theory of coagulation kinetics is discussed briefly and a few types of 
coagulation mechanisms are discussed. The technique used for measuring coagulation rates 
later in this thesis was checked by studying the light scattering behaviour of polystyrene 
dispersions experimentally and theoretically. The light intensity of the scattered light, at 
different detection angles was measured both for non-coagulating dispersions with different 
particle diameters, and for dispersions as a function of time during orthokinetic coagulation. 
The transmitted light intensity was found to be described with sufficient accuracy by Kerker's 
'anomalous diffraction' model. It turned out that the light transmission technique can be 
applied reliably for the determination of coagulation rates, by following the decrease in 
turbidity (increase in transmission), as long as the detection angle does not surpass a value 
of 6°. Suiface charge density and ?;-potentials were determined by conductometric titration, 
electroosmosis and electrophoresis. 

2.1 Coagulation kinetics 

During the coagulation process four types of forces are important: van der Waals attraction, 

electrostatic repulsion (electrostatic forces, see chapter 1), hydrodynarnical interactions and 

hydratation forces. Because the attractive forces are most pronounced at short interparticle 

distances, the particles have to come into each others proximity. This can be established by 

Brownian motion, by a flow field or by gravity. 

It is expected that when the particles are electrically charged (e.g. by selective adsorption 

of cations or anions) at a low electrolyte concentration, a repulsion exists between the 

particles (electrostatic stabilization), so not every 'expected collision' is leading to a pair. An 

'expected collision' is here defmed as a particle contact that would happen if the particles 

were not influenced by each others presence. When part of the expected collisions are 

ineffective with regard to pair formation, we speak of slow flocculation. If repulsion is of 

no importance, and every expected collision indeed does lead to a pair, we speak of fast 

coagulation. 

The rate of change of the number concentration of aggregates consisting of k particles is 

given by: 
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(2.1) 

with N;, concentration of aggregates consisting of i particles; t, time and {3(i,j), collision 

factor. The first term at right gives the amount of particles of size k that is being formed by 

collisions of smaller aggregates or of primary particles, the second term at right gives the 

amount of particles of size k which disappears through collisions with other particles. 

Equation (2.1) is valid, when the assumption is made that a formed aggregate remains intact; 

falling apart of aggregates is neglected. The latter effect may be important in shear-induced 

coagulation. 

2.1.1 Brownian coagulation 

Von Smoluchowski [1] derived an equation for a hypothetical sol, which will flocculate 

solely under influence of Brownian motion. Von Smoluchowski ignored hydrodynamic 

interactions and interparticle forces in his analysis, as long as the particles are separated by 

a greater distance than the 'collision radius'. Once the distance between their centers becomes 

smaller than the collision radius, the particles were supposed to be driven towards each other, 

and stick together irreversibly upon contact. The collision radius is equal to the sum of the 

particle radii when hydrodynamic interactions and interaction forces are absent. Von 

Smoluchowski then found the collision rate between spheres of radii ai and ai due to 

Brownian motion to be: 

o 2kT ( 1 1 ) J B .. =--(a.+a.) - +- N.N. 
r,z1 3 '1 z 1 a. a. z 1 

l 1 

(2.2) 

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature and 7J the viscosity of the 

medium. As long as the particles are at a greater distance than the collision radius, all 

interactions are ignored in Von Smoluchowski's analyses and equation (2.2) provides a good 

basis upon which coagulation rates can be scaled. The quotient of the theoretically calculated 

coagulation rate according to Von Smoluchowski (no interaction forces), l 0
Br and the actual 

one, JBr is known as the Brownian stability ratio: 

J
0

Br w =
Br J 

Br 

(2.3) 

The definition of the stability ratio in equation (2.3) should be distinguished from that used 
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traditionally in colloid chemistry in which interaction forces are taken into account: the ratio 

of the Brownian collision rate including both repulsive and attractive forces, to the Brownian 

collision rate measured experimentally under conditions where electrostatic repulsion may 

be assumed to be negligible [2]. In the Brownian collision rate measured experimentally 

under conditions where electrostatic repulsion interactions are ignored, other interactions are 

not ignored. 

Using equation (2.2) and (2.3) in equation (2.1) gives: 

_k =_!" __ 2_k_T_( ) _! _! N N _" 2kT ( ) _! _!_ N N (2.4) dN k-1 ( ) oo ( ) L a.+a. + .. L a.+ak + . k 

dt 2 i=l 3T] WBr,ij ' J ai aj ' I i=l 3T] WBr,ik ' ai ak ' 
j=/1:-i 

Equation (2.4) has only analytical solutions if simplifying assumptions are made. A 

traditional assumption, valid if (a/ar 1) < 1 is: 

(2.5) 

Assuming that the stability ratio is independent of the ratio of the particle radii, the 

population distribution is given by: 

(2.6) 

with X1 ::::: N;!Na- t*8, tlt112, t112 = 3'(/W8/4kTN0• 

Figure 2.1 shows the solution for the first four aggregate sizes if x I.t=O = I, x1•1=0 = 0 for 

i ~ 2. 

2.1.2 Gravity induced coagulation 

As with perikinetic coagulation one can calculate the number of collisions per unit time of 

particles of species i and particles of species j. If absence of hydrodynamic and interparticle 

forces is assumed (a particle will settle in a straight line until it is colliding with another): 

(2.7) 

in which U" iJ = U"1 - U"i, is the relative velocity of the two spheres when they are far apart, 

with U0
1 = 2gApa/191J. The stability ratio is: 
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Figure 2.1: Population distribution as a function of dimensionless time t• for Brownian 
coagulation according to equation (2.6). x1=N/N0 ; t*Br=311WB,t/4kTNo-

(2.8) 

The above relations can both be applied to a system in which the spheres have densities 

greater than or less than the density of the continuous phase. In the first situation one speaks 

of sedimentation, in the second of creaming. 

Stabilities can be calculated using trajectory analysis [3,4,5]. In the absence of Brownian 

diffusion, particles follow relative trajectories that can be explicitly calculated from the 

expressions for vflow (flow velocity) and V;m (relative velocity of spheres). The gravity-induced 

stability Wgr is then given by : 

W =(a.+a.i/12 
gr 1 J 

(2.9) 

with l the distance of the limiting trajectory (see section 3.1) to the axis through one of the 

particles in the direction of gravity at infinite separation of the particles (see also the 

trajectory analyses of van de Ven and Mason [6], Zeichner and Schowalter [7] and Adler 

[8]). The stabilities can be calculated as a function of a Peclet number, which is based on 

gravity, Pe8,=31r1JtiU'ufkT, with a=(a;+a)/2. A Peclet-number represents the relative 

strength of the flow to the Brownian motion. 
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2.1.3 Combined gravity induced and perikinetic coagulation 
Only situations in which Brownian motion dominates sedimentation (small Peclet numbers) 

have been considered in literature. Melik and Fogler [9], considered Brownian and gravity

induced coagulation for the case of strong Brownian/weak gravity effects. They solved the 

steady-state convective diffusion equation (the equation describing mutual diffusion of two 

particles in the presence of convection, assuming a steady state for the particles' approach) 

and from this solution a simple analytical expression for coupled gravity-induced/Brownian 

coagulation rates was derived. The number of collisions per unit time can then be given by: 

(2.10) 

with 18, the perikinetic doublet-formation frequency and W8, the perikinetic stability ratio. 

These coupled flocculation rates were compared with the rates obtained by summing the 

individual flocculation rates due to Brownian motion and differential creaming. Under 

conditions of negligible electrostatic repulsion, both mechanisms yield similar results. 

However, when electrostatic repulsion is important, additivity can overestimate the total 

flocculation rate by as much as 24%. 

2.2 Measurement of coagulation rates 
These sections, 2.2 and 2.3, contain a check of the experimental method used for 

measuring coagulation rates. The check was felt to be necessary because of the theoretically 

unexplained character of the results of previous investigations, viz. that coagulation is more 

rapid under p,g than under lg conditions. 

The method used in this study for measuring the coagulation rate of dispersions, is to 

follow light transmission in time. These measurements are based on the idea that two single 

particles do not scatter the same amount of light as a particle with twice the volume of a 

single particle. Logtenberg [2] derived an equation which gives the relation between the 

extinction or turbidity decrease and the decrease of the number of particles: 

..!.(dE) = 1 (d-e) = ( _2 +z<y•2ll3)J213 _!_( dN) 
E dt 

1
_

0 
-c

0 
dt 

1
_

0 
N

0 
dt 

(2.11) 

WithE, the extinction (E = -log T, T=transmission); Tis the turbidity (see also relation 

2.12); y is a parameter giving the dependence of the turbidity on the wavelength (y = 

dlnT/dln/-.), with A the wavelength of the light in the medium and f is a parameter by which 

is taken into account that the volume of an aggregate consisting of i particles does not have 

a volume equal to i times the volume of a singular particle: Vi=f*i*V0 • The term 
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(-2 + 2iY+2i13)f213 is also known as the proportionality coefficient CEN [2]. 

The most important assumptions introduced on application of this equation were: a) that the 

light removed by a particle is proportional to its geometrical cross section, which means that 

the particles are large enough to apply geometrical optics; b) the initial stage of coagulation 

is governed by bimolecular reaction kinetics; c) in the initial stages of coagulation 

unbranched chains of particles are formed. The first assumption is only strictly applicable, 

if the particles are much larger than the wavelength of the light employed in detection. 

All the coagulation rate measurements (chapter 3,4) and the light scattering measurements, 

were performed in a cell as shown in figure 2.2. In this apparatus, a formed aggregate can 

be broken down by application of magnetic stirring and ultrasonic vibration. A typical light 

transmission (T) vs. time (t) curve, in the apparatus employed in this investigation, is shown 

in figure 2.3. This process (and the reverse, i.e. aggregate formation) can be followed by 

light extinction. The value of d(lnE)/dt was calculated from the slope of the line in the 

interval c, switched in between periods during which magnetic stirring and ultrasonic 

dispersing was operative (band the first part of d, respectively). 

For the coagulation and light scattering experiments described in this thesis we used 

polystyrene, quartz and silica particles as disperse phases. The corresponding code names for 

various polystyrene dispersions used, in the next section and chapters 3 and 4, are together 

with the particle sizes tabulated in Table 2.1. 

6 

Figure 2.2: Experimental set-up; 1 cell, 2 cap, 3 slave magnets, 4 master magnets, 5 laser 
diode, 6 detector, 7 ultrasonic disperser (38 KHz); dimensions experimental set-up: total 
diameter: 80 mm; height: 142 mm; cell (inner diameter): 16 mm; cell (length): 78 mm. 
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Figure 2.3: Registration of detection signal. Interval a: stabilization period, after filling of 
the cell, b and d periods in which magnetic stirring and ultrasonic dispersing was operative 
and c: interval in which the coagulation rate was determined. Volume fraction lrr'. 

Table 2.1: Particle sizes determined with Coulter LS 130. 

Latex Dn (run)• 

L-86 1288 

L-88 2018 

L-89 3230 

L-93 1879 

L-94 2374 

a number average diameter 
b volume average diameter 
c degree of polydispersity (D/D,.) 

Dv (nm)b 

1362 

2086 

3308 

2030 

2469 

2.3 light scattering behaviour of PS-dispersions 

pc 
n 

1.06 

1.05 

1.02 

1.08 

1.04 

The light intensity of the transmitted light is too high under a detection angle of oo for the 

detection unit employed in the experiments described in chapter 3 (p,g conditions), therefore 

these experiments were performed at a detection angle of <P ::;; 2°. The intensity of the 
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transmitted or scattered light depends in a rather complicated way on the detection angle1• 

To be sure that the results of all the coagulation experiments were interpreted well, the light 

scattering behaviour of polystyrene dispersions is analyzed, in the same apparatus which was 

used for the coagulation experiments. In section 2.3.1 the turbidity of polystyrene dispersions 

with different particle sizes was analyzed, in 2.3.2, light intensity at different detection 

angles is described. In section 2.3.3 light intensity measurements are reported during 

orthokinetic coagulation, at different detection angles. 

2.3.1 light transmission of PS-dispersions 

Turbidity is conventionally defmed in terms of the reduction in intensity (extinction) of a 

beam of light passing through a suspension [10]: 

(2.12) 

where I is the intensity of light after passing through a length L of suspension. /0 is the 

incident light intensity. T is the turbidity. 

For a monodisperse suspension, containing N particles per unit volume: 

•=NC (2.13) 

where C is the scattering cross section of a particle. Usually the scattering cross section is 

expressed in terms of the geometric cross-sectional area of the particle, giving a non

dimensional scattering coefficient, Q which, for spherical particles is given by: 

(2.14) 

where a is the radius of the particles. 

The value of Q depends greatly on the wavelength of the light and on the size and 

refractive index of the particles [10]. In certain cases, the scattering coefficient can be 

calculated quite simply. For very small particles (size less than about 10% of the light 

wavelength), Rayleigh theory applies, Q < 1 (equation 2.15) [10]. 

(2.15) 

where m is the relative refractive index and x=27ra/A. For very much larger particles 

1 We are grateful to Prof. Frohberg for drawing our attention to this point [13] 
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(many times the wavelength) Q approaches the value 2 [10]. For intermediate sizes more 

elaborate computations based on Mie theory have to be carried out [10]. 

To see in which way Q varies with particle size, calculations were done and the results are 

presented in figure 2.4, which shows the scattering coefficient for polystyrene particles (as 

used in the experiments of chapter 3 and 4), in aqueous suspension, taking the relative 

refractive index to be m = 1.20 (m npartic!lnwmer). Q is plotted as a function of the 

dimensionless size parameter a ( = 2·m/A), where },. is the wavelength in the surrounding 

medium ( = f../n, where A0 is the wavelength in vacuo and n the refractive index of the 

medium). 

3 

0 2 

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

ex 

Figure 2.4: Scattering coefficient as a function of the size parameter a, for polystyrene 
spheres in water (m = 1.20; f.. = 510 nm). 

The light source used in all the experiments was a laserdiode, type 28/LDA2011 (iLee), 

f..0 680 nm. The plot shown in figure 2.4, is based on computations based on the 

'anomalous diffraction' approximation by Kerker [12]. This is given by: 

Q = 2 -(4/ p )sinp +(4/ p2 )(1-cosp) (2.16) 

where p = 2a(m-l). 

For a suspension of uniform, spherical particles, the turbidity can be calculated from 

equations (2.13) and (2.14), provided the scattering coefficient is known. The variation of 

turbidity with particle size was calculated at a constant volume fraction (1 * 104
). For a 

suspension containing N spherical particles of radius a per unit volume, the volume fraction 
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is given by <P = 4/3·n3N, so that: 

Combining equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.17) gives: 

't' = 3Q 
<1> 4a 

Chapter 2 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

In figure 2.5, the specific turbidity, ri<P is plotted against the particle diameter, d, for 

polystyrene at a wavelength 'Ao = 680 nm. The scattering coefficients were taken from the 

data in figure 2.4, as calculated from Kerker's model. Also in figure 2.5, four experimental 

data are presented as they were measured in the experimental set-up, used for the coagulation 

experiments. There is a sharp rise in specific turbidity with particle size up to a maximum 

value of about d == 1.2 p.m, above which the turbidity falls rapidly and then goes through 

a series of maxima and minima which are less pronounced than those in the scattering 

coefficient (figure 2.4). So the rate of coagulation of particles with d = 2.0 p.m can be 

conveniently measnred by following the decrease in turbidity (increase in transmission), 

although complications will arise because of the irregular shape of aggregates. In our 

coagulation experiments we followed the first stage of coagulation (formation of doublets 

predominantly), so complications could be minimized. 
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Figure 2.5: Specific turbidity as a function of particle diameter for polystyrene spheres in 
water. Also 4 experimental data are presented: d = 1.2 p.m, 2.0 p.m, 2.4 p.m and 3.2 p.m. 
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2.3.2 Light intensity at different detection angles 
The experiments described in chapter 3 were performed at a detection angle of 4> ::;; 2". 

Any complication in the interpretation of the light scattering data caused by Mie scattering 

may result in a decrease (instead of increase} of the transmitted light on coagulation. To be 

sure that the intensity of the transmitted light is increasing during coagulation at a detection 

angle of 2", and that in our experiments a decrease in dlnlldt corresponds with a decrease 

in coagulation rate, the light intensities of polystyrene dispersions were analyzed at detection 

angles up to 8". To perform these measurements, the detection unit of the coagulation 

apparatus was adapted in such a way that it could rotate over an angle of 30" around the 

glass vessel (figure 2.6). The light intensity is expressed here as detector output (V). 

o• ___ {_ 
(detector 
I 

\" stirrer 

Figure 2.6: Top view representation of the angle dependent light intensity apparatus. 

The results of the experiments with the polystyrene dispersions of four different particles 

sizes are presented in figure 2. 7. As one can see from these results, the light intensity at oo, 
is the highest as expected, for all dispersions. Going from d 1.2 p.m to d 3.2 p.m, the 

light intensity is increasing at a detection angle of 2". It can also be seen that the decrease 

in light intensity is steepest for particles with a diameter of 3.2 p.m. To check whether a 

decrease in dlnl/dt corresponds with a decrease in coagulation rate under the conditions of 

our experiments (i.e. at a detection angle ::;; 2"), a relation was used for the intensity of the 

light (single spheres} at certain angles [13]. From the light intensity /0 of a lightbeam, a part 

1rR2
() (R = particle radius), falls on the particle, which causes absorption. A part o1 

however, is scattered in different directions. The scattered intensity as a function of the angle 
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c/> is one of a bell-like shape: 

(2.19) 

where y = 27r(2RIA)c/>. Knowing the light intensity at a detection angle of oo one can write 

for intensities at different detection angles: 

(2.20) 

5 -> ..__... 
4 

>. 
-1-' 
(j) 3 
c 
(!) 

-1-' 
2 c 

-1-' 
..c. I 
Ol 

0 
..................... ~~~~ 

-8 -2 0 2 4 6 8 

detection angle (0
) 

Figure 2. 7: Light intensity vs. detection angle for polystyrene dispersions (volume fraction, 
1*}(}4

), with four different particle sizes (d): 3.2 p.m (- ·· 2.4 p.m (. ... .), 2.0 p.m (- -), 
and 1.2 p.m (----). Water is indicated as (--). The curves are based on 16 measuring 
points. 

where A1 = 1f'R_2Ndv is the absorption, and dv is the diameter of the glass vessel. 

So when the absorption of polystyrene dispersion with a certain particle size is known (at c/> 

=0°), then the intensity of the scattered light can be calculated for different angles cJ>. From 

the results in figure 2. 7, the absorption at 0° can be derived; in the experimental set-up used, 

A.=510 nm, 2R=2 p.m and dv=l.4 em. So the light intensities at different angles can be 
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calculated; the results are presented in figure 2.8, for monodisperse polystyrene dispersions 

with particle sizes ranging from 1.2 ~tm to 3.2 ftm. One can see some differences with the 

experimental results shown in figure 2.7, but the trends are the same. The most important 

result of this theoretical analysis is that, at a detection angle of 2 o, the light intensity 

increases going from d= 1.2 ~tm to d=3.2 ~tm at constant volume fraction. 

0.40 

» 0.30 
+-' 
(j) 
c 

0.20 ()) 
+-' c 

+-' 0.10 ..c 
Ol 

0.00 
-8 -6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 

detect1on angle 

Figure 2.8: Light intensity vs. detection angle for polystyrene dispersions. Values are 
calculated by means of equation (2.20). Particle sizes (d): 3.2 ~tm .. -), 2.4 ~tm ( .. ·), 
2.0 ~tm (--)and 1.2 ~tm Water is indicated as (--), based on experimental data 
(see also figure 2.7). Volume fraction 1*10_4• 

The same analysis can also be done for pairs of particles. Now, the intensity of the light, 

falling on a pair lies in between that falling on one particle (7rR2
1IJ and that falling on two 

separate particles (rR2
210), it can be calculated that the effective radius of a doublet is equal 

to 1.398, the orientation of a doublet can be in the horizontal plane and in the vertical plane 

and somewhere in between. Then the absorption becomes: 1.955*7rR2Nd. 

For the intensity of the scattered light the same analysis holds, the effective radius of a pair 

lies in between lR and 2R, it can be caluculated that the effective radius is 1.398*R, and o2 

becomes (1.398)2*o1 = 1.955*o1. So with equation (2.20) the light intensities as a function 

of the angle 1> can be calculated. The results of the calculations, for a particle diameter of 

2 ftm, are presented in figure 2. 9. One can observe that going from primary particles to pairs 

the light intensity is increasing at a detection angle of 2° at constant volume fraction. 
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Figure 2.9: Calculated light intensities vs. detection angle for primary particles(--), d=2 
p,m and pairs (---), according to equation (2.20). 

2.3.3 Experimental light intensities during orthokinetic coagulation at different detection 

angles 

Knowing the results of sections 2. 3.1 and 2. 3 .2, an interesting experiment is to follow the 

light intensity at different detection angles during coagulation. Instead of perikinetic 

coagulation, orthokinetic coagulation experiments were done, because of the duration of the 

experiments. Two detection angles were chosen: 2" and 6", to perform the experiments. The 

orthokinetic coagulation experiments were performed at a stirring rate of 100 rpm. 

The results for the polystyrene spheres of d = 1.2 Jlm are presented in figure 2.10. After 

4000 seconds, the intensity at an angle of 2" is still increasing, while at an angle of 6" the 

maximum intensity has been reached. Figure 2.11 shows the results for particles of d 2.0 

p,m. At an angle of r the intensity is increasing till 5000 seconds, while the maximum 

intensity at an angle of 6" is reached in 2500 seconds, much earlier than the particles of 1.2 

Jlm. Similar results for spheres with d = 2.4 Jlm are presented in figure 2.12. At an angle 

of 2°, the light intensity is still increasing after 5000 seconds, while at an angle of 6", the 

maximum intensity is reached in 1200 seconds (two times faster than with d = 2.0 Jlm). For 

particles of d = 3.2 p.m the intensity at an angle of 6" is decreasing right from the start, 

while at an angle of r the intensity increases steadily till4000 seconds (figure 2.13). 
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Figure 2.10: Ortholdnetic coagulation of a polystyrene dispersion with d = 1.2 f.tm 
(detection angles:r and 6°). 
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Figure 2.11: Orthokinetic coagulation of a polystyrene dispersion with d = 2.0 J.tm 
(detection angles:2° and 6"). 
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Figure 2.12: Orthokinetic coagulation of a polystyrene dispersion with d = 2.4 p.m 
(detection angles: 2° and 6°). 
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Figure 2.13: Orthokinetic coagulation of a polystyrene dispersion with d = 3.2 p.m 
(detection angles:2° and 6°). 
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When looking at the results presented in figures 2.10-2.13, one can conclude that the results 

correspond very well from what is expected in figures 2.7 and 2.8. The intensity of the 

scattered light is increasing at small detection angles and the light intensity is decreasing at 

larger detection angles during a coagulation; an effect which is becoming more pronounced 

when the particles are larger. 

2.4 Characteri'Q:ltion of latex L-93 
In order to calculate the effective surface potentials determining electrostatic repulsion 

(chapter 5) between the polystyrene spheres, the electrophoretic properties oflatex L-93 were 

determined in this section. This particular latex was chosen for these data, because this is the 

latex used in both the coagulation experiments at p.g and higher g conditions. The surface 

charge density is determined by conductometric titration and the t-potential by electroosmosis 

and electrophoresis. 

2.4.1 Determination of surface charge by conductometric titration 
Conditioning of the ion-exchange resins 

The sulphate groups of the latex particles had to be ion-exchanged to perform the titrations 

with [OH-]. The ion-exchange resins used were the DOWEX 50W-X4 (cation exchange, H+

form) and the DOWEX 1-X4 (anion exchange, oH--form). These resins were cleaned 

according to the same procedure as described by Van den Hul and Vanderhoff [14]. 

After the cleaning procedure the wash water of the ion-exchange resins exhibited no surface 

active impurities (surface tension 72 mN/m at 20 °C). and the conductivity of the wash water 

had the same value as the inlet water used (0.85 p.S cm-1
). 

Equal quantities of the two ion-exchange resins were then mixed. The wash water from the 

mixed resin had a considerably lower conductivity (0.3 p.S cm-1) than the inlet water used. 

Preparation ofthe latex in the H+-form [15] 

The freshly cleaned latex (by the serum replacement technique [15]) was diluted with ion

exchanged water to a solids percentage of 3 % and was transferred into a pyrex glass bottle 

with a large amount (2 I) of mixed ion-exchange resin. The bottle was placed on a roller

bank and was rolled for 24 hours. 

The latex and ion-exchange resin were separated by decantation and filtration through a 

glass-filter (type:25G3). 
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Conductometric titration procedure 

The surface charge density ( a0) was determined with an automatic conductometric titration 

set-up. In figure 2.14 a schematic layout is given. 

Titrations were performed at 20 oc under a nitrogen atmosphere, in order to remove C02 , 

and at constant pH (5.5). The conductivity was measured using a conductivity meter 

(Radiometer Kopenhagen) equipped with a Schott conductivity cell. A 4.6 mM NaOH

solution (nitrogen flushed) was added with an automatic titration buret. The change in 

conductivity was continuously monitored using a recorder. A typical titration curve is shown 

in figure 2.15. Since the total amount of added OH· and the total latex surface (a smooth 

surface is assumed) are known, the surface charge density ( a0) is calculated from the 

equivalence point indicated in figure 2.15 assuming complete dissociation of charged groups 

at the end of the condutometric titration and complete charge compensation of the charged 

groups by H+ at the start of the titration, in agreement with Tuin's results [15], i.e.: 

(2.20) 

where er is the equivalence point in ml, [OH] is the OR concentration in the NaOH 

solution (mol/1), a is the particle radius in nm, ~ is the latex volume fraction, and Vis the 

sample volume in ml. 
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Figure 2.14: Schematic layout of the automatic titration set-up. Shown are the 
conductometric cell (A); injection needle connected to an automatic titration buret (B); the 
nitrogen inlet (C); and the stirrer (D). The volume of the vessel is 200 mi. 
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Figure 2.15: Typical example of a titration curve; change in specific conductivity (K,} versus 
added volume of 4. 6 mM NaOH solution for the conductometric titration of L-93. The pH 
was equal to 5. 5. 

2.4.2 r-potential measurements (electroosmosis, electrophoresis) 
Electroosmosis 

Measurements were performed in a set-up as is illustrated in figure 2.16, with L-93 and 

with different NaCl concentrations (varying from 0.001 M to 0.5 M). 

The experimental set-up consists of a U-pipe with two electrodes, coupled with two 

capillaries. The U-pipe is filled with the polystyrene dispersion and centrifuged for 15 

minutes at 1500 rpm. The Zn/ZnS04-electrode consists of three separate parts, one part is 

a reversible Zn/ZnS04-electrode (the ZnS04 solution is saturated) and a compartment with 

a 0.5 M KN03 solution. This compartment prevents contact between the saturated ZnS04 

solution and the electrolyte. The glass spheres provide for the separation between the 

different parts. The liquid films, between the glass spheres and the walls of the electrodes, 

conduct the current without mixing of the separate liquids. When a potential difference exists 

over the electrodes, the electrolyte will start to move. In cases where the radii of curvature 

of the studied interfaces are :>.> liK as given by equation (2.29), the velocity of this 

movement is according to von Smoluchowski [16] equal to: 

(2.21) 
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B 

Figure 2.16: A: plug (L-93); B: capillary; C: Zn-electrode; D: saturated ZnS04 solution; E: 
KN03 solution (0.5 M); F: NaCl solution (electrolyte); G: glass sphere. 

where vplug is the velocity of the electrolyte in the plug, €, the relative dielectric constant of 

the medium, €0 the permittivity of vacuum, s the zeta-potential, 71 the viscosity and E the 

electric field strength. The velocity behind the plug is equal to: 

v . e Er€0( E 
U-p•pe 1 + e 11 

(2.22) 

where e is the pore number of the plug (m3 water/m3 solid material). The electric field 

strength in the plug is equal to: 

(2.23) 

where d is the distance between the electrodes, U is the potential of the electrodes, I is the 

electric current, Apipe is the cross section of the U-pipe (at the plug), X the specific 

conductivity of the electrolyte. The amount of volume, passed through the plug per unit of 

time, is equal to: 

(2.24) 

where Vis the amount of electrolyte per unit of time, Acp1 the cross section of the capillary 
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(Bin figure 2.16), vcpt the liquid velocity in capillary, dept the diameter of the capillary, l the 

distance travelled by the electrolyte in time t. From equations (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) 

follows: 

(2.25) 

From equations (2.25) and (2.26) follows: 

(2.26) 

The displacement of the electrolyte in the capillaries, the current and the conductivity were 

measured and the t-potential calculated according to equation (2.26) for different electrolyte 

concentrations. The Von Smoluchowski equation is based on the following assumptions: i) 

all conduction occurs through the bulk liquid and no conduction occurs by ions behind the 

electrokinetic shear plane, ii) the curvature of the interface is small, a ill> 1/K, where a is the 

particle radius. In our measurements l was 1 mm and dept was equal to 1.59 mm. At both 

capillaries 10 measurements were performed. 

Electrophoresis 

t-potential measurements by electrophoresis were performed using a Coulter Delsa 440 SX. 

This apparatus uses Laser-Doppler velocimetry to measure the electrophoretic mobility. The 

latex used was L-93 (Table 2.1). The t-potential was calculated using equation (2.21), where 

vpiug is in this case of course equal to the velocity of a sphere. The r-potential was measured 

as a function of electrolyte concentration (NaCl). 

2.4.3 Results & Discussion 

Conductometric titrations 
In figure 2.15 it can be seen, that both the descending and ascending legs of the plot of 

conductivity versus quantity of NaOH-solution added are linear, with the exception of a 

region near the intersection point, which means that only one type of surface groups is 

observed [15]. The charged surface groups are sulphate groups (-S04') [17]. 

Six titrations were performed and the determined values of a0 are given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Determined values of the surface charge density (CTaJ. 

titration amount of volume [OH·] in e.p. (ml) CT0 (p,C/cm2
) 

latex (ml) fraction (%) mM 

1 150 1.56 4.7 1.10 7.09 

2 146 1.56 4.6 1.00 6.46 

3 140 1.56 4.6 0.95 6.40 

4 144 1.29 4.6 0.78 6.14 

5 144 1.29 4.6 0.80 6.34 

6 158 1.29 4.6 0.90 6.50 

i;'-potentials (electroosmosis/electrophoresis) 

In figure 2.17 the dependence of the i;'-potential of the latex L-93 on the concentration of 

NaCl at pH 5.5 is shown both for electroosmosis and electrophoresis. 

200 

160 Ylo 
120 

~ 80 ~ I 

40 

0 
I0-4 I0-3 I0-2 

NaCI salt concentration (M) 

Figure 2.17: Zeta-potential (t), calculated according to Von Smoluchowski versus NaL'l

concentration for L-93 at pH 5.5; e electroosmosis, A. electrophoresis, 0 after correction 
for surface conductance according to O'Brien [27} (electroosmosis). Diffuse double layer 
potential, 1/;lft calculated from u0 by means of the Gouy Chapman theory [18}, on the 
assumption of absence of a Stem layer. 
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Figure 2.17 also illustrates that over the whole concentration range the magnitude of t is 
far below the value of 1/;0 that are calculated from a0 by means of the Gouy Chapman theory 

[18]. This effect becomes even more obvious when expressed in terms of charge densities 

as demonstrated in figure 2.19. It is clear that only a limited part of the counter charge of 

the particles is transported in the electrokinetic process. 

As can be seen from figure 2.17 the t-potential, as calculated from equation (2.26}, exhibits 

a maximum at a concentration of about 5*10.3 M NaCl for electroosmosis and 3.5*10-3 for 

electrophoresis. Although this phenomenon has been studied extensively by a.o. Vander Put 

and Bijsterbosch, Hidalgo-Alvarez, Vander Linde [19-22], a definitive formula is not yet 

agreed upon. At present there are two explanations for this result. 

A first explanation is by surface conductance by ions in the diffuse double layer [23,24], 

at larger distance from the phase boundary than o (distance between the surface of the 

particle and the electrokinetic shear plane), according to O'Brien's theory [25-27]. According 

to O'Brien [26] the relation between the conductivity of a plug (J<.P"'K) and the conductivity 

of the electrolyte (K_"i) is given by: 

(2.27) 

where cf> is the particle volume fraction, e is the absolute value of electron charge, w is the 

mobility of the ions, n"'; is the equilibrium density of ions beyond the double layer. 

{3 indicates the importance of the tangential flux of counterions in the diffuse double layer. 

The values of f((:J) and {3 are tabulated in reference [26], Table 1. 

Figure 2.18 shows the relation between f<Piu8 and K"1 for our electroosmosis experiments. 

The slope in this plot is equal to 0.28, which corresponds to a solid volume fraction of 0.60 

for the plug and a value of -0.4 for f(O) according to O'Brien [26]. At high electrolyte 

concentrations surface conductance is negligible and {3 is equal to zero. 

At low electrolyte concentrations (0.001 and 0.002 M in our experiments), surface 

conductance is not negligible. For these concentrations f((:J) has been calulated, and the 

corresponding value for (:J has been determined using reference [26], Table 1. 

According to O'Brien [27] the electroosmotic velocity is given by: 

(v) -EkT(~ [1 + 3!j)f(O)] -[~ -y]g( ~>)(E) 
11 e kT kT 

(2.28) 

For a symmetric, two-species electrolyte "(=2/zln2, g((:J) is tabulated in Table 1 in [27]. 
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Figure 2.18: Relation between J(Ptug and K"1 for the electroosmosis experiments. The slope is 
equal to 0.28. 

So when fJ is known (e.g. fromf({J) which was experimentally determined in combination 

with Table 1 in [26]), g({J) can be found and it is possible to calculate the zeta-potential for 

a given electroosmotic velocity. In our experiments plotted in figure 2.17 the zeta-potential 

at 0.001 M, when surface conductance is taken into account, will rise to approximately 95 

mV, and at 0.002 M to approximately 90 mV. 

Another explanation is the hairy layer model. Hairy layer models postulate that the latex 

surface is covered by a layer of flexible polymer chains having terminal ionic groups [28]. 

As a result of repulsion between the surface and ionic groups, the chains extend into solution 

over a distance which varies as a function of ionic strength and pH. At low concentrations, 

the extended chains reduce the electrophoretic mobility by displacing the shear plane farther 

from the surface than would otherwise be the case. This allows for increased electrical 

conduction by ions behind the shear plane and reduces the potential at the shear plane. As 

the electrolyte concentration increases, the hairy layer collapses onto the surface reducing the 

distance between the shear plane and the surface. This accounts for the ascending arm of the 

latex t-potential curve with increasing concentration. At still higher concentrations, classical 

behaviour is observed as electrical double layer compression causes the complete collapse of 

the chains onto the surface. 

In the present investigation, no experiments have been included that make a choice between 

scaniv
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these alternative explanations possible, since the electrophoretic and eletroosmosis results are 

important mainly for estimating electrostatic repulsion in a 0.5 M NaCl solution, in which 

the theorie agrees to the value of the t-potential: -18 mV. 

Double layer characteristics 

Information on the charge distribution in the electrical double layer, can be given by 

conversion of the zeta-potential into the charge density behind the electrokinetic shear plane 

and comparing this value to the surface charge density. For high Ka-values the Gouy

Chapman theory (Hunter [29]) for flat double layers, gives the following conversion: 

(2.29) 

where cis the bulk-concentration of ions (moles/liter), NA is Avogadro's number, Eo is the 

permittivity of vacuum, e, is the solvent dielectric constant, z is the valency, e0 is the 

elementary charge, tis the zeta-potential, k is Boltzman's constant and Tis the temperature. 

The difference between the surface charge density and the charge density behind the 

electrokinetic shear plane (e.g. on the solid and in the directly adjacent liquid up to the 

electrokinetic shear plane) is the charge density in the ii-layer. The il-layer is the distance 

between the surface of the latex particle and the electrokinetic shear plane. And can be 

calculated using the following equation: 

(2.30) 

where a1 is the charge density behind the electrokinetic shear plane, a6 is the charge density 

in the delta layer and a0 is the surface charge density. 

In figure 2.19 the surface charge density of latex L-93 and the charge density at the 

electrokinetic shear plane at different concentrations of the electrolyte NaCl at a pH of 5.5 

are shown. 

The position of the shear plane can be determined from data on zeta-potential and surface 

charge density, by applying the Gouy-Chapman model. The position of the shear plane 

corresponds to the thickness of the &-layer. Figure 2.20 shows a plot of the &-layer thickness, 

as calculated from the experimental t-potential and surface charge density data, as a function 

of K'1 (double layer thickness) when surface conductance is neglected and when surface 

conductance is not neglected (O'Brien [25-27]). 

As can be seen from the results shown in the figure, the thickness of the o-layer varies 

between 2 and 6 A (approximately 1 to 2 times the radius of a hydrated Na+-ion). 
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Figure 2.20: 0-layer thickness as a junction of electrical double layer thickness. e denotes 

the case when surface conductance is neglected and A when surface conductance is not 
neglected (according to O'Brien [25-27}). 
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On interpreting the results it was assumed that: i) ions within the hairy layer follow Gouy 

Chapman behaviour, ii) the titrable surface charge is the true surface charge, iii) there is no 

specific adsorption. The first two assumptions are valid at small K-
1 when the postulated hairy 

layer has collapsed; when the hairy layer extends, titration will give u0+ululirylayer-

Recently much larger values of the hairy layer thickness are reported by Wu and van de 

Ven [32] who found values of 3 nm and 11 nm for two different types of polystyrene latices, 

in a 0.01 M KCI solution, using the colloidal particle scattering technique. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The main question in this chapter was how the light intensities of polystyrene dispersions 

at different detection angles, and in particular the course of the light intensity, during 

coagulation, behave at a detection angle of 2°, for dispersions with d = 2.0 #-till. In section 

2.3.1 a good agreement was found with Kerker's model and the coagulation rate of particles 

with d = 2.0 #-till can be measured reliably by following the decrease in turbidity (increase 

in transmission) at an angle of 0°. In section 2.3.2, the main conclusion is that an angle of 

2° the intensity increases, going from d = 1.2 #-till to d = 3.2 #-till· This could be concluded 

from experimental data and from a theoretical analysis of the light scattering in dispersions. 

In section 2.3.3, especially the polystyrene dispersion with a particle diameter of 2.0 #-till 

was of interest. At a detection angle of 2 o, an increase in light intensity during orthokinetic 

coagulation could be observed. From the electrophoresis and the electroosmosis experiments 

it can be concluded that the t-potential of the polystyrene particles (L-93, to be used in 

chapters 3,4 and 5) is -18 mV at an electrolyte concentration of 0.5 M. The maximum in the 

NaCl salt concentration vs. t-potential curves, is also found by other investigators [22-24, 

28] and can be explained by the surface conductance of ions in the diffuse double layer at 

low electrolyte concentrations. From the charge densities and the S"-potentials at high 

electrolyte concentrations it can be concluded that the thickness of the o-layer is in the range 

of 2 to 6 A. These are realistic values which are also reported in literature [30,31]. Recently 

Wu and van de Ven [32] reported values of 3 nm and 11 nm for two different types of 

polystyrene latices. 
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Chapter3 

PERIKINETIC COAGULATION AT MICRO-G CONDffiONS 

Abstract: In this chapter, perikinetic coagulation experiments are reported which were 
performed at lg and p.g conditions during a flight in a sounding rocket (TEXUS 31), for 
dispersions of polystyrene, quartz and silica particles. Three different experiments were 
performed with the polystyrene dispersion: one in which the densities of the PS-particles and 
the continuous phase were matched, one in which the density of the continuous phase was 
lower than the PS-particles and one in which the density of the continuous phase was higher 
than the PS-particles. With the silica and quartz dispersions, only experiments were 
performed in which the density of the continuous phase was lower than the density of the 
particles. Coagulation rates for dispersions of polystyrene, quartz and silica are found to 
increase significantly at p.g conditions compared to lg conditions. The mast pronounced effect 
is found for the polystyrene dispersions with a small density difference between the dispersed 
and the continuous phase. 

3.1 Introduction 
Krotzer [1] studied the influence of flow type, particle type and gravity on orthokinetic 

coagulation. Among others before Krotzer, Van Diemen and Stein [2], Logtenberg [3] and 

Brakalov et al. [4], performed shear induced coagulation experiments under lg conditions. 

Their experiments showed a slower coagulation than theoretically expected. Conclusions from 

these experiments were uncertain because of the interplay of several factors; the changed 

attraction as a result of deviations of the particle shape from a spherical shape, the 

complicated nature of the flow pattern in the experimental set-up, the role of inertia and the 

interplay of Brownian, shear-induced and gravity-induced coagulation. 

Van de Ven and Mason [5] and Zeichner and Schowalter [6], performed theoretical 

calculations which all refer to spherical particles in the absence of inertia. Coagulation is 

impossible, when there is no interaction between two particles. The trajectories of the 

particles can be divided into 'open' and 'closed' ones, separated by a 'limiting' trajectory. 

In the absence of interparticle forces it is impossible for a particle to cross a limiting 

trajectory, thus either two particles (initially at larger distance than corresponds with the 

limiting trajectory) will never meet or two particles (initially at smaller distance than 

corresponds with the limiting trajectory) will never be separated. However, when attractive 

London- Vander Waals forces are operative it is possible for an approaching particle to cross 
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the limiting trajectory and coagulation can occur. 

Logtenberg [3], concluded from his trajectory calculations that for spherical particles with 

a radius of 10·7 m to 10·6 m, inertia forces do not play a role of importance. 

In order to get a better understanding of the influence of inertia forces on coagulation, 

Krotzer [1], performed coagulation experiments at different shear rates at p,g conditions 

(prevention of sedimentation). He found that at low shear rates, coagulation proceeds faster 

at p,g conditions than at 1g conditions. 

In order to get a better understanding of the inertia forces and the interplay of gravity and 

Brownian-induced coagulation we performed perikinetic coagulation experiments at p,g 

conditions (104 g), during a flight in a sounding rocket (TEXUS 31: 'Technologische 

EXperimente Unter Schwerelosigkeit'). In this experiment not only polystyrene but also 

quartz and silica dispersions were used. Because of the high density of quartz and silica, and 

the relatively large size of the particles, entailing rapid sedimentation, these dispersions could 

not be used in the experiments reported in chapter 4 (1g and high-g). 

The experiments described in the present chapter were carried out in the TEM 06-12 

module, which is shown in figure 3.1 (top view representation). The TEM 06-12 module 

contains ten measuring utilities, in which five duplicate experiments were performed: three 

with a polystyrene dispersion, dp<O; dp=O; dp>O, one with silica dp<O and one with 

quartz dp < 0 (dp = Pmedium - Pdisperse phasJ • 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the light intensity measurements, for following coagulation, 

were performed at a detection angle of cp :::;; 2 o, because the light intensity at oo was too high 

for the detection equipment used at the launch base. As concluded in chapter 2, this has no 

consequences for the interpretation of the results. 

The TEXUS 31 rocket was launched from the Esrange launch base (november 1993) near 

Kiruna in Sweden. After extensive testing, the module was implemented in the rocket, 

together with four other modules of other experimenters. The launch time of the rocket was 

determined by weather condition requirements. The testing of the experimental module before 

flight, is discussed in section 3.2. The rocket reached a height of approximately 270 

kilometres, then the spin (rotation of the rocket around its axis) was stopped and the p,g 

period, which lasted about six minutes, started. 

At the end of the flight, a parachute ensured a gentle landing of the rocket on the ground. 

A helicopter recovered the rocket, within 45 minutes. 

3.2 Experimental 

The experiments at p,g conditions were performed using three different kinds of particles 

as dispersive phase. 
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Figure 3.1: Top view representation of the TEXUS TEM 06-12 module, consisting of 10 
coagulation cells, light sources and detectors and the steering electronics. 

Polystyrene-latex 

The method for the preparation of the polystyrene latex is described in [7]. The polystyrene 

latex (L-93) particles used for these coagulation experiments had a number averaged diameter 

of 1.879 p.m (see for the codes of the various polystyrene dispersions section 2.2). Their 

volume averaged diameter was 2.030 1-Lm. These particle sizes were determined with the 

Coulter LS-130. In this apparatus and accompanying software, the particle size is calculated 

on static light scattering using Fraunhofer diffraction for large particles and Mie-scattering 

for intermediate sizes (1 < d < 10 /-Lm, in combination with Polarization Intensity 

Differential Scattering for small particles [8]). The density of the polystyrene, as measured 

by means of a Paar DMA-10 density meter, was found to be 1.05*103 kg/m3• Figure 3.2 

shows a SEM photograph of the PS-particles. The surface roughness of the particles was in 

the order of 0.07 to 0.6% of the particles radius (see section 5.4.3). 
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Amorphous silica (SiO~ dispersion 

Silica (Si02)-spheres were prepared by the method of Tan et a!. [9] at -20 oc in a 10 litre 

vessel gently stirred with a magnetic stirrer. N-propanol (Fluka AG) was used as a solvent. 

Tetramethylorthosilicate (98%, Janssen Chimica) was distilled before use. The mixture was 

kept at -20 oc for 16 hours. The particles in the silica dispersion had a number averaged 

diameter of 1. 705 11-m. Their volume averaged diameter was 1. 799 11-m. The particle sizes 

were determined with the Coulter LS-130. The density of the silica, as measured by means 

of a Quantachrome stereo pycnometer, was found to be 2.00*103 kg/m3. Figure 3.3 shows 

a SEM photograph of the silica particles. 

Quartz dispersion 

Quartz (Merck p.a.) was ground in ethanol in an agate ball mill for 24 hours. After 

decanting and drying the solid was dispersed in twice distilled water and fractionated by 

sedimentation. The quartz dispersion had a number averaged diameter of 1.934 11-m. Their 

volume averaged diameter was 2.290 11-m. The particle sizes were determined with the 

Coulter LS-130. The density of the quartz, as measured by means of a Quantachrome stereo 

pycnometer, was found to be 2.67*103 kg/m3 . The quartz particles were not spherical. Figure 

3.4 shows a SEM photograph of the quartz particles. 

Figure 3.2: SEM photograph of the polystyrene particles (L-93). 
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Figure 3.3: SEM photograph of the silica particles. 

Figure 3.4: SEM photograph of the quartz particles. 

Materials 

Densities between polystyrene and aqueous solutions were matched (resp . nearly matched) 

by addition of deuterium oxide (ex. Merck, nr.2919) . Matching of densities is not possible 

in the case of amorphous silica and quartz dispersions since the density differences between 

amorphous silica or quartz and water are too large. 
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Determination of solids contents 

The solids percentage of the polystyrene latex was determined by drying a known amount 

of the dispersion in an oven at 105 "C, until constant weight was reached. 

Procedure of the p.g experiments 

Coagulation experiments were performed at a volume fraction of 1 * w-4
, except those with 

the silica dispersion which were performed at a volume fraction of 3*1Q4. This is because 

the refractive index of silica is 1.498 and the concentration of particles has to be increased 

in order to obtain a similar light intensity (at t=O) as in the case of the other dispersions. 

Suspensions with twice the mentioned concentrations, were prepared by diluting a 

concentrated dispersion with twice distilled water, using ultrasonic vibrations for dispersing 

(by means of a Branson 1200 Ultrasound Bath). 10 ml of this dispersion was mixed with an 

equal volume of a 1 M NaCI solution, with the chemical added for (nearly) matching 

densities. 

During lift-off the rocket rotates around its axis. The spin is stopped when the rocket 

reaches its maximum height. When the spin and the stirrer of the coagulation vessels are 

stopped, the fluid in the vessels may still rotate during a certain time. Krotzer [1] checked 

how long this residual fluid motion lasts. He concluded that the time required for the fluid 

to come to rest does not exceed a period of 22 seconds. Because the time between the 

stopping of the spin and the start of the experiment is 25 seconds, no influence is expected. 

Because the rocket can only be launched if the weather conditions are good, it may happen 

that the dispersion has to be kept for several days in the module, before the actual p.g 

experiment takes place. In order to check whether the coagulation behaviour changes if the 

dispersion is preserved during a week, experiments were performed in which a dispersion 

was homogenized every 24 hours after which a coagulation experiment was carried out, 

during a period of nine days. 

After being filled completely, the vessels were closed and vacuum tests were made to check 

for air bubbles. This procedure was repeated a few times until all the vessels were free of 

air bubbles. At last all vessel were subjected to ultrasonic vibration for two minutes in order 

to check if any air bubbles would appear. If their presence was suspected, the filling and 

closing procedure was repeated until all the vessels were free of air bubbles. Air bubbles 

must be excluded because they may disturb the measurements at p.g conditions. 

The p.g experiments were performed in 10 vessels and the vessels were divided into two 

groups of five vessels each: group'A' and group'B'. Table 3.1 shows a time schedule of the 

launching. 
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Table 3.1: The time schedule 

time (s) 

-800s 

-780s 

-630s 

-280s 

-240s 

-70s 

-20s 

±Os 

+55s 

+80s 

+430s 

+440s 

TEXUS 31 

All lasers ON 

Ultrasound and Motor ON 

lg-reference:Mixing A and B OFF 

Ultrasound, Motors, Laser ON 

Program begin 

Visualize: Ultrasound and Motor ON 

Mixing: Ultrasound and Motor ON 

Laser OFF 

Lift Off 

Laser Celll-10 ON 

p,g-Experiments Group A:Mixing A OFF 

p,g-Experiments Group B:Mixing B OFF 

Everything OFF 

Timer Stop 

43 

A short time before the rocket was launched(± 30 minutes) a lg reference experiment was 

performed in every experimental unit in the module, then the rocket was launched. During 

lift-off, the ultrasonic suspender and the stirrer were switched on, to prevent sedimentation 

and aggregation. Ultrasonic vibrations and stirring were switched off a few seconds after p,g 

conditions had been reached. 

The reference experiments were performed at 20 °C. During the flight the temperature 

inside the module (the temperature detectors were placed outside the vessels) increased to 

26 °C. 

Data acquisition 

During the flight, the data of the coagulation experiments, were sent by means of telemetry 

to a computer at the launch base. The slopes of the light intensity versus time plots, were 
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calculated by the procedure of linear regression. 

3.3 Results & Discussion 

The launching of the rocket turned out to be prosperous, all ten experimental units 

functioned well and the module was not damaged during the flight. 

The experiments in which the influence of the waiting time was studied, showed that during 

a period of nine days, no significant change in coagulation behaviour was found for the 

polystyrene, quartz and silica dispersions. 

The results of the p.g experiments are shown in figures 3.5 to 3.9; all the figures show the 

light intensity (in arbitrary units) vs. time plots for the lg reference experiment and the 

experiment at p.g conditions. 

In the discussion, short-time fluctuations are distinguished from long-term changes of slope; 

in all cases, at least part of the curves could be represented as a linear curve with short-time 

fluctuations superimposed on it. We will refer in those cases to a linear (part of the) curve. 

Figure 3.5 shows the results for L-93 (no chemicals added to match densities), with a 

density difference of -31 kg/m3 (Ap=pmedium-Pdispersepbase). One can see a pronounced increase 

in coagulation rate at p.g conditions compared with the experiment at lg. These results show 

also, that during and shortly after lift off, the dispersion was homogenized very well, because 

the light intensities right at the start of the experiments are the same for lg and p.g 

conditions. 

The results for L-93, with a density difference of 1 kg/m3 (deuterium oxide added to match 

the density), are shown in figure 3.6. Here also an increase in coagulation rates was observed 

which was not expected. It can also be seen that the homogenizing procedure during lift off, 

was not so good as in the case of the dispersion with a density difference of -31 kg/m3; in 

the micro-gravity case, the light intensity is slightly higher at the beginning of the experiment 

compared to the lg case. 

Figure 3.7 shows the results for L-93, density difference 29 kg/m3
• The results are very 

similar to those for the dispersion with a density difference of -31 kg/m3
• 

Figure 3.8 shows the results of the quartz dispersion. Here also one can see an increase in 

coagulation rate but the increase is less pronounced than in the polystyrene dispersions. 

The results of the silica dispersion are shown in figure 3. 9. As with the quartz dispersion, 

one can see an increase in coagulation rate which is less pronounced than in the polystyrene 

dispersions. 
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Figure 3.5: Light intensity vs. time, density difference -31 kg/m3 (no chemicals added to 
match the densities), L-93 (polystyrene), lg and p,g. 
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Figure 3.6: Light intensity vs. time, density difference I kg!ml (deuterium oxide added to 
match the densities), L-93 (polystyrene), lg and p,g. 
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Figure 3. 7: Light intensity vs. time, density difference 29 kg 1m3 (deuterium oxide added to 
match the densities), L-93 (polystyrene), lg and p.g. 
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Figure 3.8: Light intensity vs. time, no chemicals added to match the densities, quartz, lg 
and p.g. 
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Figure 3.11: Light intensity vs. time, no chemicals added to match the densities, silica, lg 
and p,g. 

In discussing the results it is difficult to compare the coagulation rates quantitavely; light 

intensities were measured instead of light transmission and the experimental units are not 

exactly identical, in addition the particle concentrations of the silica dispersions were 

different. Nevertheless, some comparisons can be made. 

The difference between coagulation rates for the polystyrene dispersions with a density 

difference of -31 kg/m3 and 29 kg/m3
, at p,g conditions compared with lg conditions, is about 

the same. The difference in increase in light intensity with time at p,g conditions, compared 

with lg, is in the case of t:..p = 1 kg/m3 about twice as large as in the cases of f::..p =-31 kg/m3 

and t:..p=29 kg/m3
• It was not expected, that the coagulation rate for the dispersion with a 

density difference of 1 kg/m3, would increase at p,g conditions, compared to lg conditions. 

Probably it is not possible to match the densities of the continuous phase and the dispersed 

phase at lg, exactly. One explanation for the difference in coagulation rate is that the 

separate particles have different densities; a difference of 1 kg/m3 must be considered to be 
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small but significant1
• Another explanation is free convection due to small temperature 

gradients caused by temperature changes in the surroundings. This type of convection is not 

operating at p,g-conditions. At lg this type of convection may disrupt formed doublets of 

particles (see chapter 5.6). 

When looking at the results of the quartz dispersions, it can be noticed that at the beginning 

of the coagulation experiments (A in figure 3.8), there is a steep decrease of the light 

intensity. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the non-spherical quartz 

particles align themselves during stirring. When the stirring is stopped, the light intensity is 

found to decrease because the particles will take in a random orientation. The light intensity 

at time t=O was taken to be the one after the decrease. The increase in coagulation rates, at 

p,g conditions, compared to lg conditions, for the quartz dispersions is less pronounced than 

for the polystyrene dispersions (the proportionality coefficient CEN of section 2.2 taken into 

account, as determined by Krotzer [1], which is for quartz 4.62±0.32 and for polystyrene 

3. 71 ± 0. 24). This difference can be explained by the fact that the quartz particles are non

spherical. The deviation of the spherical shape may result in a decrease in hydrodynamical 

resistance when two particles approach each other; the last liquid film between two 

approaching particles can be pierced by angular protrusions. The silica dispersions show also 

an increase in coagulation rates at p,g conditions, compared to lg conditions. However, 

because these experiments were performed with a particle volume fraction of 3 * 104
, the 

results can not be quantitatively compared with the other dispersions. 

The form of the transmission versus time curves is different under p,g than under lg

conditions. Under p,g conditions the curves are convex toward the time axis. Under lg

conditions a linear curve (upto t ""' 300 s) and as time is proceeding a more concave curve 

toward the time axis can be observed. The explanation of the different character of the curves 

at lg and p,g conditions is that at lg-conditions there is aggregation and aggregate disruption 

while at p,g conditions the disruption term is less operative. This explanation is confirmed 

by analysing the detection signals; at lg the signal fluctuates many times per unit of time. 

These fluctuations (see figure 2.3 and the figures in the present chapter) are not caused by 

noise of the detection signal, but should be ascribed to a continuing process of aggregation 

and disruption of particles. This was checked by registrating the signal of pure water and of 

a non-coagulating dispersion. At p,g the disruption is less distinct causing a steep increase of 

1 After the experiments in Kiruna (Sweden), we perfonned some sedimentation 
experiments in a Heraeus-centrifuge at 800 g (see Chapter 4) with the density matched PS
dispersion. Indeed there was a fraction of particles which sedimented, a fraction which 
creamed and a fraction still floating in the liquid. 
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the signal at the beginning of the coagulation process, resulting in a convex curve. This can 

be seen when analysing the signals at p.g conditions: there are much less fluctuations per unit 

of time. We have quantized this with the calculation of the autocorrelation function; the 

results of the calculations are shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Autocorrelationfunction oftransmitted light intensity for lg (O) and p.g (+) 
conditions, over a time period of 165 seconds. Polystyrene dispersion in 0.5 M NaCl solution, 
unmatched density. 

This figure is based on the data of figure 3. 7 by substracting from the values in the latter 

figure, values obtained from a linear interpolation between the data in the same figure, based 

on the minimum x2 criterion (x: deviation of measured value from the linear interpolation 

value). Both calculations of the autocorrelation functions were performed over a time period 

of 165 seconds, in which 750 measurements were recorded. 

Figure 3.12 shows that there is a distinct difference in correlation when comparing 1g and 

p.g conditions. 

The levelling off, of all the light intensity curves during coagulation at 300-350 seconds can 

be explained by three possible explanations: 

1. Aggregates formed after 300-350 seconds have dimensions for which the light intensity 
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is not increasing any more but starts to fluctuate (see also figure 2.5). 

2. At the end of the p.g experiment (t "" 300 s), gravity is increasing causing the levelling 

off of the signal. 

3. Decrease of the amount of primary particles. 

The results of our coagulation experiments show a higher coagulation rate at p.g than at lg 

conditions. These results are very interesting, since theory appears to lead to the reverse 

expectation [10,11]. The mutual influence of Brownian and gravity induced motion on 

coagulation rate, was studied by Melik and Fogler [10], who performed calculations of the 

coagulation rate in the case of low Pe8r-numbers. Additional calculations were performed by 

Wang and Wen [11]. It was concluded that for these small Pegr-numbers gravity induced 

motion always increases the Brownian coagulation rate. In the case of larger Pegr-numbers, 

calculations on the rate of coagulation were done by Wen, Zhang and Lin [12]. They found 

that Brownian diffusion may decrease the coagulation rate. 

At the moment, four phenomena seem to be feasible to explain the results; 

a): hydrodynamics: the non-linear terms in the Navier-Stokes equations may become 

important when two particles are close, even at small Re-numbers; 

b): streaming potentials during sedimentation and mutual approach of two particles; 

c): interaction potentials in combination with the surface roughness of the particles; 

d): free convection due to small temperature gradients caused by temperature changes in the 

surroundings, causing a disruption of formed doublets at lg. 

These phenomena will be discussed in chapter 5. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The main conclusion of this chapter is that coagulation rates for dispersions of polystyrene, 

quartz and silica are significantly larger at p.g conditions than at lg. Even the polystyrene 

dispersion, with a density difference of 1 kg/m3, showed a difference between p.g and lg 

coagulation rates. One explanation for this is that at lg, the densities of the continuous phase 

and the dispersed phase, cannot be matched perfectly. This implies that in the case of 

polystyrene there are differences in density between various particles; the differences may 

be small but significant. Density differences between various particles indeed have been 

experimentally found. Another explanation is free convection due to small temperature 

changes. 

At lg doublets of particles are disrupted. This is not only concluded from the slopes of the 

light intensity versus time curves but also by analysing the form of the curves. At lg many 

fluctuations of the signal per unit of time (aggregation and disruption of particles) compared 

with the signal at p,g (aggregation and much less disruption}, resulting in a linear curve at 
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lg and a convex curve at p,g. This difference in the curves (lg and p,g) is also confirmed 

when calculating the autocorrelation function for both curves; there is a distinct difference 

in correlation when comparing the two curves. 
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Chapter4 

PERIKINETIC COAGULATION AT lG AND HIGH-G CONDITIONS 

Abstract: In this chapter, experiments on perikinetic coagulation of polystyrene dispersions 
are described which were performed at Ig and high-g conditions in a centrifuge. Experiments 
were performed at Ig, 2g, 4g and 7g, with different densities of the continuous phase; also 
a mixture of two different polystyrene latices was used (d1 "" I p.m and d2 "" 3 p.m). The 
results of the high-g experiments show that the most pronounced effect of gravity on 
coagulation rate is found for dispersions with a small density difference, on going from Ig 
to 2g. In this regime a significant decrease in coagulation rates is observed. For higher g
levels, no change, or an increase in coagulation rate is observed. For the latex-mixture at 
pronounced density differences, gravity induced coagulation was observed; however the 
formed doublets did not have a lasting contact. From calculation of the bulk forces acting on 
the particles, it was found that the detachment force for the larger particle of the formed 
doublet is in the order of 1(}14 N. The rate constant calculated at p.g-conditions approaches 
the theoretical value of von Smoluchowski. By means of a video analysis of the perikinetic 
coagulation process, the formation of doublets was studied for a density difference of l:lp =-31 
kglm3 and l:lp=1 kglm3

• It turned out the the 'interaction time' for two particles was longer 
for the density matched dispersion. In general it was concluded from the analyses that 
doublets of particles are easily disrupted and that at 1g, free convection currents were 
observed even at small temperature differences in the system. 

4.1 Introduction 

Among others, Krotzer [1] studied the influence of flow type, particle type and gravity on 

orthokinetic coagulation. Before Krotzer, Van Diemen and Stein [2], Logtenberg [3] and 

Brakalov [4], performed shear induced coagulation experiments under 1g conditions. As 

mentioned in chapter 3, their experiments showed a slower coagulation than theoretically 

expected and conclusions from these experiments were uncertain because of the interplay of 

several factors; the changed attraction as a result of deviations of the particle shape from a 

spherical shape, the complicated nature of the flow pattern in the experimental set-up, the 

role of inertia and the interplay of Brownian, shear-induced and gravity induced coagulation. 

As mentioned in chapter 3, Van de Ven and Mason [5] and Zeichner and Schowalter [6], 

performed theoretical calculations which all refer to spherical particles in the absence of 

inertia. Coagulation is impossible, when there is no interaction between two particles. The 

trajectories (see also section 3.1) of the particles can be divided into 'open' and 'closed' 
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ones, separated by a 'limiting' trajectory; in the absence of interparticle forces it is 

impossible for a particle to cross a limiting trajectory. However, when attractive London-Van 

der Waals forces are operative, it is possible for an approaching particle to cross the limiting 

trajectory and coagulation can occur. 

In chapter 3 we also discussed that Logtenberg [3] concluded from his trajectory 

calculations that for spherical particles with a radius of 10·7 m to 10·6 m, inertia forces do not 

play a role of importance. 

In order to get a better understanding of the inertia forces and the interplay of gravity and 

Brownian-induced coagulation, we performed in addition to the p,g experiments described in 

chapter 3, perikinetic coagulation experiments at lg and high-g conditions. 

One way to study the influence of gravity on coagulation, is to change the density of the 

continuous phase of a dispersion. Hofman [7], carried out coagulation experiments of decane

CC4 emulsions, stabilized by AOT (Aerosol OT, commercial surfactant) in NaCl-solutions. 

By varying the CC14 concentration, he was able to influence the density of the disperse phase. 

He also found a maximum coalescence rate at 11p=O, but this is not really conclusive 

evidence because on changing the CC14 concentration a number of factors change (interfacial 

tension etc.). 

In adapting the density of the continuous phase, one can establish a density difference 

between the continuous phase and the dispersed phase; when the density of the dispersed 

phase is higher, the particles will settle, when the density is lower, the particles will rise 

(creaming). When the densities of the dispersed phase and the continuous phase are exactly 

the same, the particles will float in the fluid. With respect to the sedimentation behaviour this 

is a simulation of p,g conditions. 

In the present chapter polystyrene (L-93) was used as the dispersed phase, which has a 

small density difference with the continuous phase (aqueous solution). The density of the 

aqueous phase can be changed by adding sucrose, methanol or deuterium oxide. Sucrose and 

methanol were used because they do not induce surface charges, but a disadvantage is that 

the viscosity of the continuous phase is changed. That is why also deuterium oxide was used 

because in this case no correction needs to be applied for viscosity changes. With sucrose 

and deuterium oxide it is possible to match the densities of the continuous phase and the 

dispersed phase, if the latter is polystyrene. 

In order to study the influence of gravity on the system discussed above, also a series of 

experiments were done at different g-levels, by means of a centrifuge, located in Amsterdam 

at the Academical Medical Centre. In the centrifuge, experiments were performed at lg, 2g, 

4g and 7g. Not only a latex with d= 1.879 ttm was used, but also a mixture (1: 1 by volume), 

of two polystyrene latices with d= L288 ttm and d=3.230 p,m was used. 
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Because of problems with the power supply (disturbances of the power signal, caused by 

the contact slip rings of the centrifuge), a 1/V-converter had to be implemented. This 

apparatus filters the signals between the centrifuge and the measuring computer. An 

additional problem with this apparatus was that the quantitative results of the coagulation 

rates at 1g, were slightly different from those found in the laboratory. Therefore also 1g 

experiments were done in the centrifuge, as reference for the higher g experiments. 

4.2 Experimental 

Polystyrene-latex 
The method for the preparation of the polystyrene latices is described in [8]. 

Particle sizes were determined by means of the Coulter LS-130 (see section 3.2). The 

density, as measured by means of a Paar DM A-10 density meter, was found to be 1. 05* 103 

kg/m3
• The surface roughness ofthe particles was in the order of0.07 to 0.6% of the particle 

radius (see section 5.4.3). 

The first polystyrene latex particles (L-93) used for these experiments had a number 

averaged diameter of 1.879 p.m. (see for the codes of the various polystyrene dispersions 

section 2.2). The volume-averaged diameter was 2.030 p.m. The second latex used was a 

mixture of latex L-86 and L-89 (1:1 by volume, indicated as L-86/L-89, volume fraction 

10-4
}. Latex L-86 had a number averaged diameter of 1.288 p.m and the volume-averaged 

diameter was 1.362 p.m. Latex L 89 had a number averaged diameter of 3.230 p.m and the 

volume-averaged diameter was 3.308 p.m. 

Materials 
Densities between polystyrene and aqueous solutions were matched (resp. nearly matched) 

by addition of sucrose (ex. Janssen Chimica, p.a.}, methanol (ex. Merck, p.a. nr.5868) and 

deuterium oxide (ex. Merck, nr.2919). Of all solutions used, densities were measured by 

means of a Paar DM A-10 density meter and kinematic viscosities by means of a AVS-310 

viscosimeter. 

Determination of solids contents 
The solids percentage of the polystyrene latices were determined by drying a known amount 

of the dispersion in an oven at 105 oc, until constant weight was reached. 

Viscosity measurements 
The viscosities of the continuous phases were determined in a capilarry viscosity meter [9]. 

Experiments were performed at T=22 °C. 
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Procedure of the 1 g and high-g experiments 

The suspensions for the coagulation experiments were prepared in the same way as 

described in section 3.2. Alllg-experiments were performed in the apparatus shown in figure 

2.2. The experiments at high-g conditions were performed in a centrifuge as shown in figure 

4.1, at 20 ± 1 °C. The experimental set-up as used for the lg experiments was placed in 

the swing basket of the centrifuge. As reference a lg experiment was done and after that, the 

centrifuge was started. During the start-up procedure, the stirrer and the ultrasonic disperser 

were switched on. When the desired g-level was reached, the stirrer and the ultrasonic 

disperser were switched off and the coagulation experiment started. After about twenty 

minutes the experiment was finished, and the stirrer and the ultrasonic disperser were 

switched on again till constant extinction (corresponding to the start value of Eo) was 

reached. Then a higher g-level was chosen to perform the next experiment, with the same 

procedures as described above. Temperature fluctuations in the swing basket were in the 

order of 1-2 oc. All cycli (from 2g till 7g) were done in duplicate, with newly made 

dispersions. 

Four groups of experiments were done, differing both in dispersed phase and in chemicals 

added for (nearly) matching the densities: 

8 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the AMC centrifuge experiment, with A: rotating 
drive system, B: coagul.ation apparatus, C: computer and measuring system, D: swing basket, 
E: contact slip rings. 
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1) Polystyrene L-93, sucrose or methanol; 

2) Polystyrene L-86/L-89, sucrose or methanol; 

3) Polystyrene L-93, D20; 

4) Polystyrene L-86/L-89, 0 20. 

Data acquisition 

During the coagulation experiments, all the data were collected by a personal computer. 

The slopes of the light transmission versus time plots, were calculated by the procedure of 

linear regression. The regression was restricted to the linear part of the curves (i.e. the part 

without long-term change of slope). 

Heraeus centrifuge experiments 

In order to check whether the density of separate PS-particles varies, we performed also 

some experiments in a centrifuge (Heraeus ES 3000 IKS). The experiments were performed 

with L-93 (lip= 1 kg/m3), density matched with deuterimn oxide, at 800 g. See also footnote 

1 in chapter 3, page 48. 

4. 3 Results & Discussion 

lg-experiments (L-93) 

Values of the densities, viscosities and coagulation rates for each dispersion are presented 

in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.2 shows the coagulation rate as a function of the density difference, after 

correction had been made for viscosity differences. Thus, in Figure 4.2, (171'11warer)*d1n E/dt 

(with 11 = viscosity of the dispersion medium, E = light extinction, t time) is plotted; the 

coagulation rate is thought to be, other conditions being equal, inversely proportional to 11· 

Going from a small density difference to a density difference near zero, one can see an 

increase in coagulation rate by a factor ""' 2.5. There is no significant difference in this 

respect, between experiments with a continuous phase with lower density than that of the 

disperse phase and experiments in which the density of the continuous phase is higher than 

that of the dispersed phase. 
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Table 4. I: Values of the densities (nr. 1-9 adapted with sucrose, nr. 10-11 with methanol and 

nr.l2-13 with deuterium oxide), viscosities and coagulation rates for each dispersion. 

Number p*1()3 Llp '1}*10"3 '1}1'11water *dlnE/dt 

(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (Pa*s) (10-6 s-1) 

1 1.112 62 2.09 3.03 

2 1.081 31 1.54 3.48 

3 1.066 16 1.37 5.49 

4 1.060 10 1.31 6.34 

5 1.049 -1 1.23 7.55 

6 1.040 -10 1.14 6.14 

7 1.035 -15 1.10 5.19 

8 1.029 -21 1.07 4.25 

9 1.019 -31 1.02 3.43 

10 0.988 -62 1.65 3.17 

11 0.972 -78 1.78 3.13 

12 1.051 1 1.02 6.39 

13 1.098 48 1.02 3.49 

1 g experiments (L-86/L-89) 
Values of the densities and viscosities for each dispersion are the same as presented in 

Table 1. Figure 4.3 shows the coagulation rate as a function of the density difference, after 

correction had been made for viscosity differences. 

Going from a small density difference to a density difference of almost zero, one can see 

an increase in coagulation rate by a factor ""' 2. Again there is no significant difference in 

this respect, between experiments with a continuous phase with lower density than that of the 

disperse phase and experiments in which the density of the continuous phase is higher than 

that of the disperse phase. 

The absolute values for the coagulation rates are higher for the polydisperse system (L-

86/L-89) than for the monodisperse system (L-93). There are two reasons for this result: i) 

The particle concentration for the polydisperse system is higher and ii) the Brownian

coagulation rate is higher for initially polydisperse than monodisperse particle size 

distributions [10,11,12]. 
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Figure 4.3: Coagulation rate as a function of the density difference for L-86/L-89 at lg, 

with • methanol, .._ sucrose, e D20, to adapt the densities of the continuous phases. 
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The difference in coagulation rate between the density matched dispersion and the 

situation when there is a pronounced density difference between the dispersed and continuous 

phase, is contrary to theoretical expectation. Theories on coagulation (chapter 2 and chapter 

3), usually assume the absence of such an influence; and if any such influence is found, the 

evidence concerned should be checked as to whether the experiments are disturbed by 

incomplete fulfilment of assumptions made either explicitly or not, in calculating the 

coagulation rate from the data. The data obtained in the present investigation all go back to 

light transmission vs. time measurements. Experimental coagulation rates as reported here 

increase with vanishing density difference between disperse and continuous phase. 

Disturbance of the interpretation of light transmission as measure of coagulation rate, by the 

presence of a gravity field or of a density difference, would act in the reverse direction: i) 

Different settling rates bring particles into each other's vicinity that would remain apart in 

the absence of a gravity field (when Brownian motion can be neglected); this would increase 

the coagulation rate, ii) such different settling rates induce additional shear which 

superimposes a shear-induced coagulation on the Brownian coagulation, iii) in the presence 

of a gravity field, coagulation measurements by light transmission might be disturbed by 

sedimentation. 

Part of the suspended solids may be removed by sedimentation from that part of the 

coagulation vessel which is passed through by the light beam; thus light transmission would 

increase faster than when this effect would be absent. This also would increase the apparent 

coagulation rate rather than decrease it. Nevertheless, the present investigation shows that 

the reverse is found. 

High-g experiments 

The results of the high-g experiments are shown in the figures 4.4-4. 7. 

First group (L-93, matched with sucrose/methanol; figure 4.4) 

The problem with methanol as matching agent was that the data could not be reproduced 

very well. This is not surprising, since methanol has a lower dielectric constant than water 

(78.54 vs. 32.63) and according to Verdegan et al. [13] methanol is expected to adsorb at 

the latex-water interface. These phenomena will have an influence on the electrophoretic 

properties and the interaction energies of the particles. 

Looking at Figure 4.4 one can see that for small density differences the coagulation rate 

is decreasing, while for larger density differences no significant change, or in some cases a 

slight increase, in coagulation rate was observed. The decrease in coagulation rate is most 

pronounced going from lg to 2g. 
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L-86/L-89 (densities matched with sucrose/methanol). The curves are just a guide to the eye. 
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Second group (L-86/L-89, matched with sucrose/methanol; figure 4.5) 

Once again, problems are encountered with reproducing the experimental data of the 

dispersions matched with methanol. For this group of measurements, one can also observe 

a decrease in coagulation rate for small density differences, at higher g-levels an increase in 

coagulation rates can be observed. 

Third group (L-93, matched with deuterium oxide; figure 4.6) 

These results also show in the majority of cases a decrease in coagulation rates for small 

density differences, going from lg to 2g, however the increase in coagulation rates for larger 

density differences going from 2g to higher g-levels is more pronounced. 

Fourth group (L-86/L-89, matched with deuterium oxide; figure 4. 7) 

These measurements show in the majority of cases a decrease in coagulation rates going 

from lg to 2g for small density differences and no change or a small increase for larger 

density differences going from 2g to higher g-levels. Please note that the slope for these 

measurements was taken before the steep increase of the light intensity, caused by gravity 

induced coagulation (see also figure 4.8). 

Heraeus centrifuge experiments 

The vessel with the polystyrene dispersion showed a fraction of particles which was 

sedimented, a fraction which was creamed and a fraction which was still floating in the 

liquid. So obviously the density of the separate particles varies: there is a fraction of particles 

with a density of 1.05 kg/m3 (as was measured) but also a small fraction of particles with a 

lower density and a small fraction of particles with a higher density. See also footnote 1 in 

chapter 3, page 48). 

In general, the error of the experimental transmitted light intensity data is about 5-10%, 

which correpsonds to ± 5*10-7 s-1 in the dlnE/dt values. The results obviously could not 

always be reproduced very well. Nevertheless, the results can be summarized as follows: the 

most pronounced effect of gravity on the coagulation rate is found for small density 

differences, going from lg to 2g. For higher g-levels no distinct influence or an increase in 

coagulation rate is observed. 

There are two possible explanations for this increase in coagulation rate for larger density 

differences at higher g-levels: 

i) Gravity induced coagulation forms doublets of particles which sediment faster than single 

particles. This phenomenon is expected especially at larger density differences and high g-
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levels (see also section 4.4), 

ii) At higher g-levels the swing basket of the centrifuge takes in a more horizontal position. 

In the more horizontal position, the centrifugal acceleration is becoming more important and 

causes a gravity gradient ( z 0. 8 g) along the glass vessel (the particles at the top of the 

vessel are less accelerated than the particles at the bottom of the vessel). This gradient in 

acceleration causes a gradient in particle concentration. This means that the increase in light 

intensity is not only caused by coagulation, but also by the fact that the particle concentration 

decreases by sedimentation, at the measuring spot in the middle of the vessel. 

The mutual influence of Brownian and gravity induced motion on coagulation rate, was 

studied by Melik and Fogler [13], who performed calculations of the coagulation rate in the 

case of low Pegr-numbers. Additional calculations were performed by Wang and Wen [14]. 

It was concluded that for these small Pegr-numbers gravity induced motion always increases 

the Brownian coagulation rate. In the case of larger Pegr-numbers, calculations on the rate 

of coagulation were done by Wen, Zhang and Lin [15]. They found that the gravitational 

capture efficiency is decreased by Brownian diffusion only when the gravity induced relative 

motion dominates over the interparticle potential induced motion. In a flow field Brownian 

diffusion will transfer a sphere j from the upstream area along the streamlines into the 

downstream area, from where it will be convected downstream further by the convection 

induced by gravity without collection by sphere i. They concluded that this is a process 

which interacts closely with the strength of the basic flow. 

In agreement with the results of chapter 3, the results reported in the present chapter show 

an increase in coagulation rate as Llp becomes smaller; in addition a decrease in coagulation 

rate is found when the g-level becomes higher. 

4.4 Gravity induced coagulation 

For the latex-mixture the following behaviour was observed at the highest density 

differences; i) a sudden increase in light transmission followed by ii) a sudden decrease of 

the light transmission. The initial dlnE!dt-value was calculated from the slope before the peak 

in section 4.3. 

As can be seen from the graph, in figure 4.8, the peaks occur at shorter times when gravity 

is increased. In addition the peaks become more pronounced. This behaviour indicates a 

gravity induced coagulation mechanism, which can be understood as follows: larger particles 

sediment faster than the smaller particles, at some point in the process the larger particles 

will catch the smaller ones. 

This is illustrated in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.8: Light transmission vs. time for L-86/L-89 for a density difference Ap=61 kg 1m3 

at 2, 4 and 7 g. The peaks in the graph occur at shorter times when gravity is increased. 

Figure 4.9: Mechanism of the gravity induced coagulation process. The larger particles 
catches the smaller one (light transmission increases), then the formed doublet will rotate. 
Depending on the interaction forces, the particles will either sediment as a doublet or the 
larger particle will detach from the smaller one. 
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As the g-level increases the particles sediment faster and the peak will appear at shorter 

time scales. At higher g-levels also the intensity of the peak increases. This can be explained 

as follows: when larger particles sediment faster, there are more successful collisions to form 

a doublet, because both the frequency of occurence and the effectiveness of the collisions 

increases. The lifetime of the formed doublets apparently is short because light transmission 

decreases again after the doublets are formed. Obviously the attractive interaction energies 

in most cases are not strong enough to ensure a lasting contact. However, the gravity-induced 

formation and subsequent disruption of pairs of particles, 3 ~tm and 1 /lm in diameter, can 

explain the increase of light transmission at the start of the peak, but not the decrease, since 

particles from disrupted pairs will again form new pairs with different partners. Therefore 

gravity-induced particle pair formation and disruption would lead to an increase in light 

transmission followed by a constant level of intensity of transmitted light when a stationary 

state is reached. Appearance of a peak (with decrease of the transmitted light at its backside) 

indicates that during the ca. 200 sec. of the peak, conditions in the coagulating system change 

such as to prevent further gravity-induced coagulation. Two factors have been envisaged 

which might change during the time concerned: 

a) The gravity-induced coagulates concerned are so large that they are removed from that 

spot of the system where light transmission is measured; 

b) During the course of the coagulation process, a temperature gradient is generated between 

center and outside of the coagulation vessel, leading to convection flows, which counteracts 

further gravity-induced coagulation, making pair formation successful in only part of the 

expected collisions. 

The alternative sub a) must be dismissed since it can be calculated that particle aggregates 

must have dimensions of the order of 30 llm in order to be removed to a significant extent 

from the space between the measuring spot and the top of the vessel (distance 4 em). 

The second alternative is in line with what will be reported in chapter 5, and will therefore 

be adopted here as explanation of the decrease of transmitted light intensity at the backside 

of the peak. 

A preliminary calculation of the force necessary to separate two particles with diamter 1 

llm and 3 llm respectively, by gravity (without taking into account shear forces from 

convection flows) has been reported by the method of Dukhin (appendix A). 

Let us now analyze the forces involved during the sedimentation of a doublet of different 

particle sizes according to Dukhin, appendix A. 

Equations (A.8), (A.3) and (A.4) of appendix A, make it possible to calculate the forces 
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acting on the particles of an aggregate by the surrounding liquid under steady state 

sedimentation conditions. When we apply this analysis to our system, the detachment force 

for the larger particle is found to be in the order of 10'14 N. In the calculations performed 

a1 was equal to 3.230 ~-tm and a2 was equal to 1.288 ~-tm and a=2.51 (see appendix A). 

The importance of this observation is, that two particles on the point of making contact can 

be separated by the hydrodynamical forces exerted on them by flows in the surrounding 

liquid. We will return to this point in chapter 5. 

4.5 Comparison of the experimental coagulation rates with the theoretical value of von 

Smoluchowski. 

The von Smoluchowski theory [ 17] considering only Brownian motion predicts a value for 

the rate constant of k11 = 10.77 * 10'12 p·1 cm3 sec·1 for water at 20°C. Rate constants of our 

experimental data were calculated with an equation used by Lichtenbelt et al. [18,19]: 

(4.1) 

where E is extinction (related to the transmission by E=-log1), tis time, and C1 and C2 are 

the extinction cross sections of a singlet and of a doublet, respectively. The subscript zero 

refers to the limiting case oft-+ 0. The initial particle concentration N1 was determined from 

the dry weight of the latex. The value was 2.387*107 p cm·3, where p is the number of 

particles. The resulting values of ku for the lg (density matched), lg (pronounced density 

difference) and the ~-tg experiments are given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: The coagulation rate constant, expressed as ku (p-1 cm·1 sec-1
), and as a 

percentage of the von Smoluchowski value for L-93. 

Experiments kll * 1012 % Licbtenbelt 

[19] 

1g (density difference) 0.754 7 40-60% 

lg (density matched) 2.046 19 

1-tg 8.616 80 

von Smoluchowski 10.77 100 

The values for the rate constants at lg are low compared with results found by Lichtenbelt 
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et al. [19]. A possible explanation for the difference with our results is that the diameter of 

our particles is approximately six times larger than the particles of Lichtenbelt used, but there 

is no dependence on the diameter expected for the rate constants. However, retardation of 

London-van der Waals attraction is more important for larger particles. Of course there is 

a difference in the velocity of sedimentation, which is in the case of Lichtenbelt's 

experiments a factor 36 slower. This leads to a longer contact time of the particles. Also the 

volume fractions in the experiments of Lichtenbelt were approximately two times larger. A 

possible explanation of the difference is that the factors retarding coagulation at lg (see 

chapter 5) are operative to a greater extent for large than for small particles. 

Fact is that at Jtg-conditions the theoretical value of the rate constant according to von 

Smoluchowski is best approached. Apparently, Jtg-conditions best reflect the assumptions 

made by von Smoluchowski in which hydrodynamic interactions and interparticle forces are 

ignored, and particles will solely coagulate under influence of Brownian motion. 

4.6 Video analysis of the perildnetic coagulation process 

Experimental 

Optical evidence on what happens during the perikinetic coagulation process has been 

obtained by an experimental set-up in which the coagulation process could be visualized by 

means of a ccd camera and a microscope as illustrated in Figure 4.10. The basic apparatus 

of this set-up, is a Rank-Brothers MK 11 electrophoresis cell as normally used to determine 

t-potentials. A microscope with a ccd camera (HCS MXR) and a monitor (effective 

enlargement of this combination: 1000 times) with a video recorder were attached to the 

Rank-Brothers MK 11. With this setup it is possible to visually observe two particles 

interacting during the coagulation process. 

A cell (dimensions: 70 mm x 8 mm x 0.7 mm), containing the dispersion, was placed in 

a thermostated water reservoir; the experiments were performed at a reservoir temperature 

of 20 ± 0.1 °C. Experiments were performed with a dispersion of silica and two dispersions 

of polystyrene (L-93), one with the densities nearly matched by means of D20 (L\p = 1 

kg/m3), and one with a distinct density difference (..::lp=-31 kg/m3). Two particles were 

analyzed by registering their 'projected interaction distance' (i.e. the projection of the 

distance between two particle centers on a plain perpendicular to the direction of observation) 

and the 'projected interaction angle' (i.e. projection of the angle between the line connecting 

two particle centers and the direction of gravity ,on a plain perpendicular to the direction of 

observation). The particle concentration was the same as in the coagulation experiments 

performed in chapter 3 and this chapter. The experiments were recorded on video tape and 

analyzed afterwards. 
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A 

F (side view) 

Figure 4.10 Experimental set-up; A: light source, B: thermostated water reservoir, 
containing a capillary (F), with two bends as used in a traditional Rank Brothers 
electrophoresis unit, with the dispersion, C: microscope, D: ccd camera, E: monitor, F: 
capillary. 

Results & Discussion 

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the results of the video analysis. When looking at figure 4.11, 

the polystryrene dispersion with a density difference of -31 k:g/m3
, the following behaviour 

was observed: 

(i) particles approach each other, due to sedimentation and Brownian motion, 

(ii) particles interact, start to oscillate at low frequencies, and their interaction angle changes, 

(iii) particles lose contact. 

For the polystyrene dispersion in which the density was matched, a different behaviour was 

observed, the interaction times are longer: the particles stay in each others proximity. Figure 

4.12 plots the projected interaction distance (as defined above) as a function of time for both 

dispersions. From each dispersion the behaviour of 10 doublets was analyzed; only those 

pairs of particles were chosen who finally formed a doublet which remained at least 

temporarily combined ('transient' or 'permanent' doublet). From this plot it can be seen that 

the interaction times in the case of the density matched dispersion are longer. 

Observations possibly related with the findings reported here have been mentioned by 

Hofman [7]. 
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Figure 4.11: Interaction times of two particles, in the case of a density difference of -31 
kg/m3 and a density difference of 1 kglm3
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Figure 4.12: Projected interaction distance as a function of time, for ilp =-31 kg 1m3 (O) and 
ilp = 1 kg 1m3 (e). A: particles approach each other, B: particles interact during a certain 
period, C: some particles move away from each other and D: some particles approach new 
particles. 
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Hofman's experiments showed a higher coagulation rate when the density difference between 

disperse and continuous phase was small. A possible explanation Hofman gives for his results 

is that due to slower sedimentation, the particles will be longer in contact during a collision, 

and the probability of cluster formation higher (see also p.54). 

Our video analysis of the perikinetic coagulation process indeed shows longer interaction 

times for the density matched dispersion. 

The changes in the interaction angle can be explained as follows: as the particles approach 

one another, the viscous resistance to motion increases, particularly along the line of centers, 

hence the magnitude of the Brownian forces must increase to maintain the prescribed kinetic 

energy. For two spheres in contact (or nearly in contact) this corresponds to a rotational 

diffusion of the doublet, since translational diffusion along the axis is slightly faster than the 

transverse process [20] . 

The changes in the projected interaction distance, when the particles interact (period C, in 

Figure 4.12) during a certain period of time, are in the order of 1 to 5*10-7 m. The 

corresponding frequencies for these oscillations are in the order of 0.4 s·1
• It should be noted 

that the above mentioned values are rough estimates, only 20 pairs of particles were analyzed 

and projected interaction distances are difficult to determine because distances are determined 

from a monitor screen in 2D and the dimensions of the particles on the screen are very 

small. This makes it difficult to determine the actual projected interaction distances precisely. 

During the experiments also free convection currents were observed even at small 

temperature changes of ± 0.1 oc of the surrounding thermostated water. These currents 

were observed through sudden movements of the particles in horizontal or upward directions 

for particles who were sedimenting. 

The influence of such free convection on the coagulation behaviour will be discussed in 

chapter 5. 

4. 7 Conclusions 

1) In the absence of a density difference between disperse and continuous phases, perikinetic 

coagulation is faster than in the presence of such a density difference. 

2) The most pronounced effect of high-gravity on coagulation rate is found for dispersions 

with a small density difference, on going from lg to 2g. In this regime a significant decrease 

in coagulation rates is observed. For higher g-levels, no change or an increase in coagulation 

rate is observed. 

3) There are differences between the densities of separate PS-particles. So it is impossible, 

under terrestrial conditions, to match the densities of the continuous phase and dispersed 

phase, exactly. 
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4) For the latex mixture at pronounced density differences, gravity induced coagulation was 

observed, however the formed doublets did not have a lasting contact, which indicates an 

influence of convection flows increasing with increasing temperature gradients in the system 

during the course of an experiment. After calculation of the bulk forces acting on the 

particles, it turned out that the detachment force for the larger particle of the formed doublet 

is in the order of 10·14 N. 

5) Comparison of the experimental rate constants with the theoretical value of von 

Smoluchowski, showed that the rate constant calculated at ~tg-conditions approaches the value 

of von Smoluchowski. Apparently, ~tg-conditions best reflect the assumptions made by von 

Smoluchowski in which hydrodynamic interactions and interparticle forces are ignored, and 

particles will solely coagulate under influence of Brownian motion. 

6) From the video analysis it can be concluded that the interaction times for a density 

matched dispersion are longer and that doublets of particles are easily disrupted when 

sedimentation is operative. Free convection currents may influence the formation and 

disruption of pairs of particles. 
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ChapterS 

COMPARISON OF FOUR PHENOMENA INVOLVED IN THE PERIKINETIC 

COAGULATION PROCESS 

Abstract: Four phenomena involved in the perikinetic coagulation process were studied with 
regard to their ability to account for the influence of gravity on the coagulation rate: 
1) Hydrodynamics: Flow interactions were calculated between two identical spheres held fixed 
in a uniform stream directed perpendicular to the line connecting the particles' centers. In 
the calculations, the inertial terms in the Navier Stokes equation were retained; 
2) Surface charge effects on the pressure in the gap between two approaching particles, 
through the streaming potential generated by the squeezing flow; 
3) Surface roughness and hydration force effects on the interaction force between two 
particles; 
4) Free convection induced by temperature changes in the surroundings. 
Qf these, a combination of surface roughness and free convection can explain the influence 
of gravity on coagulation. 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers four relevant phenomena involved in the perikinetic coagulation 

process, with regard to the point whether they might explain the intuitively unexpected results 

of the experiments mentioned in chapters 3 and 4: i) hydrodynamics, ii) double layer 

characteristics during flow, iii) interaction potentials and iiii) free convection. Because 

dispersions of polystyrene are frequently considered to be good model systems and many 

properties of polystyrene are known, most considerations in this chapter are based on such 

dispersions. 

The results of the coagulation experiments in chapters 3 and 4 were unexpected, therefore 

we performed the visualization experiments described at the end of chapter 4 (p.68). In the 

context of this thesis the above mentioned phenomena are considered with regard to the 

question whether they are influenced by gravity. The experiments described in chapters 3 and 

4 in fact refer to the formation of doublets from primary particles, since the experiments are 

restricted to the first stages of the coagulation process, so in this chapter all considerations 

are based on the formation or disruption of doublets and the phenomena which may influence 

these processes. 
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In section 5.2 flow interactions are investigated between two identical spheres, which are 

held fixed side by side against in a stream which is uniform far away from the spheres and 

which has a direction perpendicular to the line connecting the spheres' centers. This flow 

geometry is chosen because we expect that the major part of the particles will first meet in 

the horizontal plane, because of the monodispersity of the particles used in the experiments 

we don't expect gravity induced coagulation during the experimental time scales. The drag 

and interaction coefficients as a function of the dimensionless distance between two spheres 

and Reynolds number, are calculated using a three dimensional finite elements method. 

Section 5.3 describes calculations which are performed to determine whether a streaming 

potential may influence the pressure in a gap between two surfaces approaching each other. 

In section 5.4, interaction potentials between two spheres are calculated using the DLVO 

theory. Also the influence of hydration energies, surfaces roughness and Brownian motion 

are considered. Section 5.5 describes the calculations of free convection flows caused by a 

small temperature gradient, using the finite element method. In the last section of this chapter 

the forces acting on a doublet in simple shear flow are calculated. 

5.2 Hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres 

The question whether hydrodynamical interactions play a role in the results reported in 

chapters 3 and 4, will be discussed on the basis of calculations of the hydrodynamic 

interaction between two particles using a three-dimensional finite elements method. 

When two particles suspended in a viscous fluid approach each other, the motion of each 

particle is influenced by the other, even in the absence of colloidal interparticle interactions 

such as van der Waals- or electrostatic forces. The velocity field generated by the motion of 

one particle is transmitted through the fluid medium and influences the motion of, as well 

as the hydrodynamic force, torque and stress on the other particle. Thus even when two 

particles move towards each other for example as a result of an attractive colloidal force, the 

hydrodynamic interaction between the two retards the motion; using just the single particle 

mobility in the attractive force law overestimates the rate of aggregation [1]. 

Figure 5.1 shows seven examples of hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres [2]: 

(1): two spheres moving in "tandem" along their line of centres; (2): sedimentation of a 

sphere sliding past a neutrally buoyant sphere (3) two spheres approaching each other 

(leading to squeezing flow); (4) sedimentation of two spheres side by side; (5) and (6): two 

almost touching spheres undergoing rigid body rotation (two variants shown) and (7): two 

force-free and torque-free spheres in a linear field (with the exception of forces and torques 

resulting from their interaction). The magnitude of the interaction among the particles is, in 

general, governed by the following variables: (1) their shapes and sizes; (2) the distance 
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between them; (3) their orientations with respect to each other; (4) their individual 

orientations relative to the direction of the gravitational field; (5) their velocities and spins 

relative to the fluid at infinity, viscosity of fluid (6). 

Figure 5.1: Seven examples of possible hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres. 

Among the possible types of hydrodynarnical interaction {2], especially of interest in the 

present study is the hydrodynarnical interaction of two particles sedirnenting side by side (nr. 

4 in figure 5.1). 

The solution of the transport equation (the 'Stokes equation', section 5. 2.1) can be found 

in an analytical form if the geometry of the considered particles is such that coordinate 

surfaces fit the physical boundaries of the problem. Good examples of this approach include 

the classic problem of a single spherical particle in a uniform flow, solved by Stokes [3], and 

ellipsoidal or two spherical particles which are close together in a linear flow discussed by 

Stimson & Jeffery [4]. These analytical solutions, however, are restricted to Reynolds 

numbers smaller than 3 (particle diameter as the characteristic length and the flow velocity 

at a large distance as the characteristic velocity). 

For flows at intermediate Reynolds numbers (3 ~ Re ~ 300), which are most common in 

colloid chemistry, it is necessary to solve the Navier-Stokes equations (see section 5.2.1) 

numerically. Many investigators have considered the interactions between particles and the 

surrounding fluid by analytical and numerical methods [ 5-21]. 

Wakiya [22] developed a solution for the problem of two spheres moving close to each 

other, which involves the method of spherical harmonics. Wakiya solved equations in the 

form of infinite series by a method of successive approximation. His results are in agreement 

with those of Happel & Brenner [23], for the case of two spheres moving perpendicular to 

their line of centres and the flow in the direction of gravity, neglecting inertia effects. The 
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spheres were found to maintain a fixed position relative to each other in horizontal direction 

(i.e perpendicular to the direction of gravity). Wakiya also considered the case of two 

spheres which are free to rotate as they move. No restraining moment is developed but 

instead the spheres rotate at a velocity which is determined by the rotation of the fluid at the 

particle locations. If the particles sediment perpendicular to their line of centres, the drag will 

be lowered. 

O'Neill [24] used an asymptotic theory for solving the problem when two equal spheres 

almost in contact rotate with equal angular velocities. According to O'Neill it is observed that 

when two equal sized spheres sediment freely under the influence of gravity, in a direction 

perpendicular to their line of centres, with the same translational velocity, the spheres rotate 

with equal and opposite angular velocities. 

Langbein [25] also studied the hydrodynamic interactions between spherical particles falling 

side by side. He neglected the quadratic inertia terms in the momentum equation. His results 

show that the two particles sedimenting side by side move faster than in the case of infinite 

separation, but do neither approach each other nor recede from each other. He states (on the 

basis of Green's function integration), however, without detailed account of calculations, that 

when the quadratic terms are not neglected, one expects that the flow field between the two 

particles gets faster than on their remote sides. An underpressure between the two falling 

spheres is expected, causing an overall attraction. 
Oseen' s [26] equations present a possible basis for considering the mutual interaction of 

particles when small inertial forces are present. Oseen has presented a treatment for the case 

of two spheres at low Reynolds numbers in which he simply uses Smoluchowski's 

development for two spheres in creeping motion [27], but substitutes Oseen velocity fields 

for Stokes fields to approximate particle interaction. For two spheres falling side by side, 

the force on each sphere will be the same, but it will not be directed entirely in the direction 

of fall as in the case of the creeping motion equations. He derived relations for the force 

exerted along the line connecting the centres of two particles. At intermediate Reynolds 

numbers this force is a repulsive one. 

Gluckman et al. [28], studied the strong hydrodynamic interaction between two or more 

closely spaced identical spheres in a plane, by means of the collocation technique [29]. They 

examined for example, the effect of sphere spacing and end effects for a seven-sphere 

horizontal chain (flow direction perpendicular to the chain). They found that a chain of seven 

nearly touching spheres falls more than twice as fast as an isolated sphere, with the central 

sphere moving about 20% faster than the outermost one. (see also similar calculations 

performed by Felderhof et al. [9]) The angular velocity of each sphere in the horizontal chain 

increases rapidly as the spacing is decreased until a maximum angular velocity is achieved 
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for very small gaps. This maximum is observed to occur at a spacing of about 1. 05 diameters 

for two spheres and decreases as more spheres are added to the chain. Also clusters (not 

aggregated) of three or more spheres falling asymmetrically in a vertical plane were studied. 

Those clusters can not achieve a stable steady-state configuration even after the initial quasi

steady settling velocity is achieved, since the quasi-steady Stokes drag on each sphere 

continues to vary because of multi particle interaction effects that continually change as a 

function of particle spacing and velocity. It should be noted that the calculations of Felderhof 

and Gluckman are based on Stokes dynamics and no information was given on interparticle 

forces for given particle conformations. 

Hinch et al. [30] considered how nonlinear hydrodynamic effects can lead to a mean force 

of interaction between two spheres of equal radius, undergoing translational fluctuations 

parallel or perpendicular to their line of centres. Non-linearities due to motion of the 

boundaries and to inertia throughout the fluid were treated as regular perturbations of the 

time-dependent Stokes equations and characterised by amplitudes and Reynolds numbers 

characteristic of Brownian motion in colloidal systems. For certain sphere-sphere gaps and 

frequencies the particles repel each other. 

Kim et al. [31] studied the three-dimensional flow over two identical spheres which are held 

fixed relative to each other with the line connecting their centres normal to uniform stream, 

at Reynolds numbers 50, 100 and 150. First they investigated the interactions between two 

spheres for a dimensionless distance in the range 1.5 ~ do ~ 25 (do is the distance, 

normalized by the sphere radius, from a sphere centre to the symmetry plane between the 

two spheres). The two spheres repel each other when they are close (do < 7.9 for Re=50, 

do < 4 for Re= 100, and do < 3.4 for Re= 150), and the repulsion is stronger the closer 

they are. On the other hand, the two spheres attract each other weakly at intermediate 

separation distances (7.9 < d0 < 21 for Re=50, 4 < do< 21 for Re=lOO, and 3.4 < do 
< 21 for Re = 150. For do ;;:::: 21, however, the lift vanishes and the two spheres do no 

interact at any Reynolds numbers. 

The available literature apparently does not agree even to the direction of the force which 

two spheres falling side by side trough a liquid exert on each other. 

Although, recently, some numerical studies have been performed for three-dimensional 

flows over a single sphere [32,33], three-dimensional flow interactions between particles 

have not been studied extensively, to the knowledge of the author, with the exception of Kim 

et al. [31]. 

We investigated flow interactions between two identical spheres which are held fixed side 

by side against a uniform stream directed perpendicular to the line connecting the spheres' 
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centers, at different Reynolds numbers. We calculated the effects of three-dimensional 

interactions on the drag and interaction coefficients as a function of the dimensionless 

distance between the two spheres and Reynolds number by the finite element method [34]. 

The drag coefficients are calculated as a check of our program and compared with values of 

other investigators. The interaction coefficients indicate whether the particles repel or attract 

each other. In sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 the problem statement and the numerical solution 

method will be discussed. In section 5.2.3 the results will be presented. 

5.2.1 The Navier-Stokes equations 
To calculate the velocity profile of the continuous phase, Cartesian coordinates are used. 

The equations governing the flow are: 

a) the continuity equation, i.e. a mass balance for a small volume element of fluid. At 

constant density p, it reads 

(5.1) 

and 

b) the Navier-Stokes equation: 

(5.2) 

Here is 1J the viscosity, ~ the velocity of the fluid phase, p is the pressure and f is an 

external force per unit of mass acting on the volume element. 

By introducing a characteristic length L and a characteristic scalar velocity U0 and using 

the following definitions these equations can be written dimensionless: 

u pt=_P_ f=-f-
U. , 2 ' 2 o p U0 U0 /L 

(5.3) 

Omitting the primes, we obtain: 

V·u=O (5.4) 

and 

(5.5) 

where Re is the Reynolds number defined by Re=pUJ,/1J. 
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Problem statement and numerical solution method 

In this section the characteristic length is chosen to be equal to the particle diameter. At the 

inlet of the calculation domain a constant velocity (independent of distance from the side 

faces of the calculation domain) is assumed (see figure 5.2). The characteristic velocity U0 

is defined as the value of this constant velocity. 

We are dealing with low Reynolds numbers (laminar flow). Then usually the non-linear 

convective terms are neglected, transforming equation (5.2) into the Stokes equation. 

However, in the present investigation, this term is not neglected; our intention is to study the 

influence of the non-linear terms on the interaction forces between the two spheres. 

The 3D computational domain in our calculations contains one sphere. As computational 

domain a cube was taken and the sphere is placed at the centre of this cube. For the 

calculation of the flow around two spheres the tangential components, in normal direction, 

of the velocity with respect to one side face are made equal to zero (in the other five side 

faces the dimensionless velocity is equal to 1 in the z-direction), hence for the calculation of 

two spheres, only the domain of one sphere needs to be considered. 

Figure 5.2 shows the computational domain together with the boundary conditions. In this 

domain, two physical situations have been simulated: 
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Figure 5.2: Computational domain and boundary conditions for the calculation of the 
hydrodynamic force acting on two spheres placed side by side. 

a) One sphere in the domain, without any sphere in the surrounding domains 

No slip boundary conditions (ux=O, uy=O, uz=O) are assumed at the sphere surface 
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(boundary S6). The inlet velocity profile (uz, boundary Sl) is constant over the whole 

boundary. Also the velocity at the cube's side faces (S2, S3, S4 and S5) is constant (the 

distance of the side faces to the sphere is chosen in such a way that no influence of the side 

faces is expected; approximately 12 times the sphere diameter). To prevent oscillations in the 

solution, Neumann boundary conditions [34] are used at the outlet of the cube (boundary S7). 

(5.6) 

b) One sphere in the domain and one other sphere in an adjacent domain 
The situation is similar to that described for case a) with the following differences: because 

of the symmetry the following boundary condition holds for the calculations of two spheres 

(boundary S3): 

auy aut 
u =0 -=0 -=0 

X ' OX ' ax 
(5.7) 

The boundary condition for the pressure is p=O at the outlet of the cube in both cases a) 

and b). 

5.2.2 The Finite Elements Method 

The Finite Element Method is a numerical method to solve partial differential equations in 

a given domain with prescribed boundary conditions. The solution of the differential 

equations can be written as a linear combination of an infinite series of base functions. 

Restriction of this series to a finite number leads to the construction of an approximate 

solution of the differential equation. The region for which the approximate solution has to 

be calculated is divided into a number of subdomains, called elements, which cover the 

whole domain without overlapping. Depending on dimension and order of approximations 

each element is geometrically defined by a finite number of nodal points. The result is called 

a mesh. The unknown velocity and pressure components on each element must now be 

expressed in terms of interpolation functions (polynomials). These polynomials ~Pi and 1/;i are 

chosen such that they are continuous in the domain and have a prescribed behaviour for every 

element (e.g. linear or quadratic). In many cases Lagrange interpolation polynomials (see 

equation (5.8) and (5.9), one variable shown) through the nodal points are used. 
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where It is the value of the interpolation function at each step and where, 

l0 (x) = (x- x1)(x -x2 ) ... (x -xn) 

lk(x) = (x- x0 ) •.. (x- xk-! )(x-xk+!) ... (x- xn), O<k< n 
ln(x) = (x- x0 )(x -x1) ... (x- xn_ 1) 
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(5.8) 

(5.9) 

where Ln(xJ = It and lix) =0 when j ~k, so that for x=xk, the sum in equation (5.8) 

reduces to the single term (lixJ!lixJ)ft=k 

For these base functions also the relations rpi(Ki)=oij and 1/ti~i)=oij (equal to 1 in node i and 

zero in the other nodes) must be satisfied, resulting in an optimal implementation of the 

method. The element used here is a 27-noded tri-quadratic hexahedron Crouzeix-Raviart 

element [35], figure 5.3. The velocity is expressed with quadratic polynomials as base 

function, using 27 nodal points to define them, whereas the pressure and its derivatives for 

this element are expressed by linear polynomials in the central nodal point (i.e. polynomials 

of the form: f(z)=c0 +c1z+c2z
2 + ... +cnz", ez=O in the linear case). The solution vector 

contains three velocity components in each node. In the centroid (point 14), the pressure and 

its three derivatives (x,y and z-direction) are calculated. 

',"~ 
10 

Figure 5.3: The 27-noded Crouzeix-Raviart element. Velocity: rp quadratic, 27 nodal points 
.&· Pressure: 1/t linear, 1 nodal point (14), 3 derivatives (x,y and z-direction). 

Solution method 
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The discretized equations for the incompressible fluid can be written as: 

Su +N(u)u -LTp =F (momentum equotions) 

Lu =0 (continuity equation) 

where u denotes the discretized velocity, 

L is the differential operator, 

Chapter 5 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

S denotes the stress matrix; for a generalized Newtonian fluid S depends on u, 

N(u)u is the discretization of the convective terms, 

-Lrp represents the VP term. 

The equations (5.10) and (5.11) may be written in compact form as: 

(5.12) 

In this case B(u) stands for the combination of viscous terms and convective terms. The main 

diagonal contains a zero-block due to the absence of the pressure in the continuity equation. 

Since the continuity equation is the equation that is coupled to the pressure unknowns, this 

means that a zero diagonal element occurs. This zero-block may give rise to extra 

complications. For that reason we applied the integrated method [35] as solution technique. 

In the integrated method, both the velocity and the pressure are used as degrees of freedom. 

In this case the equations can be solved also if the matrix to be inverted contains zero pivots 

during the elimination process. By the elimination process we mean elementary row 

operations for matrices: interchange of rows, multiplication of a row by a nonzero constant 

and addition of a constant multiple of one row to another, to make the solution process 

easier. The method we used to overcome this is to renumber the unknowns in such a way 

that first the velocities and then the pressure unknowns are used. 

Non-linearity 

The non-linear terms {convective terms) must be linearized in order to solve the equations. 

We used the Newton iteration scheme [35]: 

(5.13) 

Substitution of this equation in the Navier-Stokes equation gives after the i-th iteration: 
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(5.14) 

(5.15) 

As initial solution for the Newton iteration, the solution of the Stokes equation is used. The 

calculations were terminated if: 

(5.16) 

when u""=l. 

Calculation of the non-dimensional drag and interaction coefficients 
The non-dimensional drag and interaction coefficients are evaluated from the drag and 

interaction forces Fv and F1: 

(5.17) 

F =f -pn·i dS + f n·• ·idS 
I S S 

(5.18) 

where i and k denote the unit vectors in x and z direction, S denotes the surface of the 

sphere, n is the outward unit normal vector at the surface and Tis the viscous stress tensor. 

So to calculate the drag force, the z-component of the normal and tangential stress at the 

particle surface needs to be integrated over the particle surface; to calculate the interaction 

force, the x-components of the normal and tangential stress at the particle surface needs to 

be integrated over the particle surface. 

Non-dimensional coefficients of drag and interaction are defined respectively as: 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 
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The factor Vz has no role in the non-dimensionalization, but is conventionally included 

because 1/zpU2 has a physical significance (dynamic pressure) in Bernoulli's equation [36a], 

d is equal to the pariticle diameter. At low Reynolds numbers, Stokes law applies and the 

drag coefficient for a sphere equals [36]: 

(5.21) 

5.2.3 Calculation of the 3D flow around two spheres placed side by side 

We consider a steady three-dimensional incompressible laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid 

past two identical spheres held fixed, with the line connecting the sphere centres normal to 

a uniform stream, as shown in figure 5.4. First we test the accuracy of the full three 

dimensional solution procedure by predicting the flow over a single sphere. Then we discuss 

the three dimensional flow interactions between two spheres. 

The calculations were performed on a Power Challenge XL (Silicon Graphics) computer, 

the calculation time varied between 8 and 10 cpu (Compiler Processing Units) hours for 

every single calculation. The finite elements software package was developed by the 

Engineering office SEPRA [35]. 

: y, z symmetry plane 

Figure 5.4: Flow geometry and coordinates, d0 is the distance, normalized by the sphere 
radius, from a sphere centre to the symmetry plane between two spheres. 

5.2.4 Results & Discussion 

Flow over a single sphere 

The drag coefficient of a single sphere is calculated as a function of Reynolds number for 

Stokes flow and Navier Stokes flow, figure 5. 5. The results of the calculations of Stokes 

flow show a good agreement with the drag coefficients calculated from equation 5. 21. The 

results for Navier Stokes flow indicate that at Re > 3, deviations occur from Stokes flow 
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which is in good agreement with results found in literature [4]. At Re=5*10·7 (the value of 

the Reynolds number in chapters 3 and 4), the drag coefficient is equal to 3.77*107 , which 

corresponds to a drag force CFv), of 4 .71*10.15 N. 

Flow structure around a single sphere 

In order to illustrate better the fluid motion, we consider the flow field in the x,z plane of 

symmetry, which is designated as the principal plane. Figure 5.6 displays a sketch of the 

actual streamlines around a single sphere in the principal plane (x,z-plane) at Re= 100. Two 

identical counter-rotating vortices (corresponding to a single vortex ring) exist in the wake, 

and the front and rear stagnation points (S1 and S2) are located on the axis of symmetry. 
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Figure 5. 5: Calculated drag coefficients (Cv) as a function of Reynolds number for Stokes 
flow (O ), Navier Stokes flow (Ll) , (---) represents equation 5.21 . 

Figure 5.6: Sketch of streamlines over one sphere in the principal plane (x,z-plane) at 
Re= JOO. S1 and S2 are the front and rear stagnation points. 
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Flow interactions of two spheres 

Figure 5. 7 shows the interaction coefficient as a function of d0 at Re= 10 and 50. The 

interaction coefficient is negative for d0 < 23 for Re= 10 (repulsion). The interaction 

coefficient is also negative for d0 < 7.9 for Re=50; on the other hand at intermediate 

separation distances, the interaction coefficient is positive and relatively small, that is, the 

two spheres attract each other weakly. This is the case for 7.9 < d0 < 21 at Re=50. When 

d0 > 21, however, the interaction vanishes, and the two spheres have no interactions at both 

Reynolds numbers. These results correspond exactly with those found by Kim et al. [31]. 
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Figure 5. 7: Calculated interaction coefficients (C1) of the solid spheres as a function of d0 

at Re=JO (O) and Re=50 (.6.). 

The interaction coefficients as a function of d0 for a Reynolds number of 5*10'7 , which is 

the value of the Reynolds number in the experiments described in chapters 3 and 4, were 

calculated. When d0 equals 1.5 resp. 2.3 the interaction coefficient is 73*103 resp. 50*103. 

This corresponds to a repulsive interaction force (FI) of 9.1 *10'18 N and 6.2*10.18 N, 

respectively. These forces are very small (compared with the drag force and London-Van der 

Waals attraction), even at those small separation distances. We therefore expect no retarding 

of coagulation at lg due to hydrodynamic interactions. 

Flow structure around two spheres 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the streamlines for two spheres at d0 = 1.5 for Reynolds numbers 

of 50 and 5*10-7
• 
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Figure 5.8: Streamlines around two spheres in the principal plane at Re=50 and d0 =1.5. 

Figure 5.9: Streamlines around two spheres in the principal plane at Re=5*1(}7 and 

d0 =1.5. 
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At Re=S*l0-7 a streamline pattern is found which does not deviate significantly from the 

Stokes flow pattern. Viscous effects dominate at any separation distance, and the spheres 

repel each other weakly at all mutual distances. 

At Re=50, partial blockage of the flow in the space between the spheres causes a different 

flow pattern (figure 5.10): At large distance from the spheres, the stagnation streamlines are 

situated closer to the symmetry plane; the same holds for the stagnation points on the sphere 

surfaces A, but to a lesser degree. Thus, the stagnation streamlines diverge and this causes 

flow accelerations near the spheres which in turn cause changes in local pressures and shear 

stresses. For the left sphere (figure 5.10), at A and C higher pressures are generated than 

at B and D, respectively. However, not all these effects are of equal importance for the 

interaction between the spheres. Thus, the shear stresses at C and D are directed normally 

to the line connecting the spheres' centers and do not influence attraction or repulsion. 

The resulting force has the following characteristics: When the spheres are very close, the 

effects of pressures and shear stresses at points A and B dominate over those at C and D; the 

netto effect is that the spheres repel each other. When the spheres are at intermediate 

distances, the effects at C and D dominate slightly, and the spheres experience a weak 

attraction. Thus results figure 5.7. 

It should be noted that the torque acting on the spheres is very small: less than 1% of the 

drag coefficient. This torque depends on the shear stresses acting on the top and the bottom 

of the spheres. No effect on the interaction coefficients is expected due to rotation of the 

spheres [31] . 
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Figure 5.10: Pressure (p) and shear stress (T) acting on the spheres for Re=50 at d0=1.5. 
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5.2.5 Conclusions on hydrodynamic interaction 
The calculations of the drag coefficient, by the 3D finite elements method for a single 

sphere (Stokes flow), show a good agreement with the result derived analytically by Stokes 

[3} which is equal to 61r/Re. The results for Navier Stokes flow indicate that at Re > 3 

deviations occur from Stokes flow, which is in good agreement with results found in 

literature [4,23,26]. At Re=5*10·7, the drag coefficient is equal to 3.77*107 which 

corresponds to a drag force of 4.71*10.15 N. The calculations of flow interactions between 

two spheres, show an interaction coefficient which is negative for do < 23 for Re=lO 

(repulsion}. The interaction coefficient is also negative for do < 8 for Re=50. On the other 

hand the interaction coefficient is positive and relatively small, that is, the two spheres attract 

each other weakly at intermediate separation distances: 8 < do < 21 for Re=SO. When do 
> 21 the interaction vanishes, and the two spheres have no interaction at all Reynolds 

numbers. The results correspond with those found by Kim et al. [31}. 

For Re=5*10·7, when do equals 1.5, the interaction coefficient is 73021. This corresponds 

to a repulsive interaction force of9.1*10"18 N. This force is very small compared to the drag 

force and Vander Waals attraction forces, and no significant retarding of coagulation at lg 

is expected, due to these small repulsive hydrodynamic interaction forces. 

5.3 DevUttions of double layer characteristics by streaming potentials during sedimentation 

and mutual approach of two particles 
In a gap between two sedimenting particles, a flow will arise because of the hydrostatic 

pressure gradient in the gap (!lp*g, with g=acceleration due to gravity; !lp is the density 

difference between solid particles and surrounding liquid). This conception is based on the 

supposition that when the particles are close together the gap width is small with regard to 

the dimensions of the particles themselves, so as to lead to a hydrostatic pressure at the 

bottom of the gap which is determined predominantly by the weight of the particles and the 

liquid on top of them. 

This flow will, if the particles have a surface charge, give rise to a streaming potential. The 

present section is intended to investigate whether this streaming potential may influence the 

pressure in the gap, such as to possibly retard coagulation of the particles under lg 

conditions. 

In section 5. 3 .1 we will discuss the theoretical background necesarry for calculating the 

influence of electroosmosis due to a streaming potential, on liquid transpmt in a !

dimensional gap. In section 5.3.2 we will discuss the theoretical background necessary for 

calculating the pressure in a cylindrical gap between two particles approaching each other. 

In section 5.3.3 the results of the calculations will be presented. 
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5.3.1 Influence of electroosmosis due to a streaming potential, on liquid transport in a JD 

gap 

In the absence of any electroosmotic effects, the flow velocity in a !-dimensional gap, of 

width o, is determined by the balance between viscous forces and the pressure gradient: 

(5.22) 

Here a Cartesian coordinate system is employed with the origin situated on the surface of 

one of the particles, half-way the gap in the x-direction. The coordinate xis taken to be in 

the direction of flow (in the direction "along the gap"), while the coordinate y is taken to be 

in the direction "across the gap". The inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equation are here 

neglected. 

In the presence of a streaming potential, arising through transport of the space charge pin 

the gap necessary for compensating the surface charges, we have in addition an electrical 

force on any volume element, given by p*dE/dx*dx*dy*dz. Thus, equation (5.22) becomes: 

(5.23) 

We assume p to be determined by the distance to the walls of the gap, thus dependent on 

y but not on x. On the other hand, dpldx and dE/dx are assumed to depend only on x, not 

on y. Furthermore, we introduce the Poisson equation: 

Thus equation (5.23) becomes: 

d2··· 
p=-e e --'~' 

0 r dy2 
(5.24) 

(5.25) 

On the assumptions introduced, we can integrate this equation twice over y varying from 

y=O to y=o, and obtain: 
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(5.26) 

Here, K1 and K2 are integration constants which can be determined from the boundary 

conditions that vx=O and!/;=?;, for both y=O and y=o. This gives: 

and: 

Thus, the velocity is given by: 

K = _! dp f> 
1 2 dx 

dE (tjr -() 
TJ dx 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

The total quantity of liquid transported, per unit of length in the z direction (i.e. along the 

surface of one of the particles, perpendicular to the x direction), is then given by: 

y=ll 

dE f (tjr-()dy 
TJ dx y=o 

(5.30) 

The first integral on the right hand can be evaluated analytically, the second numerically 

if 1/;(y) is known. 

If the local ionic concentrations in the gap correspond with equilibrium values agreeing with 

the Boltzmann distribution law, the local space charges are known from the requirement: 

(5.31) 

where z+ and z. are the valencies (not including sign) of the cations and anions, 

respectively; NAvo is the Avogadro number, e0 is the absolute value of the charge of an 

electron, a is the dimensionless local potential ze01/;lkT and m"" is the electrolyte concentration 

in the bulk solution, expressed in mole!l. The space charge is then given in Clm3
• 

There is a relation between dpldx and dE/dx, caused by the requirement that the net flow 

of electricity, passing through any cross section of the gap, must be equal to zero in a 

stationary state. This is because the separation of the space charges in the gap from the 
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surface charges which compensate them, would lead to a violation of electroneutrality, i.e. 

to generation of a streaming potential gradient dE!dx which counteracts further separation. 

Thus, there are the following processes transporting electricity: 

a) Transport of the space charge through the flow caused by the pressure gradient. This is 

given by: 

(5.32) 

The integral can be evaluated numerically on the introducing equation (5.31), if 1/t(y) is 

known. 

b) Transport of charge through the flow caused by electroosmosis induced by the streaming 

potential gradient dE/dx. This is given by: 

(5.33) 

Again the integral on the right hand can be evaluated numerically, when the local potential 

1/t(y) is known. 

c) Transport of charge by conductance due to the streaming potential gradient. This is given 

by: 

(5.34) 

where fJ is a correction factor for the influence of interionic interaction on the mobility of 

ions and here taken to be equal to 0.8, and f.. the equivalent conductivity (for cations and 

anions) at infinite dilution. 

The integral can again be evaluated numerically, if the local potentials 1/t(y) are known. 

The requirement that the total net current must be equal to zero, then leads to the result: 

dE dp «- (5.35) 
dx dx 

with: 
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(5.36) 
y•o y•o 

EoEr J p(tjl-()dy+Pm~ J O..e-a(y)+A._ea(y))dy 
fJ y•O y=O 

If we take s> 0, then 1/t will be also > 0 but < s-. thus 1/t-s will be < 0, and p < 0 
everywhere in the gap. If v is thought to be >0 in the direction of a negative pressure 

gradient, then dpldx will be negative. In the expression for Q (equation (5.30)), the first term 

will be positive (since y and o are both >0 but y<o, y2-yo is <0); the second one must be 

>0, since the electroosmotic flow must be in a direction contrary to that of the pressure 

gradient-induced flow. Thus, dE/dx must be <0, which agrees with its generation by 

transport of a surplus of negative charges by a flow in the positive x direction. 

With regard to the sign of the electrical currents, we remark the following: 

Q1 (equation (5.32)) will be <0, since p is <0, thus the pressure gradient induced flow 

transports a surplus of negative ions in the positive direction. If p is expressed in Clm3
, then 

Q1 will be expressed in C/m.s (the flow is calculated per unit length in the z direction). If we 

would multiply Q1, with the breadth of the gap (in the z direction), we would obtain the 

current in Cis. 

Q2 (equation (5.33)) will be >0, since dE/dx is <0, pis <0, 1/t-s is <0, which gives, with 

the - sign before the formula, a positive value of Q2• Please note that, while in the exponents 

in equation (5.34) the local potential a is introduced as a dimensionless quantity (a), the 

potentials 1/t and s should be introduced in V in the equations (5.26), (5.29) and (5.31) in 

order to remain consistent. 

Q3 (equation (5.34)) will also be >0. Here the equivalent conductivities A+ and A_ should be 

introduced in units C.l!V.mole.m.s, since A*m .. should give a current in C/V.m.s. The factor 

I lm in the last equation arises from the fact that all total transports in the gap are calculated 

per unit length in the z direction. 

5.3.2 Pressure in a cylindrical gap between particles approaching each other 

This section considers the pressure in a cylindrical gap between particles approaching each 

other, in the presence of a gravity field, taking into account the generation of a streaming 

potential and the ensuing electroosmotic and conductance flow counteracting the separation 

of the space charges in the gap from their compensating surface charges (as described in 

section 5.3.1). 

We will employ four coordinate systems (figure 5.11): 
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1) We will start with a cylindrical coordinate system, with origin situated on the center of 

the surface of one of the approaching particles. r is the distance of any point from this origin 

in a direction along the gap; the y axis is a line from the origin in the direction across the 

gap; 8 is the angle between the line connecting a point with the y axis, and the direction of 

gravity. These coordinates will be indicated by r, 8 andy. 

2) For introducing the influence of gravity, a Cartesian coordinate system will be used with 

the same origin as that of coordinate system 1, with x axis in the direction of gravity, y axis 

in the direction across the gap (thus coinciding with they axis in c.oordinate system 1) and 

z axis in a direction along the surface of one of the particles, perpendicular to the x axis. 

3) A third coordinate system, also Cartesian, will be advantageous to analyze the combined 

flows. It differs from coordinate system 2 in the position of the origin; this is shifted from 

the center of the surface of one of the approaching particles in the direction of the negative 

x axis (i.e. in the direction contrary to that of the gravity acceleration) over a distance x0 . 

These coordinates will be indicated as x' (= x-x0), y' and z'. 

4) A fourth coordinate system consists of the same axes as the coordinate system 1, but with 

the origin in the same position as that of coordinate system 3. 

X 

····.···E;7\. ;~ > Y; zL_::::f!Y 
----z,-..---''- ( o 

~~~~~ 
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(e 
\~r 

) -----

gravity 

squeezing 

Figure 5.11: Schematic representation of the coordinate systems used in the cylindrical gap 
and the flows involved in the calculations. 

These coordinate systems are suggested by the results obtained: 

a) in the absence of gravity, the streamlines of squeezing flow are straight lines diverging 

from the centers of the surfaces of the approaching particles; 
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b) the simultaneous presence of gravity flow and squeezing flow results in a shift of the 

origin (see figure 5.15). The origin in the 3"' and 41h coordinate systems is the point from 

which the streamlines diverge in the presence of both gravity induced and squeezing-induced 

flow; it is indicated by odiver· 

Squeezing flow in the absence of gravity 
In the absence of gravity, no direction will have any preference over any other. From 

symmetry considerations it follows that we will have a flow which is radially symmetric 

about a line starting from a point in the center of one of the particles and stretching in the 

direction across the gap (i.e. they axis of coordinate systems 1 and 2). 

Any circular region in the gap around this line, with radius r has a volume 1rr2o (where o 
is the gap width). Thus when the particles approach each other with a velocity dO/dt, then 

a volume 1rr dO/dt must flow out through a surface equal to 21rro. In the 'lubrication limit' 

[37] the velocity will be in the r direction everywhere; and if we denote: 

then we will expect: 

which gives: 

y=o 

J v,dy Q 
y=O 

n:r2 dtJ =2n:rQ 
dt 

Q= r dtJ 
2 dt 

Thus, in vectorial notation, using coordinate system 1: 

In coordinate system 2, this becomes: 

The symmetry of the flow appears from this formula by the condition that: 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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(5.42) 

which is, at a given value of r=J (xl+y2), independent of z/x. This means that the flow is 

axially symmetric around they axis. 

Squeezing flow in the absence of gravity is accompanied by development of a pressure in 

the gap given by [37]: 

(
x2 z2 II ) p = - +- 1 +- f(t) 
a 2 a 2 f(t) 

(5.43) 

where II is the pressure at the outer rim of the gap, a is the radius of the cylindrical gap, 

f(t) is the time dependent pressure generated by squeezing. 

A formula for f(t) can be derived as follows: for a stationary flow, the Navier-Stokes 

equation predicts that at any point in the r direction the equation will hold: 

(5.44) 

This leads, after a twofold integration towards y with the boundary conditions (v,=O for 

y=O and for y=o), to: 

(5.45) 

which in tum leads to: 

(5.46) 

On the other hand, it follows from (5.42) that: 

Q =!.Ei 
r 2 at (5.47) 

Therefore: 
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(5.48) 
ar 

while from equation (5.42) follows: 

(5.49) 

Thus: 

(5.50) 

Squeezing flow in the presence of gravity 

In the presence of both gravity and squeezing, an additional pressure gradient will be 

present in the direction of the gravity field. This means that in the pressure equation (5.43), 

the pressure at the rim of the gap, II, will be given by: 

II=K-pgx (5.51) 

where K is a constant, p is the density of the liquid medium, and g is the acceleration due 

to gravity. In essence this comes down to additivity of the pressures due to squeezing and 

to gravity. 

This means that the two flows in the gap, due to gravity and due to squeezing, are additive 

as well (as long as both flows are proportional to the respective pressure gradients). Thus, 

the combined flow by gravity and squeezing is given, in coordinate system 2, by: 

o=(.! dl> + pgo3)e+3. dl> € 
2 dt 12 11 X 2 dt z 

(5.52) 

We now change over to coordinate system 3, with x0=-(pgf/)1(6'qdoldt). In this system: 

(5.53) 

Thus, in equation (5.52), x and z must be substituted by, respectively: 
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and the flow Q is given by: 

a3 
x=x'-P.L· z 

12 T} ' 

Q~ x' do~ z1 do~ 
=--€ I+ € I 

2 dt X 2 dt z 

Chapter 5 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

By comparison with equation (5.41), it is seen that this flow has, in coordinate system 3, 

the same characteristics as the flow in the absence of gravity has in coordinate system 2. 

Thus, when we calculate the derivative of a streamline in coordinate system 3, we obtain: 

z do 

(dz') 2 dt 
dx' streamline x do+ pgo3 

2 dt 12 T} 

meaning that the direction of the streamline is independent of the distance: 

r'= 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

and that I Q I =#Vx'2+z'2 dO!dt=l/:zr'dO/dt which is, at given value of r', independent of 

z'lx'. 

Thus in coordinate system 4, the flow is again axially symmetric around the origin Odiver• 

in the same way that the flow in the absence of gravity is axially symmetric around the origin 

0 in coordinate system 2, although it will extend for different distances in different 

directions. It extends for the longest distance in the direction of the positive x' axis, while 

it extends for a shorter distance in the direction of the negative x' axis. 

The importance of this result for the pressure calculation is the following: the pressure 

gradient in the r' direction can be calculated by using the Navier-Stokes equation (equation 

5.2). In the cylindrical coordinate system 4, this equation reads: 

(5.58) 

In this equation, the term comprising derivatives to r' is found to be equal to zero (for 

flows with a velocity proportional tor'). If the flow is axially symmetric around they axis, 

then the derivative to theta will also be equal to zero. Thus, we obtain the same pressure 
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gradient along a streamline as in the case of the axisymmetric flow in the absence of gravity, 

but the pressure will now be given by a combination of the equations (5.41) and (5.43): 

(5.59) 

5.3.3 Results & Discussion 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the flow fields in a stationary circular gap (no squeezing, only 

gravitational flow), for electrolyte concentrations of 0.001 M and 0.5 M, and dimensionless 

potentials (ze0?;/k1) of 1 and 0.7 for different values of the debye length (1 to 5). 

Because the surfaces have a surface charge, the gravitational flow will give rise to a 

streaming potential, since the local electroneutrality is disturbed. A liquid flow at the surfaces 

will develop in opposite direction (with regard to the gravitational flow) to compensate the 

charge at the surfaces (figures 5.12 and 5.13) 
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Figure 5.12: Flow field in a stationary gap, 0.001 M, 1:1 electrolyte, Ll.p=1500 kg!m3 and 
ze0l;lkT==1 for 5 values of the gap width expressed in debye lengths. 1g conditions. 

It should be noted that in figure 5.13 the gap width is approximately 25 times smaller than 

the gap width in figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 only illustrates that when the electrolyte 

concentration is high (0.5 M), the gap width has to be very small (approximately 2 nm), for 

the opposing electroosmotic flow, to play a significant role. 

Figure 5 .14 shows the velocity as a function of the position in the gap when also squeezing 

is taken into account for 5 values of 8 for the same situation as the results shown in figure 

5.12 and with a dimensionless approach velocity (dlnO/dt) of 0.2. 
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Figure 5.13: Flow field in a stationary gap, 0,5 M, 1:1 electrolyte, A/1=50 kg/m3 and 
ze0tlkT=O. 7 for 5 values of the gap width expressed in debye lengths. 1g conditions. 
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Figure 5.14: Flow velocity at the outside rim of the gap when squeezing is taken into 
account, 0.001 M, 1:1 electrolyte, ilp=l500 kglm3 and ze0tlkT=l, for 5 values of8. The 
dimensionless velocity of approach, dln0/dt=0.2. 1g conditions. 
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Figure 5.15 shows the streamlines for the results described in figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.15: Gap flow by gravity and squeezing. O.fJ01 M, 1:1 electrolyte, ll.p=/500 kglm! 
and ze0tkT=l. The dimensionless approach velocity dlnoldt=0.2. Shown are the streamlines 
in the xz-plane. The origin has moved to a negative x value (xr). 1g conditions, gravity is 
directed in the negative x-direction (/rom right to left). 

Figure 5.16 shows the pressure in the gap along the streamlines for the situation described 

in figures 5.14 and 5.15 for 5 values of 8. 

Figures 5. 17 to 5 .19 show the results for the same situations as shown in figures 5. 14 to 

5.15. The only difference is that now p.g conditions are considered. 
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Figure 5.16: Pressure in gap flow along the streamlines RR (starting from Odiver), 0.001 M, 
I:J.p=1500 kg!m3 and ze0?;kT=1. The dimensionless velocity of approach, dln0/dt=0.2. The 
pressure is plotted for 5 values of 8. 1g conditions. 
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Figure 5.17: Flow velocity at the rim of the gap when squeezing is taken into account, 0.001 
M, 1:1 electrolyte, !:J.p=l500 kglm3 and ze0l;lkT=l, for 5 values of 8. The dimensionless 
velocity of approach, dln0/dt=0.2. p.g conditions. 
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Figure 5.18: Gap flow caused by squeezing. 0.001 M, 1:1 electrolyte, t..p=1500 kg/m! and 
ze0~kT= 1. The dimensionless velocity of approach, dlnO/dt = 0. 2. Shown are the streamlines 
in the xz-plane. p.g conditions. 
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Figure 5.19: Pressure in gap flow along the streamlines RR (starting from Omver), 0.001 M, 
1:1 electrolyte, t..p=1500 kg/m! and ze0?;kT=1. The dimensionless approach velocity 
dlnfJ/dt=0.2. The pressure is plottedfor 5 values ofO. p.g conditions. 
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From figures 5. 17 to 5.19 it is shown that at p.g conditions the velocity profiles for the 

various values of {J are the same, which results in streamlines diverging from the origin and 

pressure profiles along the streamlines for various {J values which are also the same. 

Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the results for an electrolyte concentration of 0.5 M and a 

.dp=50 kg/m3 (which corresponds to the PS dispersion described in chapters 3 and 4) at lg 

conditions. The streamlines for this situation are the same as plotted in figure 5.18. It can 

be concluded that at these high electrolyte concentration and with such a small density 

difference, the velocity profiles for various {J values are the same, resulting in diverging 

streamlines from the origin and pressure profiles which are the same. So for this situation 

no difference in flow patterns between lg and p.g conditions are expected, because squeezing 

flow dominates over gravitational flow. Happel and Brenner [23] calculated for two particles 

without surface charges that: two sedimenting particles experience no lateral forces, if the 

velocity and the pressure are proportional. This remains valid in the case of electroosmosis, 

while p-vsqueez and p -v.t.osm. , so p=Av,queez+Bv,z.osm.· 
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Figure 5.20: Flow velocity in the gap when squeezing is taken into account, 0.5 M, 1:1 
electrolyte, .dp =50 kglrff and zeo{;lkT=O. 7, for 5 values of 8. The dimensionless velocity of 
approach, dln0/dt=4. p.g conditions. 
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Figure 5.21: Pressure in gap flow along the streamlines RR, 0.5 M, 1:1 electrolyteilp=50 
kg 1m3 and ze0?;kT = 0. 7. The dimensionless approach velocity dlnMdt = 4. The pressure is 
plotted for 5 values of (J. 1 g conditions. 

5.3.4 Conclusions on the influence of deviations from equilibrium charge distribution 

In this section we considered the influence of electroosmosis on the flows (squeezing and 

gravitational laminar flows) in a cylindrical gap for an electrolyte concentration of 0.001 M 

and Llp = 1500 kg/m3 (silica) for 1g and p.g conditions. The same analysis was performed for 

an electrolyte concentration of 0.5 Manda Llp=50 kg/m3 (PS). 

For the 0.5 M/50 kg/m3 situation no difference is found between 1g and p.g conditions and 

so the interaction forces are the same. Even for the 0.001 M/1500 kg/m3 situation, no 

difference in interaction forces between 1g and p.g is expected, even when the origin from 

which the streamlines diverge is shifted. 

Summarizing the results there are three main conclusions: 

i) squeezing flow dominates over gravitational flow; 

ii) even if the origin is shifted, under influence of gravity, j p27rrdr over the gap would be 

independent of the position of the origin, 

iii) Happel and Brenner [23] calculated that: two sedimenting particles experience no lateral 

forces, if the velocity and the pressure are proportional. This remains valid in the case of 

electroosmosis, while p - vsqueez and p-v,1.osm. , so p = Avsqueez + Bv,1.osm .• 
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5.4 Influence of hydration forces, hairy layers, surface roughness and Brownian motion 

on the interaction between two parlicles 

In the perikinetic coagulation process the interaction forces between the particles are very 

important. In chapter 4 we reported experiments suggesting that two particles (nearly) making 

contact can be separated by forces of the order 1-2*10-14 N, from gravity (without taking into 

account hydrodynamic friction with the surrounding liquid). In this chapter experiments were 

reported suggesting that convection flows triggered by small temperature gradients should be 

taken into account. At 1g, convection flows triggered by small temperature gradients, may 

act in a similar way_ This hypothesis is tested in the present section, by calculating under 

which circumstances forces of the order of 1-2*10-14 N may be exerted by convection flows, 

and under which circumstances such low interaction forces may be expected on the basis of 

colloid chemical interaction theories. 

The theory of the London- van der Waals forces, electrostatic interactions and the DL VO 

theory is described in appendix R 

5.4.1 Calculation of the interaction potentials between two PS-spheres (L-93). 

We calculated the attractive and repulsive energies using a) for repulsion: at small values 

of the effective surface potential (1/;5) the 'constant potential' form of formula (R 18) ;at large 

values of 1/;5: values obtained by interpolating between the values of Verwey and Overbeek's 

table 11, p82 in reference [7] Appendix B; b) for attraction: Clayfield's formula for retarded 

London-van der Waals attraction in reference [5], Appendix B. 

Figure 5.22 shows a plot of the interaction potentials for smooth spherical particles, radius 

0.94 ~tm- From this the interaction forces can be evaluated (figure 5.23), for different values 

of the delta-layer thickness, as a function of the interparticle distance. 

Gingell and Parsegian calculated a Hamaker constant from spectroscopic data by means of 

the Lifshitz theory [38] for the PS-water system varying from 9*10-21 J for small interparticle 

distances (up to 10 nm) to a limiting value of 3.2*10-21 J for larger distances. In our 

calculations we took the value of 9*10-21 J_ The surface potential was taken equal to -18 mV, 

as was found in the electroosmosis and the electrophoresis experiments at an electrolyte 

concentration of 0.5 M. 
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Figure 5.22: Interaction curves given by the DLVO-theory, for smooth spherical particles, 
for different values of o the distance between the slipping plane and the phase boundary). 
The curves are for the case of constant electrostatic potentia/1{10 = -18 mV and A = 9*1()21 

J. The NaCl salt concentration is 0. 5 M. 
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Figure 5.23: Interaction force vs. interparticle distance based on figure 5.22. 
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As can be seen from the plot even at high electrolyte concentrations (Kalil> 1), a secondary 

minimum can be observed. The values of the 0-layer employed vary from one to 

approximately 2 times the radius of a hydrated Na+ -ion. Larger values might be expected 

when a hairy layer exists [39]; however, at the electrolyte concentrations employed in the 

coagulation experiments reported in chapters 3 and 4, no hairy layer of considerable 

thickness is expected (see chapter 2). 

It is shown in the literature [40] that various approximations lead to a large scatter in 

Hamaker constants, calculated from experimental data. Only with a few experimental 

methods data are obtained that agree reasonably well with the Lifshitz-vander Waals constant 

of the same material, based on spectroscopic data. The experimentally derived Hamaker 

constants found in the literature [40-42], are in the range of 10'21 J to 10'20 J for polystyrene. 

Figure 5.24 shows a plot of the interaction potentials for different values of the Hamaker 

constants, as a function of the interparticle distance, for a value of the o-layer 5 A ($=-18 

mV, ionic strength 0.5 M). The interaction force vs. distance curves are shown in figure 

5.25. 
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Figure 5.24: Interaction curves given by DLVO-theory, for smooth spherical particles, for 
different values of the Hamaker constant. Value of the thickness of the a-layer is 5 A. The 
curves are for the case of constant electrostatic potential 1/10 = -18 mV. The NaCl salt 
concentration is 0. 5 M. 
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Figure 5.25: Interaction force vs. interparticle distance based on figure 5.24. 
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It is clear that the depth of the secondary minimum changes significantly, approximately 

from -50 kT to -2 kT. The maximum attractive interaction force F(a)max, ( =-dU/dh (max) 

at distances larger than the position of the secondary minimum, where h is the interparticle 

distance) is in the order of 10·11 N to 10"12 N. 

Thus, the experiments cannot be explained on the basis of the values of physical constants 

(AHanraker• t/1, o) employed here. The following possibilities remain: 

a) there is some additional repulsive force (e.g. hydration force) not yet taken into 

account; 

b) a very low value of the Hamaker constant must be assumed, < 3.0*10.21 J; 

c) the attractive force decays more rapidly than has been taken into account by Clayfield 

et al. [5], Appendix B; 

d) the particles are kept apart not only by a hairy surface layer, but by surface roughness 

as well. 

In the following sections we will consider the influence of hydration forces, surface 

roughness and Brownian motion on the interaction potentials. 

5.4.2 Effect of hydration forces on the interaction forces between particles 

Classical theories of aqueous colloidal stability processes have for the most part ignored 

detailed considerations of the role of water structure and particularly the role of vicinal 

(interfacial) water structures, i.e., those structures, differing from the bulk, which may be 
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induced by proximity to the solid/water interface. 

Israelachvili [ 43] measured forces between two mica surfaces in aqueous electrolyte 

solutions, and found apart from the normal van der Waals and double-layer forces an 

additional repulsive force. This force was an additional force, not a modification of the 

double-layer force, since it was independent of the type and concentration of electrolyte. Its 

magnitude is different for different surfaces of the same material; in all cases where is had 

been observed it was roughly exponential, having a characteristic decay length of 0. 95 ±0.20 

nm. The effectiveness of these additional forces depends on the strength of the DLVO forces, 

but they are usually negligible above 7.5 nm separations. At high electrolyte concentrations 

these forces may determine the position and depth of the secondary minimum as well as that 

of the force barrier. At low electrolyte concentrations their influence may be negligible right 

down to the force barrier which is determined solely by DLVO forces. 

Peschel et al. [44] studied the interaction between high graded polished silica plates by 

using a similar experimental setup as Israelachvili et al. Their results agree very well with 

those obtained by lsraelachvili et al. and Pashley [45,46] who used mica sheets. 

VanOss [47-49] also studied the effect of hydration energies. He also concludes that, in 

water, energy balances of the strict DLVO-type which take only London-van der Waals and 

electrostatic interactions into account, do no accurately reflect the total interaction energies. 

A net repulsion is caused by the interaction between opposing layers of oriented water 

molecules of hydration. It is the decrease in hydration orientation with distance (l), which 

declines exponentially and which causes the effect of repulsion to decrease as exp(-1/A.), 

where A. is the decay length, which is in the order of 1 nm. When we add these repulsive 

energies caused by the hydration effect to our interaction curves (figure 5.24), we find the 

interaction curves as plotted in figure 5.26. For the lowest values of the Hamaker constant 

(A= 1.0*10-21 I and A=3.0*1Q-21 I) we fmd for the interaction force in the secondary 

minimum (F(a)max), forces in the order of lQ-13 to lQ-14 N (see figure 5.27). The magnitude 

of these forces corresponds almost with the results found in Chaper 4 (see also section 5.5) 

and could be an explanation for the results found in chapter 3 and 4. However, polystyrene 

has a hydrophobic surface while mica has a hydrophilic surface, therefore these two surface 

cannot really be compared; the water structure is not expected to be the same. Nevertheless, 

in the absence of direct data for the polystyrene/water interface these data are employed here. 

A combination of surface roughness and hydration energy is also a possibility. A rough 

surface in a simplified model looks like a pattern of pores of various size which to a good 

deal might prevent the formation of normal water structures and induce long-range 

orientations of water molecules near the surface [44]. 
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Figure 5.26: Interaction curves given by the DLVO-theory and taking into account the 
hydration energy as found by Israelachvili [43] and Van Oss [47-49]. The relation for the 
hydration energy which is added to the results in figure 5. 24 is FIR= 50000 exp(-D/1.15 nm). 
The curves are for the case of constant electrostatic potentiall/;0 =-18 mV. The NaCl salt 
concentration is 0.5 M. Value of the o-layer is 5 A. 
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Figure 5.27: Interaction force vs. interparticle distance based on figure 5.26. 
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However, on an atomistic basis it remains difficult to visualize an ordered liquid water 

structure stretching for about 60 A into the solution. In fact, inclusion of hydration forces 

into the interaction force calculation according to the Shulepov-Frens method (section 5.4.3) 

does not lead to significant changes. Because of the short-range character of the hydration 

forces, they are significantly for tops of hills which nearly contact; however, the surfaces 

concerned are only small. 

5.4.3 Surface roughness of the PS, silica and quartz particles 

We determined the surface roughness of the particles with AFM (Atomic Force 

Microscopy) at the University of Groningen (Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry1
). Figure 

5.28 shows a schematic representation of the AFM technique. 

In the y-direction (scanning) the normal forces are detected which determine the surface 

roughness, in x-direction (friction) the lateral forces are detected, which determine whether 

the surface structure is homogeneous or not. When the lateral forces change during a scan, 

the surface properties are not the same (the surface is not homogeneous). 

quadropole 
detector 

X 

friction 

scanning 
===::> 

Figure 5.28: Schematic representation of the AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) technique. 

1 We want to thank Vassilis Koutsos of the group of Prof. Dr. G. Hadziioannou of the 
laboratory of Polymer Chemistry at the University of Groningen, for the obliging 
collaboration. 
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A layer of separate PS-spheres was prepared by spreading a small droplet of a very dilute 

PS-dispersion on a mica substrate. After the liquid had evaporated, the substrate with the PS

spheres was placed in the detection unit of the AFM. Because the surface roughness is a 

fractal property (it depends on the size of the area concerned), we scanned for different 

values of the surface area. 

Results & Discussion 
Table 5.2 gives the results for the surface roughness of the PS, silica and quartz particles 

for difference scan areas of the sphere surface. The root mean square values of the surface 

roughness are given together with the maximum height of an asperity of the scanned area. 

Figure 5.29 shows three examples of a scanned area for PS, silica and quartz. 

Table 5.2: Determined values of the surface roughness, for different scan areas. 

Sample scan area ( nm2) surface maximum 

roughness height (nm) 

RMS (nm) 

PS 9.41*104 0.65 3.6 

18.02*104 2.92 11.0 

50.89*104 5.51 28.0 

Silica 16.57*104 0.61 3.4 

49.26*104 0.72 8.2 

Quartz 16.00*104 0.51 2.9 

25.00*104 0.81 4.2 

The root means square values of the surface roughness for the polystyrene spheres are in 

the order of 0. 07% to 0. 6% of the particle radius; no inhomegenities of the PS-surface were 

detected with the friction mode. The rms values for the silica particles are in the order of 

0.08% of the particle radius and for the quartz particles also 0.08%. 

The above mentioned values are average values, indeed there exist for all samples surface 

irregularities of 3 nm and larger. These surface irregularities have a pronounced influence 

on the interaction force between the particles. 
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Figure 5.29: Three examples of the AFM results A: polystyrene, B: silica and C: quartz. The 
scan area was equal to "" 18* ](f nm2• Determined values of the surface roughness are 
tabulated in table 5.2. 
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5.4.4 Effect of surface roughness on the interaction forces between particles 

The DLVO theory assumes that the energy barrier height remains constant during particle

particle encounter. However, in every real system the barrier height, and thus the 

interparticle force, is subject to perpetual random fluctuations due to a variety of reasons 

[50]. There are random fluctuations in the concentrations of ions forming the electric double 

layers and contained in the volume between the interacting bodies. These fluctuations 

increase when the volume, i.e., the separation between the bodies, decreases. Also rotary 

movements of particles due to Brownian motions or fluid velocity gradients lead to 

fluctuations in the barrier height owing to surface roughness, inhomogeneities in charge 

distribution, and discrete surface sites. 

In the present section we will consider the effect of surface roughness on the interaction 

potentials. Kostoglou et al. [51] studied the effect of roughness on the energy of interaction 

between colloidal surfaces. Their study was focused on very small roughness values, 

characterized by an equivalent height not exceeding the thickness of the double layer. 

Microroughness of two interacting surfaces is the cause of tangential forces resisting relative 

surface motion. These forces play a very significant role in deposition and, especially, in 

particle detachment from surfaces due to flow. They concluded that in the case of constant 

surface potential, the energy of repulsion due to the electrical double layer is always larger 

for rough than for smooth surfaces all other parameters remaining constant. 

Herman et al. [52,53], studied the role of surface features on both van der Waals and 

electric double layer interactions. They concluded that in general, the electric double layer 

force interactions increase more markedly with increased asperity height than do the van der 

Waals forces. This phenomenon may lead to increased suspension stability with increased 

number and heights of asperities. 

Shulepov and Frens [54,55] studied the influence of surface roughness and the particle size 

effect on the rate of slow, perikinetic coagulation, theoretically and experimentally. These 

authors' considerations are based on the fact that colloidal particles will nearly always show 

a degree of surface roughness on the scale of the Debye length. Theoretically surface 

irregularities were represented by a function which scales with the interparticle distance, 

interaction was calculated with the DLVO theory. They found that surface roughness strongly 

affects the relation of W (stability) with the curvature of the particle surfaces. Computed log 

W- log c diagrams for various combinations of particle size and surface roughness suggested 

that the lack of sensitivity of log W log c diagrams to the particle size, which is generally 

found in experiments, can be ascribed to surface roughness. Also experimentally it was 

concluded that surface features commensurate with the range of interparticle forces are more 

important in determing the rate of slow Brownian coagulation of electrostatically stabilized 
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colloids than the average particle size. 

Wu and van de Ven [39], characterized hairy latex particles with colloidal particle 

scattering. They compared the interaction energies of hairy latex particles (rough surface) and 

smooth (particles without a hairy layer) particles. For PS spheres with a diameter of 4.7 p,m 

and a KCI salt concentration of 0.1 M, the depth of the secondary minimum increases from 

-8.79 kT to -24.5 kT going from rough particles (surface roughness 3 nm) to smooth 

particles. The separation distance at the secondary minimum decreased from 8. 7 nm, for 

hairy latex particles, to 6.4 nm, for particles without a hairy layer. The same trend was 

found for PS-particles with a diameter of 200 nm. At a KCI salt concentration of 1 M, the 

depth of the secondary minimum increased from -0.91 kT to -6.77 kT and the separation 

distance at the secondary minimum decreased from 2.7 nm to 1.6 nm 

Comparing the results found in literature with our system which has also a surface 

roughness comparable with the interaction distances, one may conclude that under conditions 

of constant potential the secondary minimum in figures 5.22 and 5.24 becomes less 

pronounced through the effect of surface roughness and shifts to higher separation distances 

(figure 5.30). 
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Figure 5.30: Schematic representation of the effect of surface roughness on the interaction 
potentials. The interaction force, which is equal to the maximum slopte in the secondary 
minimum, is lowered going from a smooth to a rough surface. 
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To quantify the effect of surface roughness on the interaction forces, a computer programm 

was written in which we calculated the interaction between two parallel surfaces both covered 

by hills consisting of levels, according to Shulepov and Frens [54,55]. In order to 

accomodate the theory to the experimental fact that some surface asperities have heights 

much surpassing the average height, we introduced a difference between the hill basis and 

the radius determing the area on which a hill is based. The atractive energy per unit area is 

estimated through Overbeek, relation 37 (56a], the repulsive energy per unit area is described 

through relation 23 [56b]. For smooth particles, the attraction VHam is calculated through the 

Hamaker formula 39 [56c], while repulsion is calculated through the Derjaguin formula, nr. 

28 [56d]. Retardation of attraction is not taken into account. 

We calculated the interaction forces based on the AFM results, tabulated in table 5.2, for 

the PS-system with a scan area of 50.89*10" nm2
, corresponding to a maxium hill height of 

28 nm. From the specific AFM-scan, we deduced that area of the hill basis is approximately 

one tenth of the area on which a hill is based (""' 0.1 ~tm). The results of the calculations 

based on area radius =0.1 Jtm, hill radius =0.01 Jtffi and hill height 28 nm, are tabulated 

in table 5.3 for different values of the Hamaker constant. For Hamaker constants::;;; 3*10'21 

J, we fmd interaction forces in the order of 10'14 N. These values for the Hamaker constant 

are rather low compared with those calculated from spectroscopic data [38], although these 

values have been reported by Van de Ven [42] and Gingell and Parsegian [38]. However, 

in our calculations it should be noted that retardation has not yet been taken into account. 

Retardation becomes important at interparticle distances larger than 10 nm; in our 

calculations we deal with hills of 28 nm in height, so retardation does indeed play a 

significant role. At these hill heights of 28 nm, the effective Hamaker constant decreases by 

""' 50%. So these low values of the Hamaker constant are not unrealistic in our case. 

Table 5.3: Calculated interactions forces, according to the model of Shulepov and Frens 
[54,55], for different values of the Hamaker constant. 

AHam (J) Interaction force(N) 

1*10·21 2.25*10'14 

3*10·21 6.95*10"14 

5*10·21 1.17*10"13 

9*10·21 2.13*10"13 

Thus, surface roughness can account for the low interaction force values calculated from 
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the phenomena at high-g conditions (chapter 4). Whether they can account for the difference 

in coagulation rate between p.g and lg experiments, depends on the convection flows 

generated by small temperature differences with the surroundings. This will be discussed in 

section 5.5/5.6. 

5.4.5 Effect of Brownian motion forces on the interaction forces between particles 

It should be realized that every single detached molecule or particle, immersed in a liquid 

medium, is endowed with a Brownian energy of "" 1 kT. This energy keeps it in solution 

or in suspension, provided the energy of attraction between similar molecules (or particles) 

immersed in that liquid is less than 11/z kT per pair of molecules or particles. But while a 

very small molecule has a Brownian energy of "" 1 kT, a large particle also has a Brownian 

energy of only "" 1 kT. Thus, micrometer sized particles, each pair of which would typically 

have a contactable surface area of the order of 104 nm2
, will overcome the repulsive forces 

of Brownian motion and become destabilized even if their energy of mutual attraction, in a 

given liquid at close range, is as small as 10·3 mJ/m2
• Whilst the energies of thermal motion, 

or diffusion, are relatively small, they are not necessarily negligible [57]. 

According to Russel [57], the Brownian forces on two interacting particles are coupled and 

their magnitudes depend on the relative position. As the particles approach one another, the 

viscous resistance to motion, particularly along the line of centers, increases; hence the 

magnitude of the Brownian forces must increase to maintain the prescribed kinetic energy. 

Russel also derived that the translational diffusion along the axis is slightly faster than the 

transverse process, resulting in a rotational diffusion of the doublet. 

Takamura, Goldsmith & Mason [58,59], studied the influence of Brownian motion on 

doublets for convection dominated flows. In convection dominated flows, the interaction 

times of the particles must be adjusted to the shear rate. For small external or interparticle 

forces the trajectory observed in shearing flow can be evaluated for the particles (see also 

section 2.1). Although Brownian motion was weak in the study by Takamura et al. 

(a2i!D0 ::=5.5, where a is the particle radius, i the shear rate and D0 the diffusivity of an 

isolated sphere), the random motion can displace the pair from the initial trajectory into the 

region of closed orbits. Then, after one or more revolutions, Brownian motion can separate 

the particles sufficiently for the shear to effect a definite separation. They concluded that for 

the situation a2i!D0 ~ 1, very weak Brownian motion makes a qualitative difference in the 

behaviour. The value of a2i!D0 in our experimental conditions is of the order 6, comparable 

to the above described example; the influence of shear on doublets will be discussed in 

section 5.6. 
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5.4.6 Conclusions on the effects of hydration, surface roughness and Brownian motion 

on the interaction forces between particles 

The results of chapter 4 indicate that the interaction force beyond the secondary minimum 

can be overcome by the hydrodynamical force exerted by flows due to settling in a high 

gravity field. The forces should then be of the order of 10'14 N. However, this order of 

magnitude cannot be reconciled with the maxiumum attractive force beyond the secondary 

minimum calculated from the DLVO theory for smooth polystyrene spheres of diameter 2 

micron. 

We have considered changes in interaction forces caused by surface roughness, preventing 

direct contact between the particles on the scale of the particle as a whole, hydration energies 

and Brownian motion. The AFM experiments show that the maximum surface roughness of 

the polystyrene particles is 3.0% of the particle radius. The maximum surface roughness for 

the silica and quartz particles is 1.0% resp. 0.5% of the particle radius. Surface roughness 

does have a pronounced influence on the depth of the minimum in potential energy when the 

tops of the surface asperities make contact. Surface asperities in the order of 28 nm (3 % of 

the particle radius) lead to an interaction force beyond the secondary minimum in the order 

of 2-6*10'14 N, according to the model of Shulepov and Frens [54, 55], for low values of the 

effective Hamaker constant, which is quite realistic at those large separation distances. 

When the depth is 2 or 3 kT also Brownian motion can have a destabilizing effect 

(especially for flows with a low shear rate). 

Questionable is the existence of a hydration energy for polystyrene spheres, because 

ordered water structures, like those on mica or silica, are not expected on hydrophobic 

surfaces. Nevertheless we estimate here the hydration forces for PS on the basis of the 

emperical formulae reported by [43] and [47-49], since these are the only data available at 

present. Hairy layers may also immobilize water layers at the surface but at high electrolyte 

concentrations hairy layers collapse, then the question arises how many water layers will 

remain. 

A combination of surface roughness and hydration energy is also a possibility. A rough 

surface in a simplified model looks like a pattern of pores of various size which to a good 

deal might prevent the formation of normal water structures and induce long-range 

orientations of water molecules near the surface [44]. 

5.5 Free convection 

In chapter 4 it was noticed that at high g conditions, convection flows were observed in the 

experiments described in section 4.6, even at small temperature differences with the 

surroundings. In order to calculate what shear rates are expected to occur in a "stagnant" 
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(i.e. non-stirred) dispersion subject to horizontal and vertical temperature gradients at lg, the 

convection flow rate was calculated. 

Let us consider two walls at temperatures T1 (warm) and T2 (cold), the distance between 

the two walls being d (small compared with the other dimensions, the other walls will then 

have comparatively little influence on what occurs in the layer). Heat is conducted into the 

fluid from the hot wall, transported through the layer and conducted out at the cold wall. If 

the space would be occupied by a solid instead of a fluid, then the heat transport through the 

layer would also be by conduction. The temperature would fall linearly from the hot wall to 

the cold. When the space is occupied by a fluid that can move, the temperature distribution 

is more complicated but it remains true that fluid close to the hot wall is at a higher 

temperature than fluid close to the cold wall. Associated with these temperature variations 

are density variations; the hotter fluid generally has a lower density. We consider now liquid 

motion caused by the differing gravitational force per unit volume acting on liquid volume 

elements with different densities. The fluid would remain at rest if T1 = T2, or if the density 

did not vary with the temperature, or if there were no gravitational field (p.g-conditions). 

Free convection is defined as the flows caused by the simultaneous action of thermal 

expansion and gravity [36]. 

5.5.1 Mathematical method 

In order to model many non-isothermal flows of practical interest, it is usually sufficient 

to assume that the density and viscosity of the flow are temperature independent except for 

the density in the source term of the momentum equations. This results in the so-called 

Boussinesq equations, Appendix C: 

au 2 +(u·'il)u=-'ilp+R·P ·T·g+P 'i1 u at r r 
(5.60) 

'il·u=O (5.61) 

(5.62) 

where R=(g{3fl.Tl3)/(Kv) and P,=v/K, are the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers respectively. 

Here, g is the acceleration of gravity (including a vector, denoting the direction of gravity), 

{3 is the thermal expansion coefficient, l is a characteristic length, !:.T is the characteristic 
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temperature difference, K is the thermal diffusivity and v is the kinematic viscosity of the 

fluid. The thermal diffusivity is defined as K =k/pCP, where k = thermal conductivity; p = 
density and CP specific heat at constant pressure. The equations are non-dimensionalyzed 

with respect to the following characteristic velocity and pressure: U=Kil, P=p/(l/12 [60]. 

5.5.2 Problem statement 

The dimensions chosen for the computational domain are those of the vessel illustrated in 

figure 2.2. The specific length is chosen to be equal to the diameter of the vessel (l). Figure 

5. 31 shows the computational domain together with the boundary conditions. 

Horizontal temperature gradient 

No slip boundary conditions (ux = 0, uy = 0) are assumed at the bottom and top surfaces 

(~and s4) and the side surfaces (s1 and 5;,). No heat exchange at these surfaces is assumed. 

The temperature gradient is in horizontal direction (from T1 (hot) to T2 (cold)). In the 

calculations a temperature difference of 1 oc. between the outside and the centre of the cell, 

was chosen; changes with time in the surrounding liquid of this order have been measured 

at our experimental conditions (chapter 3 and 4). 
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Figure 5.31: Domain and boundary conditions for the calculation of free convection 
occurring in a vessel as shown in figure 2. 2, for a horizontal and a vertical temperature 
gradient, respectively. 

Vertical temperature gradient 

No slip boundary conditions (u, = 0, uy = 0) are assumed at the side surfaces (s1 and s3) 
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and the bottom and top surfaces (s2 and s4). No heat exchange at these surfaces is assumed. 

The temperature gradient is in vertical direction (from T1 (hot) to T2 (cold)). In the 

calculations a temperature difference of 2 oc, between the bottom and the top of the cell, 

was chosen; changes with time of this order have been measured in the surrounding liquid 

at our experimental conditions (chapter 3 and 4). 

Values of the physical constants for convection in water 

g = 9.8067 mls2, 

{3 2.6691 * 104 K 1
, 

P = 1 * 10-6 m2/s, 

p = 999.698 kg/m3
, 

k = 0.6054 J/smK, 

Cp= 4.1796 * 1Q3, 

K = 1.4489 * 10·7 m2/s, 

Pr= 6.9018 

The value of the Rayleigh number depends on the characteristic length l, and the 

temperature difference I:J.T. 

5.5.3 The Finite Elements Method 

The principles of this method has been treated in section 5.2. Here we will discuss the type 

of elements used for convection calculations. The element used here is a 7-noded modified 

triangular Crouzeix-Raviart element [35] (figure 5.32). The velocity and the temperature are 

expressed with quadratic polynomials as base functions, using seven nodal points to define 

them, whereas the pressure for this element is expressed by linear polynomials, defined by 

one nodal point and two derivatives. 
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Figure 5.32: The 7-noded Crouzeix-Raviart modified element. Velocity and temperature: cp 
quadratic, 7 nodal points; pressure: if; linear, 1 nodal point 0, 2 derivatives. 
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Solution method 

The finite element equations for the incompressible fluid can in general be written as: 

aT 
MT- +STT(u,T)T=Fr (temperature equation) at 

Lu=O 

where u denotes the discretized velocity, 

T denotes the discretized temperature, 

Mu denotes the velocity mass matrix, 

(continuity equation) 

Mr denotes the temperature mass matrix, 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

s •• denotes the matrix corresponding to the stresses and the convective terms in the 

momentum equations, 

S.r is the discretization of the Boussinesq term, 

-Lrp represents the VP term, 

Srr is the discretization of the space part of the temperature equation. 

Our calculations were restricted to the stationary case. See for the solution method of the 

continuity equation and the non-linear terms also section 5.2.2. 

The non-linear equations were solved iteratively, in this situation the momentum equations 

and the temperature equation are solved simultaneously, velocities as well as temperature 

(coupled method). 

In such a coupled situation the iterative procedure is as follows: 

(i) Start with an approximation tf and TJ. Good starting values are for example: 

a The vector u0 = 0, ro = To in the inner region and u0
, ro equal to the 

boundary conditions for the boundary. 

b The solution of the Stokes equations (convective terms neglected), as well as 

the temperature equation without convective terms. 

c The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for a smaller Reynolds number 

(ii) Compute the solution of the system of equations: 
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(5.66) 

(5.67) 

Lui+! =0 (5.68) 

where the matrices S' and the vectors F' are the result of the Newton linearization of the 

non-linear terms. 

(iii) Repeat step (ii) until convergence has been achieved: 

(5.69) 

where e101 is the tolerance (10-6). 

5.5.4 Results & Discussion 

The calculations were performed on a Power Challenge XL (Silicon Graphics) computer, 

the calculation time varied between 5 and 10 cpu (Compiler Processing Units) seconds for 

every single calculation. The finite elements software package was developed by the 

Engineering office SEPRA [35]. 

Horizontal temperature gradient 
Figure 5.33 shows the results of the calculations for a horizontal temperature gradient. 

Shown are a vector plot of the velocity, contour levels of the stream function, isotherms, 

isobars, contour levels of the shear rate. 

Figure 5.34 shows a plot of the velocity (cross section in the middle of the cell) as a 

function of the horizontal position in the cell. This velocity profile is expected at low 

Rayleigh numbers according to Tritton [36]. The maximum values of the velocity and the 

shear rate are in the order of 0.7*1Q-3 m/s and 1.3 s·1 respectively. 
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Figure 5.33: Results of the calculations for a horizontal temperature gradient. Shown are: 
A vector plot of velocity, B: contour levels of the stream function, C: isotherms, D: isobars, 
E: contour levels of the shear rate. 

Vertical temperature gradient 
Figure 5.35 shows the results of the calculations for a vertical temperature gradient. Shown 

are a vector plot of the velocity, contour levels of the stream function, isotherms, isobars, 

contour levels of the shear rate. 

The maximum values of the velocity and the shear rate are in the order of 2.5*10-6 m/s and 

5*10-3 s·1 respectively. Compared to the results found for a horizontal temperature gradient, 

one can conclude that convection due to a vertical temperature gradient in our system can be 

neglected. In section 5.6 we will calculate the forces acting on two spheres in simple shear 

flow, using the results found in section 5.4 and the present section. 
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Figure 5.34: Plot of the velocity as a function of the horizontal position in the cell. This 
velocity profile is a cross section taken in the middle of the cell . 
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Figure 5.35: Results of the calculations for a vertical temperature gradient. Shown are: A 
vector plot of velocity, B: contour levels of the stream junction, C: isotherms, D: isobars, E: 
contour levels of the shear rate. 

5.5.5 Conclusions on the free convection calculations 

The calculated convection profiles for a horizontal and a vertical temperature gradient agree 

very well with the corresponding cases described by Tritton [36]. In our system convection 
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flows caused by a vertical temperature gradient are small compared to the flows caused by 

a horizontal temperature gradient. 

For the calculations described in section 5. 6 we will incorporate the values found for a 

horizontal temperature gradient, which are for the flow rate: 0. 7*10"3 m/s and for the shear 

rate: 1.3 s·1
• 

5. 6 Calculation of the forces acting on two spheres in simple shear flow 

Takamura et al. [58,59] and Arp et al. [61] studied two body collisions between charged 

equal-sized spheres of colloidal dimensions (d=2.6 ~tm) in aqueous suspensions, subjected 

to single shear flow at low Reynolds numbers (shear rate "" 5 s·1
}. They described collision 

paths of 'transient' doublets whose spheres separate after colliding. It was possible to detect 

net attractive or repulsive forces of the order of 10·13 N acting for 0.1 to 0.35 sec. Trajectory 

analysis yielded a value of the Hamaker constant of 3*10.21 J for PS. A long range repulsion 

was operative according to the trajectory analysis, it was concluded that the surface 

roughness and the presence of hydration forces physically prevents approach of the two 

surfaces closer than 10 mn. 

In this section we will combine the results found in section 5.4 and 5.5 to calculate the 

forces acting on two spheres in simple shear flow, taking into account the interaction 

potentials between two spheres. 

5.6.1 Problem statement 

A simple shear flow is assumed to cause a particle doublet to rotate. A Cartesian coordinate 

system is used with origin in the center of one of the particles concerned; the x-direction 

coincides with the direction of the velocity gradient vector, the z-direction coincides with the 

direction of the velocity. A computer program was written which calculates the rotation of 

a particle around another particle in a simple shear flow, on the basis of the following 

assumptions: 

i) the particles move with the surrounding liquid at the position of their centra; 

ii) the distance between the particles is constant, = R; 

iii) the quotient y/x is constant. 

In the program, the force exerted on a particle by the flow is compared with the interaction 

force, and coagulation in a secondary minimum or separation of the pair is signalled. One 

particle is considered at rest. The position of the other particle is followed as a function of 

the time. Figure 5.36 shows a schematic representation of the problem. 

The forces were calculated using the following considerations [ 62]. The hydrodynamic 

friction force, F, exerted on a particle in a liquid which is moving with a velocity v toward 
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the center of the particle, is given by: 

(5.70) 

Here rJ is the viscosity of the liquid; it has to be expressed in Pa.s, the particle radius in 

m, and the velocity in m.s-1 in order to obtain the force in Newton. 
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Figure 5.36: Schematic representation oftheforces acting on a doublet in simple shear flow. 
One particle is situated at the origin, the position of the other particle is followed as a 
function of time. Distance between the spheres is constant (= R). Also shown are the 
separation force (Fs,p), the interaction force (F;nJ, and the hydrodynamic force (Fhy~· 

f is a correction factor which takes into account the presence of other particles in the vicinity 

of the particle considered. This correction factor is equal to 0. 724 [62] for a coordination 

number of 1 (number of particles contacting it) . Of all orientations of pairs of particles, that 

one is optimal for separation by hydrodynamic friction due to a shear rate, in which the 

particles are situated in the xz plane (see figure 5.36). It is expected that sooner or later any 

pair will enter into this orientation. If reaggregation is absent, all pairs are expected to be 

disrupted if the shear rate is large enough to lead to a separation force exceeding ( dV /dr)max. 

Thus we expect that (nearly) contacting spherical particles will be separated by hydrodynamic 

friction when one particle is at rest with the liquid surrounding it while the other particle is 

embedded in a liquid moving with a velocity exceeding: 
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A Ham v =-------
sep 72rtfrl R2cos(rt/4) 

(5.71) 

The cosine factor in the denominator of this expression takes into account that the 

hydrodynamic friction force acts in the direction of the flow, which is different from that of 

the attractive force keeping the particles together. When the velocity in the plane of the 

center of the particle in the origin is taken to be 0, the velocity of the flow in the plane of 

the center of the other particle in figure 5.36 is equal to "{2acos(7rl4). Therefore, for effecting 

separation a shear rate must be applied given by: 

(5.71) 

5.6.2 Results & Discussion 

Figure 5.37 shows the fraction of separated doublets as a function of the shear rate for 

different values of the maximum force in the secondary minimum (l-2*10-14 N). 
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Figure 5.37: Fraction of separated doublets as a function of the shear rate for different 
values of the maximum force in the secondary minimum. 

These results show a very good correspondence with the result found for the separation 

force in section 4.4 which was in the order of 1.6*10'14 N. A value of 1.3 s·1 was found in 
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section 5.5.4 for the shear rate, this value will increase going from lg to 2g conditions to 

approximately 2.0 s·1
• Exactly in this area the largest effect on the fraction of separated 

doublets is observed. This corresponds very well to the results found in section 4.3 where 

the largest decrease in coagulation rates was observed going from lg to 2g. 

5. 6.3 Conclusions on the calculations of the forces acting on two spheres in simple shear 

flow 

For an interaction force in the order of 1-2*10.14 N, a large effect on the fraction of 

separated doublets is found, going from a shear rate of 1 s·1 to 2 s·1
• These results correspond 

very well with the results found in section 4.3, where the largest decrease in coagulation 

rates were found going from 1g to 2g. Exactly in this g-level regime, shear rates of 1 s·1 to 

2 s·1 are expected according to the calculations performed in this section. 

5. 7 Conclusions 
The experimental results of chapters 3 and 4 can be summarized as follows: 

a) perikinetic coagulation proceeds faster at micro-g conditions than at lg conditions. This 

has been found for polystyrene, silica and quartz dispersions; 

b) at lg, perikinetic coagulation is faster, in the absence of a density difference between 

disperse and continuous phases, than in the presence of such a density difference. This has 

been found for dispersions of polystyrene in aqueous 0.5 M NaCl solutions, with density 

matching between disperse and continuous phases; 

c) the most pronounced effect of high-gravity on coagulation rates is found for dispersions 

with a small density difference, going from lg to 2g. In this regime a significant decrease 

in coagulation rates is observed. 

In the present investigation three different situations, with regard to the gravity influence, 

have been studied: i) at lg when there is a density difference: the particles will sediment or 

cream and free convection is operative, ii) at lg when there is no density difference: there 

is no sedimentation/creaming but free convection is still operative; iii) micro-g: there is 

neither sedimentation nor free convection. 

One can conclude that sedimentation and free convection flows have a pronounced influence 

on the perikinetic coagulation process. 

These findings can be explained as follows: at lg when there is a density difference, 

coagulation is slow, due to disruption of formed doublets by convection flows and short 

interaction times of two interacting particles caused by sedimentation. These two effects are 

even stronger at slighter higher g-levels, resulting in even slower coagulation rates. At lg 
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conditions when there is no density difference, coagulation rates are higher because the 

interactions times of two interacting particles are longer (there is no sedimentation) than 

when there is a density difference; but free convection flows are still operative. At micro-g 

conditions perikinetic coagulation rates are further increased, because neither sedimentation 

nor free convection flows which disrupt formed doublets are operative. 

The above mentioned explanations are only valid when the (attractive) interaction force 

between two particles is in the order of 1-2*10'14 N. Such a low interaction force cannot be 

evaluated from the classical DL VO theory when this is applied to smooth particles unless 

extremely low values of a Hamaker constant are assumed. Only when the particles have a 

pronounced surface roughness such a low interaction force is realistic. Indeed our AFM 

results show that the polystyrene particles used in this study have a pronounced surface 

roughness in the order of the interaction distances. Calculations, in which the surface 

roughness was incorporated, showed indeed that the interaction forces are then in the order 

of 10'14 N. 

Most of the considerations in this chapter are based on polystyrene and the question arises 

whether the above mentioned explanations are also valid for silica and quartz particles. The 

Hamaker constants for quartz and silica are of the same order as the Hamaker constant for 

polystyrene, however, the surface roughness is somewhat less than for the PS-spheres. Silica 

and quartz surfaces are, however, hydrophilic, so hydration energies will have an influence 

on the interaction potentials and thus the interaction forces. One may conclude that also for 

silica and quartz such low interaction forces are realistic and formed pairs of particles are 

disrupted by convection flows. 
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Chapter6 

RHEOLOGY OF DILUTE GELS FORMED BY COAGULATION OF PS-SPHERES 

Abstract: The rheology of dilute gels is analyzed on the basis of two models: the giant floc 
model and the model of de Rooij. 
1) the giant floc model: at low shear rates, the shear is not distributed homogeneously but 
limited to certain shear planes; the energy dissipation during steady flow is due primarily to 
the overcoming of viscous drag by the suspended particles during motion caused by 
encounters of particles in the shear planes. Though this model was developed for higher solid 
volume fractions, we found that its concepts are valid even for more dilute gels, if I, which 
is the fraction of distance by which a moving particle entrains its neighbours, is increased 
at volume fractions < 0.15. 
2) the model of de Rooij considers aggregates in shear flow to be monodisperse impermeable 
spheres with a fractal structure. Through the use of a yield criterion the aggregate radius as 
a junction of shear rate is modeled. With the model a number of relevant parameters 
characterizing the structure, among which the fractal dimension, are fitted. We found that our 
experimental results could be fitted very well upto a volume fraction of 0.15. 

6.1 Introduction 

Gels are colloidal systems characterized by a three-dimensional coherent network. In the 

case of particle gels, this network is formed by particles of a dispersed phase interconnected 

through coagulation [1]. In such gels, dispersion medium molecules are immobilized by the 

three-dimensional network. This imparts a certain strength to the system. 

The handling and behaviour of particle gels is determined predominantly by their 

rheological properties. The relation between the shear stress T and the shear rate 'Y in steady 

shear is frequently described phenomenologically by a power law: 

(6.1) 

where nand K are constants. However, no definite dependency of non the solid volume 

fraction a of the gel has yet been established. 

The structure and breakup of floes subjected to fluid stresses has been studied extensively 

in literature [2-4]. These studies include computer simulations of the deformation and 
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breakup of colloidal aggregates in shear flow [5,6]. Microrheology of low-concentration 

colloidal gels have been reported by Ur'ev [7,8], Potanin [9] and de Rooij [10,11]. 

Hunter and coworkers [12-17] have developed the 'elastic floc' model for analysing the 

energy dissipation during steady flow in suspensions, where separate floes can be discerned. 

For the rheology of gels composed of a network of solid particles at high solid volume 

fractions(> 0.35), the 'giant floc' model has been developed [18-21]. In this model, the 

energy dissipation during deformation is related to the development of shear planes. In the 

concentration range of solid particles, in which a continuous three-dimensional network can 

conveniently be formed under normal gravity conditions, the giant floc model was confirmed 

in its essential predictions [20,21]. 

In this chapter the rheology of dilute gels (c/><0.35) will be analyzed on the basis of two 

models: the giant floc model and the model of de Rooij [10,11]. These models have been 

developed starting from concentrated dispersions ( cf> ;;:: 0. 35) and dilute dispersions ( 4>:::;; 0. 10), 

respectively; and one of our aims is to investigate whether, and under which circumstances, 

these models might be useful in the intermediate region. 

However, under 1g conditions this concentration range is limited rather severely at the low 

solid volume fraction (c/>) side, because at cf> < 0.15 separate floes are formed which settle as 

soon as their size reaches a certain limit (depending on the specific mass difference between 

the continuous and disperse phases). In principle, coagulation should lead to gelation even 

in very dilute sols, if sedimentation of floes can be prevented. The fundamental reason for 

this expectation is, that floes generally have a fractal dimension lower than 3. This applies 

especially if the coagulation is induced by diffusion (perikinetic coagulation); the fractal 

dimension of a floc differs less from 3 when the coagulation is induced by shear rates 

[4,22,23]. 

It should be noted that with decreasing solid volume fraction, the gel is expected to become 

heterogeneous; the regions first coagulated will have a larger density of solid particles than 

those subject to coagulation at a later stage. The number of such concentrated regions in a 

coagulating system of given dimensions, of a given overall solid volume fraction, and with 

given particle size of dispersed particles, can in principle be predicted from the theory of 

perikinetic coagulation. The giant floc model neglects particle concentration differences in 

the gels and thus is strictly speaking only applicable at high solid volume fractions. 

The chapters 6 and 7 are directed to answering two questions: 

1) are gels really formed at very low solid volume fractions and, 

2) if such low overall solid content gels are formed, what are their rheological properties? 

Are the concepts developed in the giant floc model adequate to deal with such dilute gels, 

and can one directly observe shear planes in such gels on deformation? 
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In the gel formation, the influence of gravity should be eliminated in order to prevent the 

separation of individual floes. In the experiments described in the present chapter, this is 

accomplished under lg conditions, by using a mixture of water and deuterium oxide (D20) 

as dispersion medium adjusted such as to match the density of the dispersed phase 

(polystyrene particles). 

However, such a system is not amenable to visual examination because the light scattering 

by the dispersed particles limits the visibility to the outermost layers of the system. This 

effect can be eliminated by matching the refractive indices of medium and dispersed phase 

(see chapter 7); but specific mass and refractive index of the medium cannot both be adjusted 

simultaneously. Thus the use of p.g conditions appears to be the only way to match in the 

absence of gravity induced separation of floes, the refractive indices of the medium and the 

dispersed phase sufficiently close to observe whether shear planes develop. 

The present chapter and chapter 7 form actually a preparative study, for a p.g experiment, 

on the flow behaviour of dilute particle gels, which is intended to be performed in future. 

In the present chapter the rheological properties are described of dilute polystyrene particle 

gels with matched densities of dispersed and continuous phases and the results are compared 

with the two theoretical models mentioned. 

Chapter 7 describes visualization experiments of the breakdown of a dilute gel during 

steady shear. In chapter 7 transparent teflon particles are used for the formation of a gel, and 

polystyrene particles were built into the gel structure as tracer particles. 

6.2 Theory 

The giant floc model [18-21] 

The giant floc model has been developed for systems in which separation of discrete floes 

is not observed even when densities are not matched. Use of the overall solid volume fraction 

for describing the surroundings of a particle then introduces a negligible error. When such 

a 'giant floc' is subjected to a shearing stress, the shear will not develop homogeneously at 

low stresses; the shear will occur in preferential shear planes only. In the model, these shear 

planes are idealised as flat planes parallel to the direction of flow, figure 6.1, with an 

average separation of A. It may be questioned whether the existence of shear planes in the 

direction of motion is a reasonable assumption, in view of the fact that in fracture mechanics, 

on applying a tensile stress on a solid bar fracture occurs along planes which make an angle 

of 45° with the directions of the stress. However, we are dealing hear not with a tensile 

stress but with a shear stress, acting on a system filled with an imcompressible liquid and 

contained in a space which is limited in the direction of the velocity gradient (i.e. 
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perpendicular to the direction of motion). If we indicate the direction of motion as the x

direction, the direction of the velocity gradient as the y-direction, space is limited in both the 

y and z-directions. A motion along a fracture plane making an angle of 45° with the x

direction, in the xy-plane, would comprize a component in they-direction. If momentarily 

a shear plane would develop in the 45°-direction, the incompressibility of the liquid would 

supress the motion of a domain along that plane. 

A shear plane separates two domains in which a given particle remains surrounded 

essentially by the same neighbours. A suspended particle bordering a shear plane occupies, 

on the average, an area 112 in this plane; this area is shaded in figure 6.1. 

When shear occurs in a shear plane, a particle bordering this plane meets particles from the 

adjacent domain. In the direction of motion, two such particles approaching each other are 

separated on the average by a distance 11 · <cos u > (where u is the angle between the 

direction of motion and the line connecting the centers of the two particles). 

z y 
~X 

Figure 6.1: Schematic view of the giant floc model [20]. Three domains are shown, with their 
velocities relative to the foremost one. Part of the aggregate in the middle domain is 
indicated. Particles 1 and 2 border the same shear plane. In this plane, the shaded area is 
associated with particle 1. 

When such a collision is imminent, the particles involved are forced out of their way over 

a certain distance 50• Because of hydrodynamic interaction the particles do not really collide 

in most cases; nevertheless the process is here termed a "collision". In the model, the 

distance 50 is more important than whether or not a real collision occurs. Thus the present 

model is insensitive towards the value of the capture efficiency a0• 
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The colliding particles are bound to q-1 neighbours in their own domains, where q is the 

average number of neighbours of a particle within a domain. The colliding particles entrain 

these neighbours each over a distance oJ (with 0<1< 1). These neighbours entrain their q-1 

other neighbours over a distance oJ2 etc. Duisterwinkel [24] assumes the number of particles 

entrained to be Mq, to avoid double counting of particles (in our calculations we will use q-1, 

because the colliding particles are bound to q-1 neighbours and these neighbours entrain their 

q-1 other neighbours over a distance o~ etc; the double counting is also avoided in relation 

(6.4)). Also Duisterwinkel puts q=qri/Jic/Jmax.oo• where q0 is the average number of neighbours 

at random close packing, which is reached at c/Jmax "", the maximum volume fraction at 

limiting high shear. We will use estimates for q which are based on crystal latices. Both 

these differences are, however, minor ones. 

The energy dissipated by a particle moving over a distance O; in timet; is given by: 

(6.2) 

where a is the particle radius, 1Jo the viscosity of the dispersing medium, andfthe frictional 

ratio (=quotient between actual friction and friction as calculated for an isolated sphere). 

Thus, one collision is accompanied by an energy dissipation: 

Ec =2 *61t rt0 af[o0
2/t0 +(q -1)12 00

2/t0 + (q -Ii/14 o/ /t0 + .•• ] 

121t f) 0af( o0
2/t0 ) --

1
--

1 (q-l)l2 

(6.3) 

Here use is made of the fact that the time during which the particles move is equal to t0 for 

all particles entrained during one collision. 

The energy dissipated per unit volume and time is then obtained by multiplying €c by the 

number of particles in shear planes per unit volume ( =21(AA2)) divided by 2, because we 

counted two particles in adjacent planes in relation 6.1, and divided by the time between two 

successive collisions (.d ·<cos u> l('jA)). In addition, t0=oc/("iAcos u). We obtain: 

. 12 a oo A f ·2 e= 1tTJ --- y 0 fl. A fl. 1-(q-1)12 

(6.4) 

This would correspond with Newtonian behaviour if all parameters were independent of 'j. 

However, especially A is expected to decrease with increasing shear rate and shear stress: 

a region able to withstand a small shear stress may break down on application of a larger 

one. Thus, at low "i values not all potential shear planes are operational. 
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Model of de Rooij [10, 11] 

The microrheological model of de Rooij is based on the fractal concept. The basic idea of 

this mathematical concept is a regular variation of the number of primary particles NP' within 

an aggregate, on the radius of the aggregate R, according to [4,25]: 

N (R)=N [!i]D' 
P o a 

(6.5) 

where a is the primary particle radius and N0 a numerical constant close to unity [26]. The 

exponent D1 in this equation is the fractal dimension of the aggregate which normally ranges 

between 1. 7 and 3. If the structure of the aggregates becomes more dense, the value of the 

fractal dimension, in general, increases. Within a fractal aggregate there exists a density 

gradient, however the fractal structures are self-similar and separate aggregates have the 

same local arrangement on different length scales. Because of the self-similarity of the 

aggregates it is possible to calculate the local volume fraction of particles in the aggregate 

[26]: 

(6.6) 

where r is the distance from the centre of the aggregate. 

Considering a spherical aggregate there are three different radii which can be distinguished. 

First there is the radius of gyration R
8

, which can be identified with the backbone length of 

an aggregate. Then there is the collision radius Rc, which can be defmed as the radius of the 

smallest sphere that contains the total aggregate. The third radius that can be useful is the 

hydrodynamic radius Rh, characterising the hydrodynamical and thus the rheological 

behaviour of the aggregates. According to de Rooij R/Rg= 0.8. Neglecting any dependence 

on D1 and assuming the fractal behaviour to be ideal on all length scales, we find: 

(6.7) 

The effective volume fraction of an aggregate can be defined as the volume of solid 

particles divided by the total volume fraction enclosed by the aggregate. In this definition the 

interstitial solvent in the aggregates is also regarded as part of the dispersed phase. In 

combination with the definitions for the various aggregate radii the effective volume fraction 

<Po can be correlated to the hydrodynamic radius Rh [11]: 
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(6.8) 

If the non-hydrodynamic aggregate interaction, as proposed in [11], is neglected, the 

viscosity of aggregated suspensions can be approximated as the viscosity of a suspension 

consisting of hard spheres with volume fraction <f>a: 

(6.9) 

where 1'/o is the solvent viscosity and <l>m is the volume fraction of densely packed 

aggregates. It is difficult to estimate this volume fraction for fractal aggregates; it will be 

chosen here to be cl>m=0.63, the value for random close packing of hard spheres and a 

volume fraction at which rheological evidence for close packing becomes pronounced in 

suspensions of equal spherical particles [20]. 

If the internal aggregate structure is regarded to be rigid-elastic, the rheological properties 

of aggregated suspensions can be described in terms of an averaged local yield strength 

[5,11]. This description is based on the idea that two aggregate pieces are connected by a 

springlike chain with length Rg, forming the backbone of the aggregate. The chain strength 

is determined by its elasticity k.(Rg) and the critical deformation length M
8 

where the chain 

loses its elasticity and eventually breaks. Assuming the bending of the individual bonds to 

be responsible for the rigidity of the network, the elasticity can be calculated. The elasticity 

is determined by the interaction between two single primary particles in the chain, 

characterized by the parameter k,1 and the detailed arrangement of the primary particles 

within the aggregate structure. This latter can be described by the elasticity parameter ''11· 

The critical deformation length M
8 

can be defined by M
8
=ClR

8
, where C1 characterises 

the fragility of the network (C1< < 1). The yield strength ua is quantitatively related to the 

effective volume fraction <I> a of the aggregates, following the assumptions as outlined above: 

(6.10) 

here "f="f1*(3-D} and this value ranges between 2 and 5 approximately [11]. 

Because <f>a is an increasing function of the aggregate size, the local strength of the 

aggregates will be larger in the centre than at the surface of the aggregate. Therefore, when 
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the particles are subjected to an external shear stress, there will exist a location in the 

aggregate where the aggregate just can resist this external force, resulting in a critical 

aggregate size. Smaller aggregates will not be reduced further in size, because they possess 

a higher yield strength all over the aggregate than the applied shear stress. The critical 

aggregate size can be calculated using the break-up criterion in which the applied shear stress 

is compared with the local yield strength of the aggregate. Fragments of an aggregate which 

form, after an aggregate has been broken up, are assumed to be new spherical aggregates. 

Assuming simple shear flow, with characteristic shear rate i results in: 

(6.11) 

This equation is the basis for the analysis of the break-up results in simple shear. In 

combination with equation 6.8 it is possible to calculate the equilibrium aggregate size. It 

takes into account the morphology of the aggregates (D1, 71 and 9 as well as the influence 

of the process conditions ( i, <P and rio) 

The main assumptious of the giant floc model and the model of the Rooij are: 

In the giant floc model it is assumed that the local volume fraction can be equated with the 

overall volume fraction; no loose aggregates exists and the system can be regarded as a giant 

floc. Especially the frrst assumption is not valid at low solid volume fractions, so it is 

expected that at lower volume fractions deviations will occur. The model of de Rooij is based 

on the following assumptions: i) The network of particles is completely broken down to a 

system containing spherical monodisperse aggregates. This assumption restricts the validity 

to very low volume fractions (p< <0.1). It remains incomprehensible that no loose particles 

exist. It should be noted that some assumptions are not confrrmed by experimental results, 

especially the spherical character of the aggregates [27 ,28]. ii) Internally, the aggregates are 

constructed of 'rigid-elastic chains'. This small deformation is not expected from 

experimental results [5,29]. Because of the assumptions, it is expected that the model of de 

Rooij is only valid at very low volume fractions. De Rooij restricts the validity to p :::;;; 0.1. 

6.3 Experimental 
Materials 

The method for the preparation of the polystyrene latex is described in [30]. The PS

particles, polystyrene latex, L-93, used for these rheological measurements had a number 

averaged diameter of 1.879 ~m. Their volume averaged diameter was 2.030 p.m. These 

particle sizes were determined with the Coulter LS-130. The density of the polystyrene, as 
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measured by means of a Paar DMA-10 density meter, was found to be 1.05*103 kg/m3• The 

average surface roughness of the particles was in the order of 0.07 to 0.6 % of the particle 

radius (see section 5.4.3). Densities between polystyrene and aqueous solutions were matched 

by addition of deuterium oxide (ex. Merck, nr. 2919). 

The solids percentage of the polystyrene latex was determined by drying a known amount 

of the dispersion in an oven at 105 °C, until constant weight was reached. 

Rheological measurements 

The rheometer used for all viscosity measurements was a Carri-Med Weissenberg 

Rheogoniometer (TA Instruments Ltd.) equipped with a concentric cylinder, Mooney-Ewart, 

geometry. The dimensions of this geometry are tabulated in Table 6.1. 

In this system the outer cylinder is rotating and the inner cylinder is fixed and the bottom 

side of this cylinder is a cone with an angle of 2 o (see also figure 6.2). The advantage of this 

geometry is that the contact area is high and end effects are suppressed. Figure 6.2 also 

shows the torsion head assembly which measures the actual force between the two cylinders. 

Table 6.1: Dimensions of the Mooney-Ewart geometry. 

Radius of inner cylinder (R;) 36.20*10-3 m 

Radius of out cylinder (Ra) 37.40*10-3 m 

Height of cylinder 23.20*10-3 m 

Gap width (bottom of cup) 64.0*10-6 m 

The force between to two cylinders is determined with a calibrated torsion bar; the rotation 

of the torsion bar is converted with a linear variable differential transformer into an 

electronic signal. This signal corresponds to a certain shear stress belonging to the velocity 

of the outer cylinder. For the Mooney-Ewart system, the software supplied by the 

manufacturer gives the shear rate at the inner cylinder as a function of rotational speed 0 in 

the case of Newtonian liquids. For non-Newtonian liquids however, this function is different 

and a correction must be performed. This is done in the following way: the sample is locally 

(i.e. in a small range of shear rates) modeled as a power law fluid, i.e., the dependence of 

shear stress upon shear rate is given by T=K*rn. The power law index nasa function of n 
is determined from a plot of the measured torques versus rotational speeds. The corrected 

shear rates and viscosities at the inner cylinder are then calculated using the obtained n(O) 

relation. 
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II 

Figure 6.2: I: Mooney-Ewart geometry; with (a) the measuring cylinder, (b) rotating sample 
holder, (c) sample and (d) upper plate. II: Torsion head assembly; with (e) torsion bar, (f) 
torsion cantilever and (g) linear variable differential transformer. 

The procedure of the steady shear measurements was as follows: the desired shear rate was 

applied (beginning with the lowest value) then, every 30 s, values of the torques were 

measured. When the difference in successive torque values was less than 3%, this was taken 

to be the final value. Then the shear rate was increased and this procedure was repeated for 

every shear rate. Generally ten different shear rates were covered in a scan. The flow curves 

obtained in this way were reproducible within 5%. All experiments were carried out at room 

temperature (298 K). 

6.4 Results & Discussion 
The steady shear rheological curves are plotted in figure 6.3. The measurements were 

carried out for the following volume fractions: 0.014, 0.031, 0.045, 0.077, 0.117, 0.150, 

0.216 and 0.322. At high volume fractions (1'/>>0.117), measurements at low shear rates 

( < ls-1
) turned out to be unreliable due to wall slip (lower viscosities than expected on the 

basis of the course of the flow curves). This effect can, however, also be explained by the 

yield strength of the gel at such low shear rates. Therefore for the higher volume fractions 

only the higher shear rate results are shown. 
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Figure 6.3: Steady shear flow curves plotted at volume fractions </>=0.014 (+); 0.031 (il); 
0.045 (o); 0.077 (D); 0.117 (..a.); 0.150 (e); 0.216 (v); 0.322 (<:> ). 

At very low volume fractions (</><0.031) the correlation length of the fractal network 

becomes of the order of one fifth of the gap width (~ ""'a</>11
(Df-

1!""' 0.2 mm for </>=0.014, 

radius a=0.95 ~tm and D1=2.2), resulting in instability of the measurements (data could not 

be reproduced very well), since the sample in the gap cannot be considered macroscopically 

homogenous anymore. Because at ¢::;.;0.117 the densities of the continuous and dispersed 

phases were matched, by adding deuterium oxide, there were no problems with sedimentation 

at these low volume fractions. 

These results will be analyzed using the giant floc model and the model of de Rooij. 

Giant floc model 

We performed viscosity measurements from low to high shear rates and from high to low 

shear rates and found that at a given angular velocity of the outer cylinder, the viscosities are 

lower on going from low to high shear rates than in the reverse direction. Since 

sedimentation and centrifugal separation of suspended particles can be excluded, this effect 

can be interpreted as an alignment of shear planes during a measurement (see similar 

conclusions by Schreuder [20]). Going from low to high shear rates corresponds better with 

the assumptions of the giant floc model; therefore only these measurements are presented in 
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the first part of this section. 

In the giant floc model, shear thinning in coagulating suspensions is ascribed predominantly 

to a decrease of the inter-shear plane separation A (equation 6.4), because regions able to 

withstand a small shear stress may break down on application of a larger one. It appears 

from figure 6.3 that at the highest shear stresses, the viscosity has almost become constant. 

This refers especially the lower volume fractions. This can also be seen in figure 6.4 

showing the results for the differential viscosity: 
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Figure 6.4: Differential viscosity versus log 'j. Symbols are the same as in figure 6.3. 

Except for the two highest volume fractions, it can be seen from figure 6.4 that a complete 

breakdown (A=2a) of the coagulation structure is approached at the highest shear rates. The 

differential viscosity for the volume fractions up to 0.15 nearly equal (discrepancies in the 

order of 5-10%) to that found in non-coagulating suspensions. 

If we assume that at the highest shear rates employed complete breakdown of the 

coagulation structure is achieved (A-2a), the force necessary for separating two touching 
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particles can be calculated. In table 6.2 the average number of contacts between particles in 

adjacent layers is mentioned for the gels reported here. The distance between two adjacent 

layers was taken to be 2a, such as to enable the layers to slide past each other. Full 

occupation in a hexagonal arrangement within the layers corresponds with c/>=0.6046. If a 

random distribution of vacancies over the available sites is assumed, the average number of 

contacts between two adjacent layers becomes: 

(6.13) 

By using the shear stresses at the highest shear rate values applied to calculate the force 

available per particle pair in the direction of separation of the particles concerned (F=T 

cos(7r/4)/NC, where according to formula (6.4) 7=127rTJ0(ao(/t)!t:/*f!(l-(q-J)z2)*i, values are 

obtained, for the intermediate volume fractions (0.117<p<0.322), which are, to a 

reasonable extent, independent of the solid volume fraction (table 6.2). 

Table 6.2: Number of contacts between particles in adjacent planes and forces available per 

particle pair in the direction of separation. 

c/> NC/m2 (106) F oo·ll N) 

0.014 172 55 

0.031 841 13 

0.045 1772 7.4 

0.077 5188 3.2 

0.117 11978 2.0 

0.150 19688 1.2 

0.216 40826 1.2 

0.322 90727 3.0 

It should be noted that the values of the forces reported in this chapter are higher than the 

forces found experimentally and theoretically in chapters 4 and 5, to separate doublets of 

particles. An explanation is that separate particles had enough time, during the formation of 

the gel, to find positions of closest approach, through preventing surface protrusions or 

flattening of, of these protrusions caused by the shear forces. Nommensen et al. [31] 
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concluded from flow behaviour measurements of a concentrated hairy particle dispersion, that 

the hairy particles indeed behave as soft spheres. 

From the conclusion that A=2a at a shear rate of 100 s·1 in most of the experiments 

performed in this chapter, we obtain: 

T'Jdiff ( a )
3 0o ~ = 241t 6: b -1---( q-=-_-1_)_12 

(6.14) 

In this formula several parameters can be estimated: 

1) From a comparison with crystal structures, a/!1 can be found. Schreuder [20] used an 

average value of 0.562cf>113 for a/!1; 

2) or/a is given by Schreuder, calculated on the basis of the Batchelor and Green trajectories 

[20] and on the basis of rectilinear motion. In our analysis we will restrict ourselves to the 

Batchelor and Green trajectories which refer to dilute suspension. 

We are then able to calculate the parameter combinationf/[J-(q-1)12
]. In table 6.3 these 

values are given based on a or/a value of 0.110 and a ala value of 0.8, where a is the 

standard deviation of distribution of y-coordinate values of a particle meeting another 

particle, when both are far removed from each other [20]). 

Table 6.3: f/[1-(q-l)P] values in the high shear rate region, calculated from Batchelor and 

Green trajectories (or/a=O.lJO, ala=0.8). 

cf> 11ditrl'11o f/(1-(q-1)12] 

0.014 1.137 55.2 

0.031 1.413 31.0 

0.045 1.613 24.3 

0.077 1.954 17.2 

0.117 2.778 16.1 

0.150 2.176 9.9 

0.216 3.448 10.8 

0.322 4.6781 9.9 

1 this value is obtained at a shear rate of 500 s·1• 
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Schreuder [20] found for a suspension of glass spheres at a volume fraction of 0.35 a value 

of 8. 7 for f/[1-(q-l)ZZ}, which is comparable with the value we found at a volume fraction of 

0.322. In general at volume fractions :=:: 0.15 a value of 10 is found which corresponds very 

well with the results of Schreuder who found this value for suspensions with volume fractions 

:::: 0.35. At volume fractions < 0.15 the valuef/[1-(q-l)PJ increases. This can be explained 

by either, or both of the following assumptions: 

i) the value off increases with decreasing p values, because the effects of all deviations from 

rectilinear motion in a dilute suspension, including rotation, are combined in this parameter. 

On the other hand, a particle moving in a dilute suspension experiences less disturbances of 

other particles. 

ii) the influence of q and l onf/[1-(q-1)12]. 

Figure 6.4 shows q as a function of the volume fraction. It is estimated by considering an 

infinite network of spheres, arranged in a octahedral, tetrahedral and a hexagonal type lattice, 

then a number of the spheres is removed such as to leave a coherent structure. 

0 L-~~--~~~--~~~--~~~~ 

0.00 0. 1 0 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 

volume fraction 

Figure 6.5: q, the average number of contact points per particle, in a coherent structure, as 
a function of the volume fraction. Octahedral(+), tetrahedral (O) and hexagonal (.Ll). 

The values of q as a function of the volume fraction can be fitted assuming that the average 

value of q cannot be smaller than 2, since otherwise the network of particles would lose its 

coherence. Knowing the fitting equation, values of q can be derived for the volume fractions 

of the experiments performed. In table 6.4 values of q are tabulated in the case of a 

tetrahedral and octahedral surrounding, together with the calculated values of f/{1-(q-lWJ. 
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Also values off (when 12 is constant and equal to 0.3 [20]) and values of P (when f is 

constant and equal to 7 [20]) are tabulated. Calculations on the basis of hexagonal 

surroundings give values of l in the range of 0.212 to 0.891. We chose for the 

octahedral/tetrahedral surrounding because, we also found that q as a function of volume 

fraction calculated according to a unit cell containing particles with a correlation length equal 

to 3 particle diameters, best reflect the results found for a octahedral/tetrahedral surrounding. 

Table 6.4: Values off (12 is constant and equal to 0. 3) and P (j is constant and equal to 7) 

for different values of q (assuming octahedral and tetrahedral surroundings) and f/ [ 1-( q-1 Wl. 

<P q f/[ 1-( q-1 )12] f (12 =0.3)1 12 

(f=7)1 

0.014 2.02 55.2 38.3 0.86 0.927 

0.031 2.05 31.0 21.2 0.74 0.860 

0.045 2.09 24.3 16.4 0.65 0.806 

0.077 2.20 17.2 11.0 0.49 0.708 

0.117 2.37 16.1 9.5 0.41 0.640 

0.150 2.54 9.9 5.3 0.19 0.436 

0.216 2.98 10.8 4.4 0.18 0.424 

0.322 3.87 9.9 1.4 0.10 0.316 

1 Values used by Schreuder [20]. 

It can be seen that at </J<0.15, f, calculated on the assumption of constant /=0.5477 

(P=0.3), is becoming very large. The values off tabulated at these volume fractions are 

rather unrealistic. At </J<0.15, 12 is increasing, this increase seems more realistic since a 

particle can be dragged, by a neighbouring particle, over a larger distance o0, because the 

network at lower volume fractions has a looser structure. It may be questioned whether the 

assumption of a constant volume fraction in the system, equal to that of the overall volume 

fraction, is reasonable in the case of low volume fractions. Thus the fractional nature of a 

particle gel will cause local differences in solid volume fraction. However, the argument for 

shear planes mainly in the direction of motion which has been presented on p. 139 applies 
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also in the case of more dilute gels, since the liquid motion will be mainly in one direction 

(in the absence of turbulence). In the theory the average solid volume fraction along a shear 

plane is important, and this may be assumed, in first approximation, not to deviate 

appreciably from the overall volume fractions. However, motion of more concentrated 

regions as a whole in a direction perpendicular to the shear planes cannot be excluded in 

dilute gels. 

Duisterwinkel reported [24], that l depends on the strength of the interaction; when P is 
zero there is no interaction. He found for q0=6 (the average q for random close packing), 

that the viscosity diverges at very high volume fractions, for weakly coagulated colloid 

(12< 113), and at a smaller value of 4> for strongly coagulated colloids ([2> 113) when using 

a combination of the giant floc model and the Krieger-Dougherty equation. So an increase 

in 12 seems realistic at lower volume fractions, but according to Duisterwinkel it clearly 

depends on the energy of separation of a doublet. 

In figure 6.3 it can be seen that 1J/1J0 increases at lower shear rates. If all other parameters 

remain constant, 1Jof1J is a measure for 11A (cf. equation 6.4, where E=7Ji2), while: 

t' 

A =2b/ f p(t)dt (6.15) 

t =0 

In this relation, p(T)dT designates the increase of slippage probability, at a given potential 

shear plane, when the shear stress increases from T to T+dT. The graph of T vs. 1Jof1J is 

shown in figure 6.6. A large number of shear planes, 114-3/4 of all potential shear planes, 

is operative already at the lowest T values applied, especially for the lower volume fractions, 

but further breakdown of the structure is difficult. 

In order to abstract from parameters which remain constant when the shear rate and shear 

stress change, d log7J/d log-y is plotted in figure 6.7 for three volume fractions, 0.031, 0.117 

and 0.216. Schreuder [20] concluded that the parameters which depend strongly on 

concentration (L\, f, q) do not significantly influence d log7J/d log-y. Thus, d log7J/d log-y is 

determined primarily by a change in the inter-shear plane distance A with increasing i. The 

values of d log1J/d log-y shown in figure 6.6 correspond with a decrease of A by a factor 0.86 

to 0.91, going from lower to higher volume fractions, on doubling the shear rate from 50 s·1 

to 100 s·1
• Schreuder [20] found a decrease of by a factor 0.88 to 0.81. 
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Figure 6.6: 11ol11 vs. T. Symbols for the volume fractions as in figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.7: d log11fd log"( vs. "(for volume fractions 0.031 (.tl), 0.117 (•) and 0.216 (V). 

Model of de Rooij [10, 11] 

The steady shear rheological results are shown in figure 6.8, the markers show the 

experimental results and the curves the results of the theoretical calculations according to the 

model of de Rooij. The model contains four parameters which can be adjusted to fit the 

experimental data. They are: fractal dimension D1, the dynamic exponent 'YJ> the coefficient 
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of fragility of the chains Cp and the capture efficiency a [ 11]. These parameters are neither 

completely unknown nor independent of each other. In our calculations we used the optimal 

values of these parameters found by a fitting procedure by de Rooij [11] for different values 

of the fractal dimension. Because, the particles used in our study are rather large (2 JLm) we 

could no determine the fractal dimension of the gels experimentally, so we took the value of 

2.2, which seems quite resonable for such systems. The following parameter combination, 

of de Rooij, fitted the results of our experiments best; n,=2.2, 'Y=3.0, a=4.7*10-5 and 

C1=5.2*10-3• It should be noted that the gels of de Rooij are based on polystyrene particles 

with a radius of 220 nm, stabilized with a surfactant. 

In the fitting procedure the maximum force in the secondary minimum varied between 

2.0*lo-13 Nand 8.0*10-13 N. As predicted by de Rooij, we could not fit the results with the 

model properly at volume fractions > 0.15. 
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Figure 6.8: Steady shear flow curves plotted at volume fractions c/>=0.014 (+); 0.031 (A); 
0.045 (o); 0.077 (0); 0.117 (.~o); 0.150 (e). Markers, experimental data for polystyrene, 
the curves were fitted at D1=2.2. 

6.5 Conclusions 

At volume fractions > 0.15 we found good correspondence with the results of Schreuder; 

at lower volume fractions we found that the concepts of the giant floc model are valid only 

when l is increased. This increase seems realistic since a particle can be dragged, by a 

neighbouring particle, over a larger distance o0, because the network, at lower volume 

fractions, has a looser structure. 

At volume fractions < 0.15 our results correspond very well with the values predicted on 
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the basis of de Rooij's microrheological model. However, at volume fractions higher than 

0.15, the results could not be fitted properly using the model of de Rooij, which corresponds 

with the assumptions made by de Rooij in his model. 

One can conclude that at c/><0.15, de Rooij's model can be applied. The giant floc model 

can also be applied for these volume fractions, but only when larger values of l are assumed. 

At higher volume fractions only the giant floc model can be applied to describe the 

rheological behaviour of particle gels. 
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Chapter7 

VISUALIZATION OF THE BREAKDOWN OF GELS DURING STEADY SHEAR 

Abstract: An experimental setup was developed in which we investigated, by visual analysis, 
whether shear planes really develop during steady shear. A transparent teflon dispersion was 
used, in which the refractive indices of the continuous and dispersed phases were matched, 
for the formation of a gel. Polystyrene particles were built into the gel structure as tracer 
particles. During steady shear the velocities and trajectories of the tracer particles were 
analyzed by Particle Tracking Velocitmetry (PTV). Indeed layers with more or less the same 
velocity were observed for a FEP-gel, during steady shear. Also deviations from rectilinear 
motion of the tracer particles were observed. These observations correspond with the 
assumptions of the giant floc model in which the shear is not distributed homogeneously but 
limited to certain shear planes. Deviations from rectilinear motion of the tracer particles in 
a dilute gel correspond with the results found in chapter 6, in which an increase in l (fraction 
of distance by which a moving particle entrains its neighbours) was assumed, at low volume 
fractions, to fit the experimental flow curves. 

7.1 Introduction 
The rheological properties of gel-like or aggregating systems are widely studied. However, 

the structural changes that occur when these kind of gels are subjected to steady shear flow, 

are still not understood. Verduin et al. [1] investigated the structural changes of a colloidal 

gel subjected to a steady shear flow. These authors' model dispersion consisted of stearyl 

coated silica spheres dispersed in benzene. They found, by using small angle light scattering, 

at small shear rates formation of regularly spaced large structures in the flow direction; when 

the shear flow was increased, the structures were disrupted to smaller units. Melrose et al. 

[2,3] alos studied the rheology of weakly flocculated suspensions by simulation of 

agglomerates under shear. They concluded that at low shear rate the agglomerates are 

deformable bodies, at higher shear rates the agglomerates become unstable and the system 

undergoes a morphological transformation to layers normal to the vorticity axis. 

The giant floc model [4-7] is based on the same idea. The model states that at low shear 

rates, the shear is not distributed homogeneoulsy but limited to certain shear planes (see also 

chapter 6, especially figure 6.1). In this chapter we developed an experimental setup in which 

we investigated by visual analysis whether those shear planes really develop during steady 

shear. 
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We used a transparent teflon dispersion, in which the refractive indices of the continuous 

and dispersed phases were matched [8-11], for the formation of a gel. Polystyrene particles 

were built into the gel structure as tracer particles. During steady shear the velocities and 

trajectories of the tracer particles were analyzed by Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). 

The use of tracer particles in sheared and turbulent transparent dispersions have been 

reported by Graham et al. [12] and Komasawa et al. [13]. Graham concluded from his visual 

analysis that clusters are continuously created and destroyed during shear and that these 

clusters translate and rotate. 

It should be noted that the present chapter is a preparatory study for a long lasting space 

experiment on the rheological behaviour of dilute particle gels. 

In this chapter, an investigation is reported on the question whether it is possible to prepare 

transparent particles gels, containing tracer particles and whether it was optically possible to 

follow such small tracer particles (d=3 f!m) in a shear flow. In addition we investigated 

whether on deformation of such gels shear planes could be observed, at lg conditions. 

7.2 Theory of PTV (Particle Tracking Velocimetry) 

PTV is characterized by the following properties: 

1) it permits tracking of trajectories of individual particles in a 2D flow field in 2D space, 

2) it allows to determine two components of particle velocities inside an observation space 

in a moving fluid, 

3) the particles are assumed to follow the motion of the small fluid elements in which they 

are embedded, so limitations are imposed on the size and mass density of the particles. 

In particle tracking, a gel is seeded with tracer particles (in our case polystyrene). The 

tracer particles are homogeneously distributed in the coherent network of the particle gel. 

Polystyrene tracer particles were chosen because it is important that the tracer particles are 

small and their density is close to that of the continuous phase (water). In such a case the 

tracer particles will move with almost the same velocity as the fluid does locally. Tracking 

the tracer particles will therefore give information about the local fluid velocity. 

Projection of a sheet of laser light (lx2 mm) through the transparent gel will show a 2-

dimensional image of the movement of the tracer particles in a slice of the gel. By using a 

video-camera, images of the illuminated tracer particles are recorded on video-tape. The 

Lagrangian particle path information is determined by automated analysis of the recorded 

video-images. 

The analysis proceeds as follows: a video-recorder is controlled by a computer with the 
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help of a special connection between the video-recorder and a computer. With equally spaced 

time-intervals, images are grabbed from video-tape and the positions of the tracer particles 

are located in each image. In order to determine the particle paths, we need a way to figure 

out which particle in image 1 corresponds with which particle in image 2 (all images of 

particles are indistinguishable from each other in an image). This is done by means of a 

matching algorithm. It determines the most likely combinations between the particles in 

image 1 and image 2. The likelihood or probability of a particle combination is given by a 

so called cost function. 

The matching procedure mentioned is as follows: suppose we found particles in an image 

at t=tn and also an image at t=tn+I: 

t=t. : P:={pp····Pi'"''pM} 
t=t. +1 : Q:={qp···•qr .. ,qN} 

P being a set of M particles found at t. and Q being a set of particles found at 

we define an association variable, au, between p1 and qi for: 

aii=O- p1 at t=t. is a different particle qi at t=t., 1 

a1i= 1 - p1 at t=t. is the same particle qi at t=t •• 1 

(7.1) 

Next 

(7.2) 

For any given p, only one or none a.y's can be 1. Else a particle would have to be at two 

places at the same time. Identical arguments apply for each qi. Generally for t;z!:tn+I: M ;z!:N. 

Therefore we define: 

particle that disappeared at t = t. + 1 

particle that appeared at t = t., 1 

(7.3) 

In order to choose the right a.if and to determine which set is the most optimal set of 

nonzero a.if, a cost function is introduced. Suppose the basic cost of an association between 

particle images p1 and qi is: 

with: 

X; 

ot 

position of particle p1 at tn 

position of particle qi at tn+I 
a measure of the velocity of p1 at t. 

tn+rtn 

(7.4) 

Bij is the distance between the place where particle p1 is estimated to be at tn+I based on its 
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velocity at t. and the place where the particle qj is at tn+I· The closer particle q1, from the set 

Q, is to the estimated place of pj, from set P, the lower the cost value of Bij. All coordinates 

Pi and q1, and the velocities u1 (estimated from the dimensions of an image and the time steps 

between succesive images) where introduced into a computer, and particles q1 were combined 

with particles Pi such as to minimize the cost value r;;r.~ij· 

7. 3 Experimental 

Materials 

The experiments were performed with a FEP dispersion (FEP= tetrafluoroethylene

perfluoropropylene, Du Pont de Nemours). FEP is a copolymer of PTFE 

(polytetrafluoroethylene); it is a negatively charged hydrophobic colloid containing FEP resin 

particles suspended in water and a non-ionic wetting agent as stabilizer. The particle size as 

given by the manufacturer was 0.1-0.25 p.m. Figure 7.1 shows a TEM-picture of the FEP 

particles. As can be seen from the TEM photograph the particles are not perfect spheres, but 

have a more ellipse-like shape. 

Rheological measurements 

The rheometer used for the viscosity experiments was a Carri-Med Weissenberg 

Rheogoniometer (TA Instruments Ltd.) equipped with a concentric cylinder, Mooney-Ewart, 

geometry. See for the specifications chapter 6. 

Refractive index matching of the FEP-dispersions 

Refractive indexes of the PEP-particles and the continous phase were matched by adding 

sucrose (ex. Janssen Chimica, p.a.). The process was followed by measuring the refractive 

index of the dispersion, using a refractometer (Carl Zeiss), and the specific turbidity using 

the setup shown in figure 2.1. 

nv 
The tracking data were analyzed using the Diglmage package. Diglmage has been 

specifically developed for analyzing fluid flows in the laboratory based on video recorder 

data and a framegrabber. The software holds a number of standard functions for image 

processing, e.g. functions for filtering, contouring, image enhancement etc. 

The experimental setup is illustrated in figure 7.2. 

Particle tracking was performed during a period of 5 minutes. A FEP-gel was used with 

a volume fraction of 0.17; the shear rate applied was 0.2 s·1• 
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Figure 7.1: SEM photograph of the FEP particles. 

D 

Figure 7.2: Experimental set-up; A: rotating cup, B: stationary disk, C: laser, D: mirrors 
placed at an angle of 45°, E: microscope, F: ccd-camera, G: video-recorder and H: 
Dig/mage set-up. 
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7.4 Results & Discussion 
Rheological measurements 

Chapter 7 

The steady shear rheological curves are plotted in figure 7.3. The measurements were 

performed for the following volume fractions: 0.023, 0.054, 0.081, 0.097 and 0.12. At high 

volume fractions (c/>'2!0.097), measurements at low shear rates ( < 10 s.1) turned out to be 

unreliable due to wall slip. At low volume fractions (c/>~0.054) the sample in the gap cannot 

be considered macroscopically homogeneous anymore, resulting in instability of the 

measurements. 

Sedimentation becomes significant on the time scale of the experiment, since the aggregate 

radii are rather large at these volume fractions, and the density of the FEP particles is rather 

high (2.0 kg/m3). However, particle gels are formed and show a shear thinning behaviour. 

3000 
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Figure 7.3: Steady shear flow curves plotted at volume fractions c/>=0.023 (A), 0.054 (+), 
0.081 (•), 0.097 (e) and 0.12 (<>). 

Refractive index matching 

Figure 7.4 shows a plot of the specific turbidity as a function of the index of refraction of 

the dispersion. In order to keep the volume fraction of particles constant, a correction was 

applied at high sucrose concentrations. The turbidity never goes to zero, that is, it is 

impossible to optically match particles and continuous phase completely. The minimum 
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turbidity corresponds to a weight fraction of sucrose of 14.6%. The fact that the index of 

refraction cannot be matched totally, indicates that a teflon particle has a complicated internal 

structure which includes both amorphous and crystalline regions, making the FEP particles 

optically anisotropic. 
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Figure 7.4: Specific turbidity as a function of the refractive index ofthe dispersion. 

PTV 

In figure 7.5, four images of the velocity vectors, at different time steps are shown, for a 

non-coagulating polystyreen dispersion. 

In figure 7.6, four images of the velocity vectors, at different time steps are shown, for a 

FEP gel. 

Figure 7. 7 compares the velocity as a function of the position in the gap for the 

polystyreenlwater system and for the FEP-gel. 
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Figure 7.5: Four images, at different time steps of the velocity vectors ofpolystyreen spheres 

in water. Shown is one fifth of the gap width. Bottom of the images is the stationary disk. 

Shear rate applied is 0. 2 s·1• 
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Figure 7.6: Four images, at different time steps ofthe velocity vectors ojpolystyreen tracer 

particles embedded in a FEP gel. Shown is one fifth of the gap width. Bottom of the images 

is the stationary disk. Shear rate applied is 0.2 s·1
• 
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Figure 7. 7: Velocity of tracers as a function of the position in the gap for the PS/water 
system (--)and the FEP-gel (---). Shear rate applied 0.2 s·1• 

Figure 7. 7 shows that the velocity distribution does not show a smooth proportionality, to 

distance from the wall in the case of the FEP-gel; on the contrary, layers are observed in 

which the tracer particles have about the same velocity. These observations correspond with 

the assumptions of the giant floc model: the shear is not distributed homogenously but in the 

main limited to certain shear planes. 

As can be seen from figure 7.6 the velocity of the tracer particles in the FEP-gel is not 

always directed in the horizontal direction. Figure 7.8 shows the component of the velocity 

vectors in the z-direction as a function of the position in the gap. Deviations from rectilinear 

motion of the tracer particles in a dilute gel correspond with the results found in chapter 6, 

in which an increase in l (fraction of distance by which a moving particle entrains its 

neighbours) was assumed, at low volume fractions, to fit the experimental flow curves. 
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Figure 7. 8: Z-component of the veloctiy as a function of the position in the gap, for the 
tracerparticles in the FEP-gel. 

7. 5 Conclusions 
Layers with more or less the same velocity were observed for a FEP-gel, during steady 

shear. These observations correspond with the assumptions of the giant floc model in which 

the shear is not distributed homogeneously but limited to certain shear planes. Also deviations 

from rectilinear motion of the tracer particles were observed. Deviations from rectilinear 

motion of the tracer particles in a dilute gel correspond with the results found in chapter 6, 

in which an increase in l (fraction of distance by which a moving particle entrains its 

neighbours) was assumed, at low volume fractions, to fit the experimental flow curves. 

Recommendations 

To become more quantitative information about structural changes during steady shear we 

would recommend the following: 

i) a high-speed video-camera, 

ii) tracer-particles with a gold-coating (optimal reflectance); tracer particles with a 

fluorescent nucleus, 

iii) for 3D-flows, 3 video-cameras are needed. 

Implementing these adaptions, it is possible to study 3D structural changes during steady 

shear, even at high shear rates and at higher volume fractions. 
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AppenduA 

HYDRODYNAMIC SEDIMENTATION OF HETEROGENEOUS DISPERSIONS 

Along with the surface forces (electrostatic repulsion and London-Van der Waals 

attraction), bulk forces also act on the particles in an aggregate [1,2]. They include, first, the 

force of gravity Fg: 

(A.l) 

second, the buoyant force Fb: 

(A.2) 

If the densities of the two particles are equal: p2=p1=p', and p'-p=D.p, where p is the 

density of the dispersion medium and !J.p is the density difference between the particles and 

dispersion medium. Third, the force of hydrodynamic resistance Fh. The restrictions placed 

on the orientation of the model aggr.egate allow us to calculate Fh with the use of the exact 

solution of Stimson and Jeffery [3] of the problem of the viscous flow around two spheres. 

According to their work, the force of hydrodynamic resistance acting on a particle of radius 

a1, in contact with a particle of radius a2 equals: 

(A.3) 

and the force acting on the particle of radius a2 equals: 

(A.4) 

where Vis the sedimentation velocity of the aggregate, a :::= a/a2, "A(a) is a correction 

factor for Stokes law, and 7J is the dynamic viscosity of the dispersion medium. Equations 

(A.3) and (A.4) are also valid when the thickness h of the liquid layer separating the particles 

is much smaller than the radii of the particles (h -< a). Expressions for the functions A( a) 

and "A( I Ia) can be approximated in the case of fairly large values of a by the following 

simple linear polynomials; 
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/..(a;) :::0.645a; (A.5) 

A. (1/a:) '.:! -0.355 a; (A.6) 

The sedimentation velocity of an aggregate V can be determined by setting the total bulk 

force acting on the aggregate equal to zero, i.e.: 

F 1 + F 2- F 1- F 2- F t-F 2 = ~ 1t .:1 p g(a 3 +a 3) 
g g a a h h 3 12 (A.7) 

-6Tt TJ V[a1 A.(a) +a2 A.(l/a)] =0 

Hence it follows that 

(A.S) 

Equations (A.8), (A.3) and (A.4) make it possible to calculate the forces acting on the 

particles of an aggregate on the part of the liquid under steady-state sedimentation conditions. 
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AppendixB 

INTERACTION POTENTIALS 

London- van der Waals forces 

The attraction between two particles arises because local fluctuations in the polarization 

within one particle induce, via the propagation of electromagnetic waves, a correlated 

response in the other [1]. The associated free energy decreases with decreasing separation. 

At large separations phase shifts, of the electromagnetic signals, are introduced by the finite 

velocity of propagation and reduce the degree of correlation, and, therefore, the magnitude 

of attraction. Although the intermolecular potential decays rapidly on the molecular scale, 

the cumulative effect is a long-range interaction potential. For spherical particles being close 

to each other, at a given shortest distance between two surfaces, the interaction potential is 

proportional to the particle sizes. This type of dispersion force is due, in fmal instance, to 

an attractive interaction between atoms in vacuum of the form: 

(B.l) 

The attractive energy for two colloidal particles can be obtained by adding the 

contributions of all possible pairs of molecules or atoms. To do so, we have to integrate over 

the volumes of both particles: 

V =- n2f f dVtdV2 
attr p VV. 6 

1 2 r 
(B.2) 

where n is the number of molecules or atoms per unit volume. When we apply equation 

(8.2) for two spheres with radius: a; and ai, resp., it becomes [2]: 

(B.3) 

with A the Hamaker constant (a measure of the strength of the attractive potential, which 

depends on the medium used), q = 4(a/a)l(l + a;la/ and r = 2rl(a; + a}. r is here the 

distance between the centers of the particles. 
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In this derivation is assumed that the electromagnetic interactions act instantaneously. 

However, as stated above, it takes some time for an electromagnetic signal to travel between 

the molecules, when an electromagnetic signal returns, it finds the original emitting molecule 

with a dipole moment that has changed direction and magnitude. Due to this phenomenon the 

attractive force is diminished when the molecules are far apart. Therefore at large separations 

equation (B.3) is inaccurate. This inaccuracy can be met by introducing a Hamaker constant 

which is dependent on the distance between the particles as was done by Schenkel and 

Kitchener [3]: 

V = Aq Z(p) 
attr 12(r* -2) 

0 (B.4) 

with 

Z( ) - 1 0 57 Po - • Po:S: • 1 + 1.7693p0 

(B.S) 

(B.6) 

where p0 = 27r(r*-2)a/'AL, with 'AL the London wavelength. 

Similar formulas have been derived by Clayfield et al. [4]. 

Electrostatic interactions 
When particles are brought into contact with a liquid medium, they acquire a surface 

electric charge, especially when the liquid medium is polar. There must be an excess of ions 

of opposite charge in solution, because the dispersion as a whole must be electroneutral. 

These ions form a so called double layer around each particle, which affects the interactions 

between colloidal particles considerably. In the region near the particle, the structure of the 

double layer can be described by the following model: immediately adjacent to the particle 

surface is a rigidly absorbed layer of ions, the Stem layer. The electrostatic potential at the 

outer edge of this Stem layer is known as the Stern potential l/t8; it is often assumed to be 

approximately equal to the t-potential which can be measured by electroosmosis and 

electrophoresis [5]. Outside the Stern layer there is a diffuse cloud of counterions around the 

particle. The electric field set up by the ions in the diffuse cloud can be described by the 

Poisson equation [6]: 

with fr the relative dielectric constant of the medium, fo the permittivity of vacuum, p1•1 the 

charge density and l/t the local potential. The charge density depends on the ion 
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(B.7) 

concentrations in the fluid n; and their valencies z;: p1•1=eE,.n;z; withe the absolute value of 

the electron charge. The sign of the charge is included in Z;. The equilibrium distribution of 

ions in an electric field is assumed to be given by a Boltzmann equation as long as the ions 

can be considered to be point charges with no other interaction except electrostatic forces 

between them: 

(B.8) 

where nt is bulkconcentration of ions. 

Substituting this equation and the expression for p1•J into equation (B. 7) gives the Poisson

Boltzmann equation: 

(B.9) 

An approximate solution valid for arbitrary surface potentials has been given by White [7]. 

For a flat interface and symmetrical electrolytes the Poisson-Boltzmann equation becomes: 

(B.lO) 

With the appropriate boundary conditions the solution of this equation is: 

111 
= 2kT In 1 + rexp( -u) 

ze 1-rexp(-u) 
(B.ll) 

with r=tanh(zeif;JkT), if;, is the electric potential at the S/L phase boundary (more precise: 

at that distance from the phase boundary from which the Boltzmann equation (B. 8) is valid). 

The surface charge of the flat interface can be given by: 

(B.12) 

The diffuse double layer around a sphere for a symmetrical electrolyte can be described by: 
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(B.l3) 

1ji = Va at r=a +5 (B.l4) 

v-Oasr-oo (B.l5) 

No analytical solutions exist, but asymptotic solutions and numerical calculations are 

available [6]. 

If the surface potential is low equation (B.9) can be linearized. Then if the dielectric 

strength is assumed to be independent of position, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation reduces 

to: 

(B.l6) 

where K, a constant is given by: 

(B.l7) 

K has the dimension of a reciprocal length; 1 he is the so-called Debye length. 

Resolving equation (B.16) with boundary conditions 1/t(r=a) = s , where a is the radius 

of the sphere and 1/t(r-+oo) =0 yields the potential in an undisturbed double layer around a 

sphere. 

To find the potential between interacting spheres, different boundary conditions must be 

used. Usually either of two types of boundary conditions are formulated for this problem: 

constant surface charge a0 or constant surface potential1f0• 

Derjaguin and Landau [8] approximated the solution of equation (B. 9) for thin double layers 

(a«>l), and low surface potentials (ezi1/tofkT<2). Their result was: 

(B.18) 

The plus sign is for the constant-potential case, the minus sign for the constant surface 

charge case. 
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DLVO theory 

According to the theory of colloidal stability developed by Derjaguin and Landau [8] and 

Verwey and Overbeck [6] the interaction energy between colloidal particles is given by the 

sum of the van der Waals attraction and the electrostatic repulsion: 

(B.l9) 

For suspensions with low aK the interaction energy may have a positive maximum, whose 

magnitude may be sufficient to prevent coagulation in the primary minimum. If the thermal 

energy in the system is greater than the secondary minimum (if present), Brownian 

movements will ensure the stability of the suspension. 

By increasing the ionic strength of the suspension the repulsive maximum is shifted to 

smaller distances and its magnitude decreases. Suspensions may now coagulate in the primary 

minimum at a slow rate. Above some critical ionic strength the interaction is attractive for 

all distances and the suspension coagulates rapidly. By increasing the ionic strength further 

the contribution of vrep to V;nteraction becomes negligible. 
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AppendixC 

THE BOUSSINESQ APPROXIMATION 

We suppose that the flow produced by the introduction of temperature differences of order 

e into a system of length scale L. The principal criteria for the applicability of the 

Boussinesq approximation are [1]: 

A cd~·d (C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

((3 is isothermal compressibility; other symbols see section 5.6). There are some 

supplementary criteria connected with the constancy of fluid properties. 

If in addition to the above, 

(C.4) 

(where T0 is the absolute temperature), the Boussinesq equations apply directly. If equations 

(C.l-C.3) are fulfilled but not equation (C.4), they apply with the variable T replaced by the 

potential temperature 8 (8=T-(Ta-Tc), where T0 is a reference temperature and Ta is the 

adiabatic temperature, one usually chooses to put both Ta = T0 and 8 = T0 at the level at which 

T=T0). Relationships (C.2, C.3), and (C.4) are likely to be violated only in large-scale 

geophysical situations. In the calculations described in section 5.5 these relationships are 

valid to a very good approximation, this was checked by calculating the equations (C.l) to 

(C.3) for the system described in section 5.5, so the Boussinesq approximation can be 

applied. 

Reference 
(1) Tritton, D.J., PhysicalFluidDynamics, Clarendon Press, Oxford,l988, Chapter 14. 





List of symbols 
This list contains those symbols that are frequently used in this thesis. 

Roman symbols 

Symbol 

a 

A 

B(u) 

c 
Cv 

Radius of particle 

Hamaker constant 

Inter-shear plane distance 

Combination of viscous terms and convective terms 

Scattering cross section of a particle 

Drag coefficient of particles 

CEN Constant giving the relation between the decrease of 

eo 
f (Ch.6) 

f (Ch.2) 

k 

the number of particles and the decrease of the extinction 

Interaction coefficient of particles 

Diameter of particle 

Non dimensional distance from a particle centre to the symmetry 

plane between two particles 

Fractal dimension 

Number average diameter, 'f.n;D/En; 

Volume average diameter, En;D/ !En;D/ 
Extinction, -logT 

Electric field strength 

Absolute value of electron charge, 1.6*10'19 

Frictional ratio 

Parameter giving the ratio of the volume of an aggregate 

consisting of i particles to i times the volume of a 

singular particle 

Drag force of particles 

Interaction force of particles 

Acceleration of gravity 

Real and Smoluchowski Brownian coagulation rate 

between particles of type i and j 

Boltzmann constant, 1.380622*10·23 

Rate constant 

SI-units 

[m] 

[J] 

[m] 

[--] 

[--] 

[m] 

[--] 

[--] 

[--1 
[--] 

[--] 

[Vm-1] 

[C] 
[--] 

[--] 

[N] 

[N] 
[ms·2] 
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Fraction of distance by which a moving particle entrains its 

neighbours [--] 

L Length, in general [m] 

L (Ch.5) Differential operator [ --] 

m Relative refractive index [ --] 

M. Velocity mass matrix [ --] 

Mr Temperature mass matrix [ --] 

NA Avogadro's constant, 6.022169*1023 [mol-1] 

N; Number concentration of particles [m-3] 

N(u)u Discretization of the convective terms [--] 

p Pressure [Nm-2] 

Peg, Pee let number, relating the strength of sedimentation 

to the strength of Brownian motion, 3rrtalf yfkT [ --] 

Pr Prandtl number, v/K [--] 

q Average coordination number of a particle [ --] 

Q Scattering coefficient [ --] 

R Rayleigh number, g{3A.Tl3 /Kv [ --] 

Re Reynolds number, pUJ_Jq [--] 

s Stress matrix [ --] 

suu Matrix corresponding to the stresses and convective terms in the 

momentum equations [--] 

SuT Discretization of the Boussinesq term [--] 

STT Discretization of the space part of the temperature equation [--] 

t Time [sec] 

T Absolute temperature [K] 

T (Ch.2) Transmission [--] 

tBr Dimensionless Brownian coagulation time [ --] 

u Velocity of fluid phase [ms-1] 

Uo Characteristic velocity [ --] 

lf; Sedimentation velocity of a sphere, 2gA.pa219rt [ms-1] 

lfij Relative sedimentation velocity of two spheres far separated [ms-2] 

WBr• WGr Brownian and gravity induced stability ratio [--] 

X Dimensionless number of particles, N/N0 [--] 

y Parameter giving the dependence of the turbidity of a 

suspension on the wavelength, dlmldln'A [--] 

z Valency of ions [ --] 
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Greek symbols 

Symbol SI-units 

{1 Thermal expansion coefficient [K'] 

{1 (i,j) Collision factor [--] 

'Y Shear rate [s·'] 

0 Distance between the surface of a particle and 

the electrokinetic shear-plane [m] 

€ Energy dissipated per unit of volume and time during steady 

flow [Nm·2sec·1] 

to Permittivity of vacuum, 8.854*10·12 [CV·'m-1] 

tc Energy dissipated during one encounter of two particles 

bordering a shear plane [Nm] 

Ep Energy dissipated by one particle [Nm] 

€, Relative dielectric constant [ --] 

t Zeta-potential [V] 

1J Viscosity of medium [Pas] 

K Reciprocal Debye double layer thickness [m-1] 

K Conductivity [Sm-1] 

K Thermal diffusivity [mzs-'] 

A. Wavelength [m] 

p Density [kgm·3] 

(J/j Charge density in delta-layer [Cm-2] 

a, Charge density behind electrokinetic shear-plane [Cm-z] 

CJo Surface charge density [Cm-2] 

7 (Ch.2) Turbidity [--] 

7 (Ch.l) Shear stress [Nm-2] 

v Kinematic viscosity [m2s-1] 

<P Volume fraction [--] 

1/!o Surface potential [V] 





Summary 

Coagulation is the process of aggregation of small particles, under the influence of London

van der Waals attraction, suspended in a liquid phase. Previous experimental evidence had 

shown that gravity influences coagulation; in the present thesis this influence of gravity on 

coagulation is studied (chapter 3 to 4). In the second part of this thesis (chapters 6 and 7), 

experiments are reported on flow behaviour of dilute particle gels. This investigation on the 

behaviour of dilute gels is a preparatory study for a micro-gravity experiment and was 

directed to answering two questions: 1. Are particle gels really formed at very low solid 

volume fractions; 2. If such low overall solid content particle gels are formed, what are their 

rheological properties? Are the concepts developed in the giant floc model adequate to deal 

with such dilute gels and can one directly observe shear planes in such gels on deformation? 

In chapter 2, the theory of coagulation kinetics is discussed briefly and a few types of 

coagulation mechanisms are discussed. The technique used for measuring coagulation rates 

in this thesis was checked by studying the light scattering behaviour of polystyrene 

dispersions experimentally and theoretically. The light intensity of the scattered light, at 

different detection angles was measured both for non-coagulating dispersions with different 

particle diameters, and for dispersions as a function of time during orthokinetic (shear

induced) coagulation. The transmitted light intensity was found to be described with sufficient 

accuracy by Kerker's 'anomalous diffraction' model. It turned out that the light transmission 

technique can be applied reliably for the determination of coagulation rates, by following the 

decrease in turbidity (increase in light transmission). The polystyrene latex used for the 

coagulation experiments described in this thesis, was characterized by determining the surface 

charge density and t-potentials by conductometric titration, electroosmosis and 

electrophoresis. 

Perikinetic ( = Brownian) coagulation experiments are reported in chapter 3, which were 

performed at 1g and p,g conditions during a flight in a sounding rocket (TEXUS 31) in 

Kiruna (Sweden), for dispersions of polystyrene, quartz and silica particles. Three different 

experiments were performed with the polystyrene dispersion: one in which the densities of 

the PS-particles and the continuous phase were matched, one in which the density of the 

continuous phase was lower than that of the PS-particles and one in which the density of the 

continuous phase was higher than that of the PS-particles. With the silica and quartz 

dispersions, only experiments were performed in which the density of the continuous phase 

was lower than the density of the particles. Coagulation rates for dispersions of polystyrene, 

quartz and silica are found to increase significantly at p,g conditions compared to 1g 

conditions. The most pronounced effect is found for the polystyrene dispersions with a small 
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density difference between the dispersed and the continuous phase. 

In chapter 4 experiments on perikinetic coagulation of polystyrene dispersions are described 

which were performed at lg and high-g conditions in a centrifuge at the AMC in Amsterdam. 

Experiments were performed at lg, 2g, 4g and 7g, with different densities of the continuous 

phase; also a mixture of two different polystyrene latices was used (d1 """ lpm and d2 = 3 

p,m). The results of the high-g experiments show that the most pronounced effect of gravity 

on coagulation rate is found for dispersions with a small density difference, on going from 

lg to 2g. In this regime a significant decrease in coagulation rates is observed. For higher 

g-levels, no change, or an increase in coagulation rate is observed. For the latex containing 

a mixture of particles with diameters 1 and 3 p,m at pronounced density differences, gravity 

induced coagulation was observed; however the formed doublets did not have a lasting 

contact, which indicates an influence of convection flows increasing with increasing 

temperature gradients in the system during the course of an experiment. From calculation of 

the bulk forces acting on the particles, it was found that the detachment force for the larger 

particle of the formed doublet is in the order of 10"14 N. The rate constant calculated at p,g

conditions approaches the theoretical value of von Smoluchowski. By means of a video 

analysis of the perikinetic coagulation process, the formation of doublets was studied for a 

density difference of tlp =-31 kg/m3 and !J.p = 1 kg/m3• It turned out that the 'interaction time' 

for two particles was longer for the density matched dispersion. In general it was concluded 

from the analyses that doublets of particles are easily disrupted and that at lg, free 

convection currents were observed even at small temperature differences in the system. 

In chapter 5 four phenomena involved in the perikinetic coagulation process were studied 

with regard to their ability to account for the influence of gravity on the coagulation rate: 

1) Hydrodynamics: Flow interactions were calculated between two identical spheres held 

fixed in a uniform stream directed perpendicular to the line connecting the particles' centers. 

In the calculations, the inertial terms in the Navier Stokes equation were retained; 

2) Surface charge effects on the pressure in the gap between two approaching particles, 

through the streaming potential generated by the squeezing flow; 

3) Surface roughness and hydration force effects on the interaction force between two 

particles; 

4) Free convection induced by temperature changes in the surroundings. 

We concluded in this thesis that sedimentation and free convection flows have a pronounced 

influence on the perikinetic coagulation process. These findings can be explained as follows: 

at lg when there is a density difference, coagulation is slow, due to disruption of formed 

doublets by convection flows and short interaction times of two interacting particles caused 
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by sedimentation. These two effects are even stronger at slighter higher g-levels, resulting 

in even slower coagulation rates. At 1g conditions when there is no density difference, 

coagulation rates are higher because the interaction times of two interacting particles are 

longer (there is no sedimentation) than when there is a density difference; but free convection 

flows are still operative. At micro-g conditions perikinetic coagulation rates are further 

increased, because neither sedimentation nor free convection flows which disrupt formed 

doublets are operative. 

The rheology of dilute gels is described in chapter 6 and analyzed on the basis of two 

models: the giant floc model and the model of de Rooij. 

1) the giant floc model: at low shear rates, the shear is not distributed homogeneously but 

limited to certain shear planes; the energy dissipation during steady flow is due primarily to 

the overcoming of viscous drag by the suspended particles during motion caused by 

encounters of particles in the shear planes. Though this model was developed for higher solid 

volume fractions, we found that its concepts are not contradicted by experiments in more 

dilute gels, if l, which is the fraction of distance by which a moving particle entrains its 

neighbours, is increased at volume fractions < 0.15. 

2) the model of de Rooij considers aggregates in shear flow to be monodisperse impermeable 

spheres with a fractal structure. Through the use of a yield criterion the aggregate radius as 

a function of shear rate is modeled. With the model a number of relevant parameters 

characterizing the structure, among which the fractal dimension, are fitted. We found that 

our experimental results could be fitted very well upto a volume fraction of 0.15. 

In the last chapter an experimental set-up was developed in which we investigated, by 

visual analysis, whether shear planes really develop during steady shear. A transparent teflon 

dispersion was used, in which the refractive indices of the continuous and dispersed phases 

were matched, for the formation of a gel. Polystyrene particles were built into the gel 

structure as tracer particles. During steady shear the velocities and trajectories of the tracer 

particles were analyzed by Particle Tracking Velocitmetry (PTV). Indeed layers with more 

or less the same velocity were observed for a FEP-gel, during steady shear. Also deviations 

from rectilinear motion of the tracer particles were observed. These observations correspond 

with the assumptions of the giant floc model in which the shear is not distributed 

homogeneously but limited to certain shear planes. Deviations from rectilinear motion of the 

tracer particles in a dilute gel correspond with the results found in chapter 6, in which an 

increase in l was assumed, at low volume fractions, to fit the experimental flow curves. 





Samenvatting 

Coagulatie is het proces van aggregatie van kleine deeltjes, onder de invloed van London

Van der Waals attractie, gesuspendeerd in een vloeistof fase. Voorafgaand experimenteel 

bewijs heeft aangetoond dat de zwaartekracht coagulatie beinvloedt; in dit proefschrift is deze 

invloed van de zwaartekracht op coagulatie bestudeerd (hoofdstuk 3 en 4). In het tweede 

gedeelte van dit proefschrift (hoofdstukken 6 en 7), zijn experimenten verrneld betreffende 

het strorningsgedrag van verdunde deeltjesgelen. Dit onderzoek over het gedrag van verdunde 

gelen is een voorbereidende studie voor een micro-zwaartekracht experiment en was gericht 

op de beantwoording van twee vragen: 1. Worden deeltjesgelen echt gevorrnd bij heellage 

vaste stof volumefracties; 2. Als zulke lage vaste stof deeltjesgelen gevormd worden, wat zijn 

dan de reologische eigenschappen? Zijn de concepten ontwikkeld in het giant floc model 

toereikend voor dergelijke gelen, en kunnen afschuifvlakken direct waargenomen worden 

tijdens deformatie? 

In hoofdstuk 2, is de theorie over coagulatiekinetiek kort behandeld en worden een paar 

vormen van coagulatiemechanismen besproken. De techniek die in dit proefschrift gebruikt 

is om coagulatiesnelheden te meten is gecontroleerd door het lichtverstrooiingsgedrag van 

polystyreen-dispersies, experimenteel en theoretisch, te onderzoeken. De lichtintensiteit van 

het verstrooide Iicht, is onder verschillende detectiehoeken gemeten voor niet-coagulerende 

dispersies met verschillende deeltjes diameters, en voor dispersies als functie van de tijd 

gedurende orthokinetische (afschuif geinduceerde) coagulatie. De lichttransmissie-intensiteit 

kon met voldoende nauwkeurigheid beschreven worden met Kerker's diffractie model. Het 

bleek dat de lichttransmissietechniek, voor het bepalen van de coagulatiesnelheden, 

betrouwbaar toegepast kan worden door het volgen van de afname in turbiditeit (toename in 

lichttransmissie). De polystyreen latex, die gebruikt is voor de coagulatie-experimenten in 

dit proefschrift, is gekarakteriseerd door bepaling van de oppervlakteladingsdichtheid en de 

t-potentialen door middel van concuctometrische titratie, electroosmose en electrophorese. 

Perikinetische ( = Brownse) coagulatie-experimenten zijn vermeld in hoofdstuk 3. Deze zijn 

uitgevoerd onder lg en p.g condities gedurende een vlucht in een 'sondeer raket' (TEXUS 

31) in Kiruna (Zweden), met dispersies bestaande uit polystyreen-, kwarts- en silica-deeltjes. 

Met de polystyreen dispersie zijn drie verschillende experimenten uitgevoerd: een waarbij 

de dichtheden van de PS-deeltjes en de continue fase gematcht waren, een waarbij de 

dichtheid van de continue fase lager was dan die van de PS-deeltjes en een waarbij de 

dichtheid van de continue fase hoger was dan die van de PS-deeltjes. Met de silica- en 

kwarts-dispersies, konden aileen experimenten uitgevoerd waarbij de dichtheid van de 

continue fase lager was dan de dichtheid van de deeltjes. Coagulatie snelheden voor 

polystyreen-, kwarts- en silica-dispersies blijken significant toe te nemen onder p.g condities 
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vergeleken met lg condities. Het meest uitgesproken effect is gevonden voor polystyreen 

dispersies met een klein dichtheidsverschil tussen de disperse en de continue fase. 

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn perikinetische coagulatie-experimenten beschreven van polystyreen 

dispersies die onder 1g en hoge-g condities zijn uitgevoerd, in een centrifuge in het AMC 

in Amsterdam. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd onder lg, 2g, 4g en 7g, met verschillende 

dichtheden van de continue fase; ook is er een mengsel gebruikt van twee verschillende 

polystyreen latices (d1 ""' l p.m en d2 ""' 3 p.m). De resultaten van de hoge-g experimenten 

Iaten zien dat het meest uitgesproken effect van de zwaartekracht op coagulatie wordt 

gevonden voor dispersies met een klein dichtheidsverschil, gaande van lg naar 2g. In dit 

gebied wordt een significante afname in coagulatiesnelheden gevonden. Voor hogere g

niveaus is, geen verandering of een toename in coagulatiesnelheid gevonden. Voor het latex

mengsel, met een significant dichtheidsverschil, treedt er zwaartekracht gemduceerde 

coagulatie op; echter de gevormde doubletten hadden geen blijvend contact, hetgeen een 

convectiestromings invloed aangeeft, die toeneemt met toenemende temperatuursgradienten 

gedurende het verloop van het experiment. Uit berekeningen van de bulkkrachten die op de 

deeltjes werken, bleek dat de scheidingskracht van het grootste deeltje van het gevormde 

doublet in de orde is van 10"14 N. De snelheidsconstante, berekend onder p.g condities, 

benadert de theoretische waarde van von Smoluchowski. Door middel van een videoanalyse 

van het perikinetische coagulatieproces, is de formatie van doubletten bestudeerd, voor een 

dichtheidsverschil van dp=-31 kg/m3 en dp= 1 kg/m3
• Het bleek dat de 'interactie tijd' voor 

twee deeltjes Ianger was voor de dichtheidsgematchte dispersie. In het algemeen is uit de 

videoanalyses geconcludeerd dat doubletten van deeltjes gemakkelijk verbroken worden en 

dat onder lg vrije convectiestromingen waargenomen werden, zelfs bij kleine 

temperatuursverschillen in het systeem. 

In hoofdstuk 5 zijn vier verschijnselen, die betrokken zijn in het perikinetische 

coagulatieproces, bestudeerd met op hun vermogen om de invloed van de zwaartekracht op 

de coagulatiesnelheid te verklaren: 

1) Hydrodynamica: stromingsinteracties zijn berekend tussen twee identieke bollen, gefixeerd 

in een uniforme stroming, loodrecht gericht op de lijn die twee deeltjescentra met elkaar 

verbindt. In de berekeningen, zijn de traagheidstermen in de Navier Stokes vergelijking 

behouden; 

2) Oppervlaktelading effecten op de druk in de spleet tussen twee elkaar naderende deeltjes, 

als gevolg van een stromingspotentiaal gegenereerd door de vloeistof stroming; 

3) Oppervlakteruwheid en hydratatiekracht effecten op de interactiekracht tussen twee 

deeltjes; 

4) Vrije convectie ge'induceerd door temperatuursveranderingen in de omgeving. 
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In dit proefscbrift is geconcludeerd dat sedimentatie en vrije convectiestrorningen een 

uitgesproken invloed bebben op bet perikinetische coagulatieproces. Deze bevindingen 

kunnen als volgt uitgelegd worden: onder lg als er een dicbtheidsverschil is, verloopt 

coagulatie langzaam als gevolg van het opbreken van gevormde doubletten door 

convectiestromingen en korte interactietijden als gevolg van sedimentatie. Deze twee effecten 

zijn nog sterker onder iets bogere-g condities, resulterend in nog lagere coagulatiesnelbeden. 

Onder lg condities, als er geen dichtheidsverscbil is, zijn de coagulatiesnelheden boger omdat 

de interactietijden van twee deeltjes die interactie hebben, Ianger is (er is geen sedimentatie) 

dan wanneer er wel een dichtheidsverschil is; echter vrije convectiestromingen zijn niet 

werkzaam. Onder micro-g condities worden perikinetische coagulatiesnelheden verder 

verhoogd, omdat noch sedimentatie noch vrije convectie stromingen werkzaam zijn, die 

gevormde doubletten op kunnen breken. 

De reologie van verdunde gelen is beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 en geanalyseerd op basis van 

twee modellen: het giant floc model en bet model van De Rooij. 

1) het giant floc model: bij lage afschuifsnelheden, is de afschuiving niet bomogeen verdeeld, 

maar beperkt to bepaalde afschuifvlakken; de gedissipeerde energie gedurende continue 

stroming wordt voornamelijk bepaald door bet overwinnen van de visceuze weerstand, van 

de gesuspendeerde deeltjes gedurende een verplaatsing, als gevolg van het tegenkomen van 

deeltjes in de afschuifvlakken. Alhoewel dit model ontwikkeld is voor hoge vaste stof 

volumefracties, is gevonden dat de concepten niet in strijd zijn met experimentele resultaten 

voor wat meer verdunde gelen, als l (die gelijk is aan de fractie van de afstand waarover een 

bewegend deeltje zijn buren 'meesleurt') toeneemt bij volumefracties < 0.15. 

2) het model van De Rooij beschouwt aggregaten in een afscbuifstroming als monodisperse 

impermeabele bollen met een fractale structuur. Door het gebruik van een zwichtcriterium 

wordt de aggregaatstraal als functie van de afschuifsnelheid gemodeleerd. In bet model 

worden een aantal parameters die de structuur karakteriseren, waaronder de fractale 

dimensie, gefit. We vonden dat onze experimentele resultaten goed gefit konden worden voor 

volumefracties tot en met 0.15. 

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift is een experimentele opstelling ontwikk:eld 

waarin, door middel van visuele analyse, onderzocbt is of afschuifvlakken zich ontwikkelen 

gedurende continue afschuiving. Een transparante teflondispersie is gebruikt voor de vorming 

van een gel, waarin de brekingsindices van de continue en disperse fase gematcht waren, 

Polystyreen deeltjes werden in de gelstructuur ingebouwd als 'tracer' -deeltjes. Gedurende 

continue afschuiving werden de snelheden en banen van de tracer-deeltjes geanalyseerd door 
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middel van Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). Er werden gedurende continue afschuiving 

inderdaad lagen met min of meer dezelfde snelheden waargenomen voor het FEP-gel. Ook 

werden afwijkingen van rechtlijnige beweging van de tracer-deeltjes waargenomen. Deze 

waarnemingen corresponderen met de aannames in bet giant floc model, waarin de 

afschuiving niet homogeen verdeeld is, maar beperkt tot bepaalde afschuiflagen. Afwijkingen 

van de rechtlijnige beweging van de tracer-deeltjes komen overeen met de resultaten die 

gevonden zijn in hoofdstuk 6, waar, om de experimentele stromingscurves te fitten, een 

toename in l was aangenomen bij lage volumefracties. 
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op bet gebied van Particle Tracking (hoofdstuk 7). 

Vasitis Koutsos, of the Polymer Chemistry group in Groningen, I want to thank you for the 

AFM measurements and I hope the ouzo tasted good. 

Ik wil mijn waardering uitspreken voor Herman de Jong en Erik Sondag van bet AMC in 

Amsterdam. Zij stelden de centrifuge beschikbaar waarmee ik de experimenten, beschreven 

in hoofdstuk 4, heb uitgevoerd. Het enthousiasme en de behulpzaamheid waarmee ze mij ter 

zijde stonden, waren een grote steun. 

Den Mitarbeitern von Deutsche Aerospace ERNO Raumfahrttechnik, mochte ich meine 

herzlichen Dank aussprechen fiir ihre Mitarbeit und den erfolgreichen Abschu{l der Raketen 

'Een onbetrouwbaar gebeugen is een bron van goede ideeen'. 

Michie/ W.R.M. van Overbeek, 'De beste stellingen zijn van hout', Uitspraken van Delftse 
promovendi verzameld door Ben Herbergs, Technische Universiteit Delft, 1995. 



in Kiruna (Kapitel 3). 

Het werk van research-stagiaire Ingrid Oomen en HTS-afstudeerder Edwin Koru, zoals 

beschreven in de hoofdstukken 2 en 7, was een steun voor het onderzoek. 

De prettige samenwerking met de vaste staf van de voormalige vakgroep Colloidchemie & 

Thermodynamica (TCT), Wies van Diemen, Stan Holten en Jos Laven, heb ik enorm 

gewaardeerd. Met name Wies wil ik bedanken voor het voorbereidende werk: wat hij gedaan 

heeft voor de raket- en de centrifuge-experimenten. Onze gezamenlijk:e trips naar 

Amsterdam, Trauen, Berlijn en Kiruna zal ik niet snel vergeten. Jos Laven was een steun 

voor mij bij het voorbereiden van de experimenten, beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. 

Mijn voormalige collega's Peter Baets, Gert Tuin, Joachim Kaldasch en Jan Vaessen 

beantwoordden veel van mijn vragen en maakten mij wegwijs binnen de faculteit. Ook: mijn 

huidige collega Marcel Visschers en mijn k:amergenoot Peter Krutzen hebben mij enorm 

geholpen. Peter, ik neem bij deze aile (vaak negatieve) opmerkingen over 'de Limburgers' 

terug. 

Buiten de werksfeer, wil ik allereerst mijn ouders bedanken. Zij gaven mij de mogelijkheid 

om te studeren en boden mij daarbij aile vrijheid en zelfstandigheid. 

Ik: bin Gert Jan Kuber dank:boar veur de Magnificent Blues, want zunder de Blues was't 

bouk:je nait zo wordn als't nou is. 

Hilde, tot slot wil ik mijn waardering voor jou uitsprek:en. Ondank:s jouw hairy layers heb 

je toch een smooth suiface en hebben we a! een interaction time van ruim 9 jaar. Onze 

attractive interaction force is dus erg groot. Er is dan ook geen enk:ele stroming die ons 

uiteen k:an drijven. 
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Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefschrift van 

R. Folkersma 

1. Perikinetische coagulatie verloopt sneller onder micro-g condities dan onder lg
condities. 

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 3. 

2. Onder perikinetische coagulatiecondities, mogen oppervlakteruwheid van de deeltjes 
en convectiestromingen in de continue fase niet verwaarloosd worden. 

Dit proej'schrift, Hoofdstuk 5. 

3. De uitspraak dat de niet-lineaire termen in de Navier-Stokes vergelijking lijden tot 
attractie tussen twee sedimenterende bollen dient op z'n minst onderbouwd te worden 
met kwantitatieve resultaten of een verwijzing naar de literatuur waar dit uit blijkt. 

Langbein, D., Adv. Space Res., 1991, 11/7, 189. 

4. De aanname, in vele artikelen, dat polystyreendispersies goede modelsystemen zijn 
om verschillende colloidchemische verschijnselen te onderzoeken kan in twijfel 
worden getrokken. 

Alvarez, R.H., De Las Nieves, F.J., Linde, van der A.J., Bijsterbosch, B.H., Colloids Surfaces, 1986, 
21, 259. 
Verdegan, B.M., Anderson, M.A., J. Colloid Interface Sci., 1993, 158, 372. 

5. Jessen en Plumtree houden in hun beschouwingen, betreffende de resultaten van 
fatigue-experimenten aan polyestercomposieten, onvoldoende rekening met 
temperatuurstijgingen van de proefmonsters tijdens een dergelijk experiment. 

Jessen, S.M., Plumtree, A., Composites, 1989, 20, 559. 

6. Het 'site binding' model zoals opgesteld door Healy en White is in strijd met de 
Debye-Hi.ickel theorie. 

Healy, T.W., White, L.R., Adv. Colloid Interface Sci., 1978, 9, 303. 



7. Het is onjuist te stellen dat de bolvorm van geadsorbeerde moleculen noodzakelijk is 
voor de geldigheid van de Langmuir adsorptie-isotherm. 

Fowler, R., Guggenheim, E.A., Statistical Themwdynamics, Cambridge at the University Press, 1956. 

8. De atbraak van de kerncentrale in Dodewaard zal pas over veertig jaar plaatsvinden. 
Dit zegt meer over de halfwaardetijd van bet gebudgeteerde geld, nodig voor de 
ontmanteling, dan over de halfwaardetijd van bet nog aanwezige radioactieve 
materiaal in de centrale. 

9. De essentie van de Blues blijft aileen dan behouden wanneer de muziek van deze 
vertolkers niet populair is bij bet grote publiek. 

10. Voor echtparen die geen kinderen kunnen krijgen, omdat de mobiliteit van de 
zaadcellen van de man onvoldoende is, is een conceptie onder micro-g condities bet 
proberen waard. 

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 3. 

11. De slogan: 'Er gaat niets boven Groningen', suggereert ten onrechte dat de 
Martinitoren minstens 8848 meter hoog is. 

12. Op een sollicitatiecursus leer je dat personeelsfunctionarissen mensen zijn. 

13. Een walvis is een ontkenning van zichzelf. 




